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SUMMARY
1.

Kendal is currently at risk of flooding from events that can be expected to occur
once in every 5 years. The Environment Agency has proposed the Kendal
Flood Risk Management Scheme (KFRMS) to reduce that risk to events that
can be expected to occur once in every 100 years. KFRMS has been divided
into three phases. This application relates to Phase 1, 6km of linear defences,
mainly walls and embankments, adjoining both banks of the Rivers Mint and
Kent from the Lakeland Distribution Centre in the north of the town to
Helsington Mills in the south. Phase 1 in isolation is expected to reduce the risk
of flooding for part of the town from events that can be expected to occur once
in every 20 years.

2.

The application is accompanied by an Environmental Statement (ES) that has
assessed the likely impacts of the proposals put forward in Phase 1 across a
broad range of receptors. The ES considers the likely impacts from construction
and from the longer term operational phase of the development, taking into
account extensive proposals for mitigation. In response to comments from
statutory consultees and representations from other individuals/organisations
the proposals have been amended since they were first submitted in November
2018.

RECOMMENDATION
3.

Approve with conditions.

DESCRIPTION AND PROPOSAL
Site description
4.

The River Kent originates in the hills surrounding Kentmere and flows for
around 20 miles passing through Kendal before discharging into Morecambe
Bay. The major tributaries of the Rivers Mint, Sprint and Gowan join the Kent
north of Kendal, whilst within the town itself the river is joined by Stock Beck,
Blind Beck and Natland Mill Beck.

5.

Outside the main urban area of Kendal, the catchment is mainly rural where
high rainfall, thin soils and impermeable geology combine to produce large
amounts of run-off.

6.

The scheme boundary extends from adjacent to Lakeland Distribution Centre in
the north of the town to Helsington Mills in the south. It incorporates a section of
the River Mint from Kendal Rugby Union Club on the A6, Shap Road to the
confluence with the River Kent.

7.

The River Kent is designated as a Special Area of Conservation (SAC) and a
Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI)

Proposal
Kendal Flood Risk Management Scheme
8.

The wider Kendal Flood Risk Management Scheme (KFRMS) ), if provided in
its entirety, will eventually provide a 1 in 100 year standard of protection protection for up to a 1% annual exceedance probability (AEP). The KFRMS is
made up of a number of phases, set out as follows:


Phase 1A – North Kendal linear defence raising





9.

Phase 1B – Stock Beck Pumping Station
Phase 1C – Central and South Kendal linear defence raising
Phase 2 – Burneside, Staveley and Ings linear defence raising
Phase 3 – Upstream storage on the River Kent

This application covers Phase 1 (1A, 1B & 1C), collectively referred to in the
application documents, and elsewhere in this report, as KFRMS – PH1 KLD.
This first phase of the development will reduce flood risk from events with a
minimum return period up to 1 in 20 years.
KFRMS – PH1 KLD

10. Phase 1 of the KFRMS comprises three principal components.
Flood walls and embankments
11. The scheme includes a combination of flood walls and embankments,
collectively referred to as the linear defences, ranging in height from 0.3m to
2m and extending discontinuously for a total length of 6 kilometres along both
banks of the River Mint and River Kent. At various points the walls and
embankments tie into existing structures and areas of high ground to provide a
continuous line of defences extending from the Lakeland Distribution Centre in
the north of the town to Helsington Mills in the south.
12. The plans submitted with the application present the proposals in 12 different
“reaches” of the river network, labelled A to L from north to south. In some
locations linear defences are proposed in areas where there are already
existing embankments and walls. The application is clear that, as things stand,
the proposal is to remove these existing assets as they are not designated to
be formal flood defences. However, these features may be incorporated into
the final scheme, in part or in whole, if further detailed design work assesses
them as suitable.
13. It is proposed to include drain down structures in the linear defences to ensure
that water can escape back into the watercourse following a design
exceedance event. These are proposed at any low spots where water could
potentially pond behind the new defences.
14. The defences also include 14 flood gates and a number of up and over ramps
or steps at strategic locations to retain access. The positions of these are
clearly marked on the various plans. Where openings are greater than 4m wide
the proposal is to utilise double leaf gates to limit the weight of individual gates
to assist in closing them safely.
Raising of levels
15. The scheme includes what it describes as “[s]ome minor raising of existing
footpath, roads and garden patio levels to restrict flow paths.” These are clearly
marked on the various drawings.
Pumping station
16. A pumping station is to be provided at the outfall of Stock Beck. This will pump
water into the River Kent at rate of 1m3/s at times when the flow would
otherwise be impeded by high water levels in the main river.

Associated proposals
Flood proofing
17. KFRMS – PH1 KLD also includes flood proofing to some existing properties
that border the watercourse, described in the ES as undertaking the
appropriate measures to seal off any flow paths into existing properties such as
repointing, raising air bricks, etc. There are no detailed proposals on a propertyby-property basis, and in many cases is unlikely to need planning permission in
any event. The ES states (para. 5.2.13) that in each case “it is assumed that
the building has the structural capacity to withstand the extra hydrostatic
loading. A building survey will be undertaken to confirm this during the next
phase [of the design works]”.
EIA Development
18. The proposal is “EIA development” for the purposes of The Town and Country
Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2017 and,
consequently, is accompanied by an Environmental Statement (ES). Regulation
26 states:
When determining an application or appeal in relation to which an
environmental statement has been submitted, the relevant planning
authority […] must—
a) examine the environmental information;
b) reach a reasoned conclusion on the significant effects of the
proposed development on the environment, taking into account the
examination referred to in sub-paragraph (a) and, where
appropriate, their own supplementary examination;
c) integrate that conclusion into the decision as to whether planning
permission or subsequent consent is to be granted; and
d) if planning permission or subsequent consent is to be granted,
consider whether it is appropriate to impose monitoring measures.
19. The ES comprises the following five volumes:






Volume 1 – Main Text
Volume 2 – Plans
Volume 3 – Appendices
Volume 4 – Non-technical Summary
Volume 5 – Photographic viewpoints

Volume 1 is divided into the following three parts:
1.
2.
3.

Introduction
Environmental Impact Assessments
Summary and Conclusions.

The scope of the topics covered in Part 2 covers the following areas (with the
relevant chapter numbers):

7. Air Quality
8. Biodiversity
9. Cultural Heritage
10. Landscape Character and Townscape
11. Visual Impact
12. Geology, Soils and Waste
13. People and Communities: Outdoor Access
14. Socio-Economics
15. Water Environment
16. Cumulative Effects
For consistency, each topic area covered in Volume 1, Part 2 of the
Environmental Report is structured as follows, with some variation to allow for
the assessment and reporting requirements of individual topics:


Introduction: defining the topic and its scope.



Assessment Technique and Methodology: summarising the
methodologies applied to gather baseline information, identify potential
impacts and their effects and how the significance of these effects has
been assessed. Reference is made to any guidelines or best practice
followed and topic specific descriptors for determining the sensitivity of
receptors and the magnitude of impacts are provided where available.
Any important limitations or assumptions of the assessment process are
highlighted as well as any consultation that has been undertaken to
inform the assessment.



Baseline Conditions: describing the current environmental condition
pertinent to the topic being assessed and within the defined study area.
Findings from desktop and field surveys are provided here.



Preliminary Impact Assessment and Identification: summarising
potential impacts and effects of the proposed scheme, beneficial or
adverse, permanent or temporary with a preliminary assessment of
significance without mitigation.



Mitigation: describing proposed measures to avoid, reduce, restore or
compensate for effects identified as significant during the preliminary
impact assessment. Opportunities to enhance may also be considered.



Residual Impact Assessment and Identification: summarising
potential impacts and effects of the proposed scheme, beneficial or
adverse, permanent or temporary with a residual assessment of
significance with mitigation.



Cumulative Effects: a consideration of the interaction of effects. These
can be from a single project where the combined action of several
different topic specific impacts causes an effect on a single
receptor/resource or from different projects where the combined action
of several different proposed projects causes an effect.



Summary

20. The ES was updated with “further information” in January 2019, in response to
various comments from statutory consultees and others. This is summarised in
the following three documents:


Summary of amendments and further information, January 2019;



Environmental Statement, Updated, January 2019 (Tabulated Changes);



Planning Statement, Updated, January 2019 (Tabulated Changes).

21. Subsequently, certain General Arrangement Plans and Landscape Masterplans
have been amended to clarify points of details. An “Erratum to the
Environmental Statement” was issued on 12th March 2019.
22. Key elements of the ES are considered in the “Assessment” section of this
report.
Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017
23. The proposals impinge upon the River Kent Special Area of Conservation
(SAC), defined as a “European Site” for the purposes of applying the provisions
of The Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017.
24. The Regulations define “competent authorities” as public bodies or statutory
undertakers. Competent authorities are required to make an appropriate
assessment of any plan or project they intend to permit or carry out, if the plan
or project is likely to have a significant effect upon a European site. In this case,
both the Environment Agency as the proponent of the scheme, and South
Lakeland District Council in its role as local planning authority, are competent
authorities for the purposes of these Regulations – and both are required to
make appropriate assessments. This is discussed further under the
“Biodiversity” heading of this report.
Other relevant consents
25. Planning Statement para. 3.4.8
Where the KFRMS – PH1 KLD involves works to the fabric of a Listed
Building or a Scheduled Monument, separate applications for Listed
Building or Scheduled Monument Consent will be submitted to
SLDC/Historic England and are thus reported separately. Consequently,
these proposals do not form part of the planning application
26. Planning Statement para. 3.4.9
Development that has indirect effects to Listed Buildings and Scheduled
Monuments and their settings have been taken into consideration in the
accompanying ES and Technical Appendices.
PLANNING HISTORY
27. There are no planning applications specifically relevant to the current
proposals, although each chapter in the ES considers a range of permissions in
its assessment of cumulative effects. The drawing entitled “Developments with
Potential Inter Cumulative Effects” highlights the various permissions examined
in this context.

CONSULTATIONS
28. The application was registered on 28 November 2018. Publicity and
consultations inviting comment were triggered on 29 November 2019. The
Environment Agency submitted further information and amendments on 30
January 2019. Further publicity and consultations inviting comment were
triggered on 31 January 2019. The formal deadline for receiving comments
expired on 03 March. In practice this application has been open for comment
continuously from 28 November 2018 until the beginning of March – a total of
over 13 weeks.
29. A total of 5583 “neighbour letters“ has been sent out in association with both
periods of publicity.
Statutory consultees
Kendal Town Council:
30. Comments as follows:
“No objections
“Committee are in favour of the plans as amended to SLDC and view
positively the large amount of constructive engagement that has and
continues to take place.
“As a Committee we would like to be actively involved in constructive
engagement at every level of this process including in on-going
discussion on material matters such as the glass panelling and tree
positioning. We would also hope to engender this engagement across all
members of Kendal Town Council.
“We look forward to hearing from the Environment Agency as to when
and how that involvement will happen.”
Natland Parish Council
31. Comments as follows:
“The River Kent flood on the night of 5/6 December 2015 had two big
impacts on Natland Parish: the closure of Hawes Bridge and the flooding
over the Watercrook loop. In the latter, water surged over its bank at the
bend by the sewage works and headed towards the group of nine
dwellings at Watercrook Farm, fortuitously knocking over a wall, crossing
the access road, bypassing the houses and returning to the river south of
Watercrook loop.
“It is assumed that a principal aim of the scheme is to speed the river’s
flow through Kendal. This is recognised in the deposited document ‘River
Kent: Hydropomorphic Impact of Flood Wall Alterations’ which states:
‘The Watercrook currently represents the most dynamic reach of the river
in the vicinity of Kendal and alterations to the extreme flood flow and
associated bedload transport regime leave this reach susceptible to
change following the flood relief works. From a geomorphological
perspective this dynamism is to be welcomed and should be allowed to
occur on the understanding that landowners are made aware of and
accept the land losses associated with this future likely change.’

“The only works proposed in the application for the protection of
Watercrook Farm are shown on the ‘General Arrangement – reach L’
drawing and affect the access road. They comprise ‘Localised road
raising (circa 100mm)’ and ‘Section of existing stone wall to be taken
down and replaced with a double field gate to allow exceedance flows to
pass through the farmland.
“Natland Parish Council considers to this to be an inadequate response
to the increased risk facing the Watercrook Farm residents. Greater
protection from flooding of the Watercrook Farm properties should be
incorporated into the scheme before the application is approved.”
Skelsmergh and Scalthwaiterigg Parish Council
32. Confirmed no comments.
Helsington Parish Council
33. Confirmed no comments.
Lake District National Park
34. Confirmed no comments.
Government Planning Casework Unit
35. Confirmed no comments.
Cumbria County Council
36. Relevant extracts from the response of Cumbria County Council in its roles as
local highway authority and Lead Local Flood Authority are set out below.
“We recommend that this proposal can be approved with conditions.”
Lead Local Flood Authority
“We support the aim of this proposal to improve the standard of flood
protection in Kendal. In our roles as Lead Local Flood Authority and
Highway Authority we work in close partnership with the Environment
Agency and other Risk Management Authorities as part of the Cumbria
Strategic Flood Partnership to deliver a reduction in flood risk to the
people of Cumbria. We have been working with the Environment Agency
to address a range of potential issues with this proposal during the preapplication process.”
“On its own the Phase 1 project reduces the risk of fluvial flooding from
the main rivers from the current 20% Annual Exceedance Potential
(AEP) to 5% AEP which is a significant and worthwhile improvement for
hundreds of properties.”
“It needs to be ensured that surface water does not become trapped on
the dry side of the flood defences causing flooding that does not occur
prior to the proposal. The submitted flood risk assessment highlights
potential locations where this could occur and notes that [design features
will be required to allow surface water to discharge into the rivers]. We
have already been in discussion about this issue and will require a
condition to provide the detail prior to construction.”

“The potential for the proposal to increase the risk of groundwater
flooding (a particular concern in the Aynam Road area) is prevented by
the use of seepage cut offs in linear defence designs. The proposal
creates no increase in impermeable surface so does not require a
drainage proposal in its own right.”
Local highway authority
“[…] the construction traffic impact could be significant […] a Transport
Assessment/Construction Traffic Management Plan detailing numbers
and types of vehicles associated with construction along with proposals
for its management can be provided cumulatively as the project
progresses which should be secured by condition.
“From the details that are available we understand that the proposal is for
a main site compound north of the Mintsfeet Industrial Estate for parking
and deliveries. From there workers, equipment and materials will be
distributed to the individual satellite construction sites. This proposal is
beneficial in keeping construction traffic out of the town centre for sites
north of the town centre. Depending on the impact revealed in a
cumulative TA/CTMP, there may be a need for a similar compound on
the southern side of the town. Construction traffic should not use the
A684 because this route has a diversion through residential areas for
high vehicles.
“A Transport Assessment has been provided for the specific element of
the proposal where construction works will take place alongside Aynam
Road. We agree that this impact can be managed to acceptable levels
when only one lane is closed but a further management measure should
be the provision of sufficient advance warning signs remote from Kendal
(e.g. on the M6 and on A591) advising traffic to avoid Kendal town
centre.
“At this stage a series of traffic management plans have been submitted
detailing vehicular access points and the local routes into them on a
reach by reach basis. We will require a pre-construction condition survey
for all access points and routes along non A and B classified residential
roads and we will require post construction reinstatement. We are
particularly concerned about the proposal for construction traffic to
access Reach G via Dowkers Lane as detailed on Traffic Management
Annotated Plan 10. This is a very narrow residential street with blockwork
surfacing and may not be suitable for construction traffic depending on
the type of traffic proposed which is not detailed.”
37. The County Council’s response includes the full wording of five conditions.
These are discussed further below under the “Flood risk” and Traffic impacts”
sections of this report.
Environment Agency
38. Comments as follows:
“We are satisfied with the Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) and the
submission as it stands, mindful that as stated in Section 6.2 of the FRA,
that if during detailed design there are revisions to the proposals, further

modelling will be undertaken to determine if the National receptor
Dataset properties have changed in anyway and the FRA actions
updated.
“The Agency’s Fisheries, Biodiversity and Geomorphology team are
working closely with the project team to ensure that the environmental
impacts of the scheme are adequately addressed. This work will continue
until all issues have been resolved.”
Sport England
39. Objects
“Millennium Playing Fields – the EA believes the area of playing field that
looks like it’s being lost to nature conservation is not part of the formal
playing field as it was only set out to provide some temporary pitches
during previous flood prevention works. Google earth shows it set out
with 2 pitches between 2009 and 2011 but it does not look to have been
marked out since then. Sport England advised that there was a need to
demonstrate the temporary nature of the [land’s] use for pitches and
prove there has been no recent use in order to demonstrate that the land
has not been a formal long term part of the functional playing field. The
FA’s support for this is also required. Unfortunately the Council has no
Playing Pitch Strategy to help clarify if there is a need for this site to be
retained and available for playing pitches. It was noted that the proposed
embankment will protect the playing field from flooding in future – at
present it regularly floods and takes a long time to drain after a flood.
Sport England noted this could potentially compensate for loss of the
temporary pitches along with the provision and retention of a new access
to the site. SE would consider the site constitutes playing field land but if
the EA can demonstrate [the] limited temporary of its use, improvements
to remaining playing field quality via flood defences, get the FA to confirm
they believe there is an adequate supply of playing field[s] in [Kendal]
then SE could consider the application as meeting Exceptions E1/E4 of
our policy to protect playing [fields]. SE queried if the embankment could
be routed along the western boundary of [the] temporary pitch area to
enable the land to form a permanent pitch protected by the embankment
but the EA explained the route was devised to provide water catchment
and nature conservation benefits which were an important part of the
scheme.”
Historic England
40. Commented initially on 08 January 2019, concluding as follows:
“Recommendation
“We support the broad aim of improving Kendal’s flood defences.
However, we consider that it causes harm to the significance of the
Kendal Conservation Area. While we do not formally object to the
application, we strongly recommend that the Local Planning Authority
carefully considers whether a clear and convincing justification has been
provided for that harm and if it is outweighed by the public benefits of the
proposals.

“Your authority should take these representations into account and seek
amendments, safeguards or further information as set out in our advice.
If there are any material changes to the proposals, or you would like
further advice, please contact us.”
41. Further comments received on 28 February 2019:
“We welcome that some amendments have been made to the scheme
and that there has been a positive attempt to respond to the various
concerns that have been raised during the consultation process.
Unfortunately, it has not been possible to open a number of the
documents on your website, presumably because of their large size. The
scale of the proposals and sheer volume of information means that it
continues to be a challenging scheme to fully appreciate and understand.
“In heritage terms, these revised proposals do not appear to address our
essential concerns regarding the likely harmful impact of the proposals,
as outlined in our previous letter. While more tree-planting has been
included this is for ornamental tree species which, by definition, lack the
height and woodland character of species which are intrinsic to the
Victorian tree planting scheme that would be removed. We also
understand that, in any case, some of these new trees would be
removed before maturity for fear they might damage the integrity of the
flood defence foundations.
Better annotation of the plans now also clarifies that glass walls are
proposed to the south of Stramongate Bridge. We think the juxtaposition
of this with the Scheduled stone bridge would be harmful to its setting
and to the surrounding conservation area character and given the
proposed heights is not required. Stone walls would be better employed
in this location with the glass re-utilised to mitigate the impact in other
key locations elsewhere.”
[…]
“We are, therefore, concerned that the amended scheme still lacks
sufficient information to clarify the visual impact of the scheme upon the
character and appearance of the conservation area. It is not appropriate
for the Council as decision maker, nor consultees and the public to have
to “imagine” how the defensive walls and loss of trees would appear
within the conservation area. This should be fully and unambiguously
explained by the submission of appropriate visual information to show
the impact on heritage significance, as required by paragraph 189 of the
NPPF.
“This application, therefore, remains deficient in lacking sufficient visual
information that is essential to make a full and proper assessment of the
scheme. Given the [likelihood] of the scheme having a permanently
harmful impact on the town's cherished river environment, at the very
heart of conservation area, this is a matter of great concern.
“It is, therefore, difficult to see how the Council can determine the
application while at the same time fully discharge its statutory duties
under Town and Country (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act
1990. To determine the application without this essential visual

information would fall short of Section 72 of the Act, which requires the
Local Planning Authority to pay “special attention…to the desirability of
preserving or enhancing the character or appearance of that area”.
“This is reinforced within the NPPF where “great weight” must be given to
the conservation of heritage assets (NPPF 193). The absence of this
information means the application lacks “clear and convincing
justification” (NPPF 194). It is, therefore, not possible to weigh these
impacts against the public benefits of the scheme.
“We urge the Council to request further visual information to show the
impact and scale of the proposals on their local context. We recommend
our involvement in agreeing the base photographic material for verified
view photomontages and that conventional elevational drawings are
obtained for the entire scheme within the conservation area which
accurately show the scale of the walls and the immediate context of
buildings and landscape in which they are set.
“In addition to this letter, the advice in our previous letter continues to set
out our position, given the lack of meaningful changes to the scheme in
terms of its impact on the town’s heritage. Our recommendation,
therefore, remains that we have no objection to the principle of improving
Kendal’s flood defences but remain concerned about the design details
of how this would be achieved. The Council still need to ensure that the
scheme has clear and convincing justification and that they discharge
their statutory duties and, at present, the scheme lacks the level of
information to achieve this.
“Recommendation
“Historic England has no formal objection to the principle to the flood
mitigation scheme but we continue to have concerns that the design
details would cause harm to the significance of Kendal Conservation
Area. Further visual information is required to enable this application to
be determined in statutory and policy terms.
“Your authority should take these representations into account and seek
amendments, safeguards or further information as set out in our advice.”
Historic Environment Officer, Cumbria County Council
42. Recommends conditions to address:
a. a programme of mitigation to investigate and record undesignated
heritage assets and areas of archaeological interest; and
b. a scheme for the recording and reinstatement of the riverside steps
located 100m south of Miller Bridge.
Natural England
43. Summary of Natural England’s advice:
“NO OBJECTION - SUBJECT TO APPROPRIATE MITIGATION BEING
SECURED
“We consider that without appropriate mitigation the application could:



have an adverse effect on the integrity of the River Kent Special
Area of Conservation



damage or destroy the interest features for which River Kent &
Tributaries Site of Special Scientific Interest has been notified.

“Following the submission of further information and discussions with the
applicant, we provide the following comments
“The access ramp has now been removed from the proposed scheme,
removing previous concerns regarding this aspect of the proposal.
“Bat activity survey data has been obtained from the South Cumbria Bat
Group. On balance and in the long term this states a negligible impact on
bats from the proposed scheme, due to the incorporated mitigation. We
advise the Local Planning Authority to take advice from their Ecological
Consultant on the acceptability of the short-term (0-15year) impacts.
“We also advise that appropriate detailed planning conditions or
obligations are attached to any planning permission to secure the
measures detailed below:


Updated Habitats Regulations Assessment



Construction Method Statement”

Network Rail
44. Network Rail has supplied a form that the applicants need to fill in.
“The proposal works will be reviewed and agreed with Network Rail under
a BAPA.
“No works to commence until agreed with Network Rail.”
South Lakeland District Council
Public protection
45. No objections, subject to conditions in respect of: (1) contaminated land; (2)
noise; (3) air quality; and (4) a requirement for a Construction Environment
Management Plan (CEMP).
Arboriculturist
46. Concludes as follows:
“A town’s treescape changes and evolves over many, usually hundreds
of years. It is rare for such significant tree removals as those proposed
to take place over such a short period of time, particularly in an urban
environment. The impact of the proposed tree removals on the
appearance of Gooseholme and Aynam Road would certainly be the
most dramatic change to Kendal’s treescape in the town’s modern
history.
“The tree removals required to facilitate the proposed flood defence
scheme will have a significant, detrimental impact upon the current
treescape of Kendal. The proposed replacement planting scheme would,
in time, provide the next generation of trees for the towns riverside green
spaces.”

Development Plans
47. Concludes as follows:
“At a strategic level, the proposed flood risk management scheme is of
key importance to Kendal as South Lakeland’s main Principal Service
Centre, to help meet the increasing challenge of major weather events
associated with climate change. The scheme will have significant
benefits both to local residents who are at risk of flooding and also to the
wider local economy in terms of added protection to industrial and
employment areas to the north of Kendal.
“The overall decision on the planning application scheme will need to
take account of the balance of both benefits and impacts of the scheme
on a range of factors including those relating to built and natural heritage,
townscape and biodiversity. The balance will weigh more heavily in
favour of the scheme if: –


“There is certainty and an identified timescale for the delivery of
phases 2 and 3 of the flood management package to ensure the
full benefits of the scheme are realised as soon as practicable.
Until phases 2 and 3 are delivered, there will also be a need to
manage the changes in flood risk over the phase 1 construction
and post construction periods.



“If the applicant has gone as far as is reasonably possible in terms
of mitigating the impacts of the proposed scheme including:
o “A reduction in the height and impact of masonry walls,
through increased use of glass walls or other means
o “A reduction in the loss of trees and increase in
compensatory planting
o “Achieving a net gain in biodiversity
o “Ensuring appropriate finishes and materials in walls, taking
account of professional conservation advice
o “Facilitating or delivering directly any appropriate
opportunities for new pedestrian and cycle paths.”

Neighbours / Others
48. At the time of concluding this report the application has attracted a total of 431
representations; 293 objections; 116 letters of support; and 22 labelled as, or
taken to be, neutral comments. The main points raised (including those in the
neutral comments) are as follows:
Objections
EIA


To declare that the scheme proposed is the best available taking into
account all benefits and impacts, the Environmental Statement would also
have to include an assessment of Phases 2 and 3. The Environmental
Statement in its current form is inadequate and a lawful decision on this
scheme cannot be made at this time.

Flood risk


Proposals will not protect against another Storm Desmond



Proposals ignore the contribution to flooding by groundwater and/or
surface water



Application acknowledges that Phase 1 in isolation will put some
properties at greater risk



Walls could hold back groundwater making flooding worse



Flooding problems will simply be shifted upstream and/or downstream



Upstream storage should be implemented first



Having historically allowed properties to be built on the flood plain is poor
planning



This is a discredited engineering solution; channelling river to make it flow
faster, rather than slowing water upstream. Experience elsewhere shows
that schemes like this don’t work.



Concerns that defences will not be maintained.



Concerned that evolution of scheme has resulted in loss of defences in
certain parts of the town.



Flood protection benefits are guesswork



Unhappy that higher levels of protection rely on an uncertain Phase 2



Resist temptation to resist doing something rather than nothing



Alternatives should be pursued:
o Natural flood management
o Dredging / clearance of bankside vegetation
o Property level resilience
o Replacing existing bridges with single span structures or removing
them
o Demountable defences

Trees


We should be planting trees, not felling them



Trees bring numerous benefits:
o High amenity value. They contribute significantly to the character of
the town.
o Wildlife corridors
o Improve air quality
o Reduce CO2
o Hold riverbanks together
o Absorb water

o Improve mental health


Improved replacement tree planting ratio is acknowledged, but, in many
cases, it will be years before replacements will deliver the same benefits.
And they will be in different places.

Character of the town


Scheme represents an ugly concrete canal through the town; an eyesore
that will irrevocably damage Kendal



The proposals will have a detrimental impact on Kendal’s landscape,
heritage and public realm.



The proposals will have an impact upon the char cater of the wider
landscape.



Riverside walks will be less appealing – not good for encouraging health
and fitness



Nikolaus Pevsner observes that Aynam Road “runs along the river and is
tree planted, a rare case in England of such a promenade”.



Stone facing will do little to mitigate harm caused by walls



Town will be disfigured and lose trade as a result



Walls will obstruct views of, and access to, the river



Walls will encourage vandalism and create spaces that will attract antisocial behaviour



Outlook from some properties will be diminished

Tourism


The potentially negative impacts on tourism have not been properly
assessed in the submission.

Traffic


There will be traffic chaos during construction



Delays during construction will increase car fumes

General


The proposal is being rushed to meet funding deadlines



More consultation needed



Nature, history and culture are as important as people and property



Level of protection offered by Phase 1 is a poor return for the harm it will
cause



Kendal should be looking to progress a world class solution



A significant number of people who have been flooded previously consider
this scheme to be too high a price to pay for not being flooded again.

Support
Flood risk


Being flooded is a devastating experience. Affected residents and
businesses live in fear that it will happen again. It adversely affects health
and wellbeing.



If you have not been flooded you have no idea what it is like.



It’s important to have the assurance of the flood defences to make homes,
families and businesses safe.



Any action which is guaranteed to reduce the risk of future flood events is
welcomed.



Residents and members of the public alike have had many opportunities to
give views on both the long and short list of options presented by the EA.



This is the best option for Kendal and is long overdue.



Proposals are not perfect, but they are a practical, sensible and cost
effective means to provide protection for the future.



Scheme has been carefully designed to strike the right balance between
impacts and flood protection.



Scaling up the Natural Flood Management proposals used in the Pickering
“slow the flow” scheme is not a viable replacement or alternative for what
the EA proposes in Kendal. Kendal has a larger catchment and flow rates
are greater.



If this application is not approved then Phases 2 and 3 will not happen and
the properties will flood repeatedly and lives will be at risk.



Meeting funding deadlines is important. Without the ERDF funding to
protect businesses the full scheme will not meet the cost benefit or match
funding requirements.



Important to reject assertions that:
o If scheme doesn’t protect from another Desmond then it’s not worth
doing
o The benefits of the combined phases 1, 2 and 3 should not be
taken into account in weighing the merits of this scheme.

Trees


Loss of trees is a shame, but it’s clear that they will be replaced – albeit in
different locations. Immediate loss of trees will be offset by replanting in
the long term



Lives and properties and more important than trees



Many trees are self-seeded and not part of any formal Kendal landscape



Importance of trees, many of which are poorly managed, has been
overstated.



Important not to be swayed by misunderstandings about: (1) the role of
tree roots in a canalised river section; or (2) the scale of transpiration from
even 700 trees.

Character of the town


Time to look forward and not live in the past



We will get used to the new 21st century Kendal



Height of walls and integrated glass panels will not harm views of the river

General


Application needs to be determined with regard to scientific evidence and
professional expertise.

49. As this report was concluded the local planning authority was copied into a
letter from Friends of the Lake District to the Government’s Planning Casework
Unit, dated 12 March 2019, requesting that the Secretary of State call-in this
application for his own determination. The letter is available to read in full
online, but the essence of the request is that:
“The proposals impact upon nationally designated heritage assets and
conflict with national policy and national legislation. They are wholly
reliant for their effectiveness on separate works within a national park.
The decision and its implications are therefore of national significance.”
POLICY ISSUES
Development Plan
South Lakeland Core Strategy
50. The following Core Strategy policies are considered relevant to the proposal:


CS1.1:

Sustainable Development Principles



CS1.2:

The Development Strategy



CS2:

Kendal Strategy



CS8.1:

Green Infrastructure



CS8.2:

Protection and enhancement of landscape and settlement
character



CS8.4:

Biodiversity and geodiversity



CS8.6:

Historic environment



CS8.8:

Development and flood risk



CS8.10: Design



CS9.1:



CS10.2: Transport impact of new development

Social and Community Infrastructure

South Lakeland Land Allocations Development Plan Document
51. The following Land Allocations DPD policies are considered relevant to the
proposal:



LA1.0:

Presumption in favour of sustainable development



LA1.10:

Existing green infrastructure



LA1.11:

Existing outdoor formal sports facilities

Saved Policies of the South Lakeland Local Plan
(Expected to be replaced by the Development Management Policies DPD,
subject to its adoption by the Council on 28 March 2019)
52. The following Local Plan policies are considered relevant to the proposal:


C6 Sites of International Nature Conservation



C7 National Sites



C11 Tree Preservation Orders



C15 Listed Buildings and their Settings



C16 Control of Development affecting Conservation Areas



C19 Sites of Archaeological Interest



C23 Tidal and River Defences



C24 Watercourses and Coastal Margins



L10 Right of Way



Tr6a Disabled Access and Parking Arrangements



S2 South Lakeland Design Code



S3 Landscaping

Other material considerations
South Lakeland Development Management Policies Development Plan
Document (DMDPD):
(Expected to be adopted by Council on 28 March 2019 as part of the South
Lakeland Local Plan, following receipt of the Inspector’s report in January 2019)
53. The following DMDPD policies are considered relevant to the proposal:


Policy DM 1 General Requirements for all development



Policy DM2 Achieving sustainable high quality design



Policy DM3 Historic Environment



Policy DM4 Green and Blue Infrastructure, Open Space, Trees and
landscaping



Policy DM5 Rights of way and other routes providing pedestrian, and cycle
equestrian access



Policy DM6 Flood Risk Management and Sustainable Drainage Systems



Policy DM24 Kendal Town Centre and Canal Head

National Planning Policy Framework
54. The following sections are considered relevant to this application.
8.

Promoting healthy and safe communities

12.

Achieving well-designed places

14.

Meeting the challenge of climate change, flooding and coastal change

16.

Conserving and enhancing the historic environment

Kent Leven Catchment Flood Management Plan Summary Report
December 2009
South Lakeland District Strategic Flood Risk Assessment, 2007
Cumbria County Council Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment Report,
2011
Cumbria County Council Local Flood Risk Management Strategy, 2015
Cumbria Development Design Guide
Kendal Conservation Area Character Appraisal - December 2007.
ASSESSMENT

Overview
Interpreting the proposals
55. A full understanding of the proposals requires a cross-reference between a
number of different drawings and documents; the application does not include
continuous contextual elevations for the full 6km of the defences.
56. The General Arrangement drawings provide a useful overview; they clearly
indicate the line of the defences, differentiating between lengths of walls and
embankments, with cross-references to other plans/documents providing
greater detail. There are 31 different wall configurations, summarised in Table
5.1 of the ES, and four different types of embankment. More detail of each is
provided within the various cross-section drawings.
57. The General Arrangement drawings present the height of each length of the
defences in a 300mm range. This does not convey any uncertainty over the
precise height of the proposals; it merely indicates that the undulating
topography over the length of each wall/embankment type depicted on these
drawings will make the defences appear higher and lower at different points
relative to existing ground levels. The precise height of the defences at any one
point can be ascertained from the Elevation drawings, where the Flood Defence
Level within each reach is clearly marked. However, in order to aid
understanding of the proposals along Aynam Road (Reach G) the EA has
subsequently provided a series of 13 annotated photographs indicating the
height of the proposed wall at key locations. These appear in the document
entitled Aynam Rd photos with proposed flood defence levels January 2019.
58. This point is picked up again under the discussion of heritage assets in
response to concerns expressed by Historic England.

59. Belatedly, the EA has stated that, notwithstanding the details on the General
Arrangement drawings and the sections that they cross-refer to, there is a
general principle that:
“[…] in the current outline design […] walls that are less than 900mm
high will need a handrail as they could [otherwise] be considered a trip
hazard. However, during detailed design the need for handrailing will
need to be assessed on a site specific basis following a detailed public
safety risk assessment. There are many factors that could influence the
need for handrailing […] therefore it is not easy to say exactly which
areas will need handrailing until the detailed design is progressed and
the detailed public safety risk assessments are complete.”
60. An example of an area where this may be particularly relevant is upstream of
Nether Bridge on the east bank (Aynam Road) where, currently, a 71m section
of wall is shown at a height which may dip below 900mm in places. If the EA
ultimately concludes that railings area required here they may, or may not, have
a material impact, but there is insufficient information at the moment to make
that judgment. Therefore, Members should judge the scheme on the basis of
the submitted plans: As with other aspects of this scheme, any future
modifications will need to be treated as amendments; non-material or
otherwise.
Material considerations
61. The key material considerations in assessing this application are:


Flood risk



Air quality



Noise



Trees and green infrastructure



Heritage assets



Landscape character, townscape and visual impact



Biodiversity



Traffic impacts



Amenity



Loss of playing fields

Structure of this report
62. The nature of this application, and the particular requirements of The Town and
Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2017 and
the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017, means that it is
accompanied by a considerable amount of supporting information. There will be
frequent cross-references to this information in the following assessment, but,
inevitably, these will represent a summary of the source material. The full text
of each document can be viewed online and, in the first instance, Members are
encouraged to access this if they have further queries.

63. The longer sections of this report begin with a separate analysis of the relevant
policy context. Some policy references are duplicated under different headings,
reducing the need to cross-refer.
The ES
64. One of the representations we have received challenges the validity of the
submitted ES on the basis that for the document to declare that the proposed
scheme is the best available, taking into account all benefits and impacts, it
would also have to include an assessment of Phases 2 and 3. It makes specific
reference to the following paragraph (25) from the Government’s Planning
Practice Guidance on Environmental Impact Assessment:
An application should not be considered in isolation if, in reality, it is an
integral part of a more substantial development (Judgment in the case of
R v Swale BC ex parte RSPB [1991] 1PLR 6). In such cases, the need
for Environmental Impact Assessment must be considered in the context
of the whole development. In other cases, it is appropriate to establish
whether each of the proposed developments could proceed
independently (R (Candlish) v Hastings Borough Council [2005] All ER
(D) 178 (Jul); Baker v Bath & North East Somerset Council [2009] All ER
(D) 169 (Jul)).
65. The representation maintains that the Environmental Statement in its current
form is inadequate and a lawful decision on this scheme cannot be made at this
time.
66. The Solicitor to the Council does not share that view. Considering the principles
established in the Candish case, the most relevant to the current proposals, the
local planning authority is unable to assess the impacts of all 3 phases of the
KFRMS combined, because Phases 2 and 3 have not been developed to a
point that would allow that level of scrutiny. Indeed, as discussed further below,
there is no certainty that Phases 2 and 3 will come forward at all.
67. Phase 1 is not dependent upon later phases; it is capable of being
implemented as a stand-along scheme and has been assessed in the ES on
that basis. Consequently, there is no substance to the assertion that the ES
cannot form the basis of a lawful decision.
Flood risk
Objectives of the scheme
68. The KFRMS is being proposed to protect the town from the risk of flooding in
events up to a 1% Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP). That is an event that
has a 1% chance of occurring in any one year, or, put another way, can be
expected to occur once in every 100 years. Phase 1 in isolation is expected to
remove the direct risk of flooding from events with a 5% AEP, which the Flood
Risk Assessment (FRA) refers to this as the defence design standard of
protection.
69. It is important to stress that, even when all three phases are complete, the
KFRMS will not, and was never intended to, protect the town from another
Storm Desmond, which was categorised as an event with a 0.5% AEP; a 1
in 200 year occurrence.

Policy context
Core Strategy
70. Under “Key Issues” the introduction to the Core Strategy acknowledges that in
protecting and enhancing the quality environment, “[o]pportunities should be
taken to mitigate against and adapt to climate change including addressing
flood risk […]’
71. Paragraph 1.23 states::
“Climate change is a threat to South Lakeland. There are significant
areas of flood risk, particularly in Kendal, where the Rivers Kent and Mint
flow through the town.”
72. Paragraph 1.38 makes clear that:
“In order to implement and deliver the LDF’s [Local Development
Framework] vision, the following strategic objectives have been identified
[…]” including, under the heading of “The Environment”, “an aim to
protect the unique character of the District by”, amongst other things,
“Helping to mitigate against and adapt to the cause and impacts of
climate change” and “Minimising the risk of flooding”.
73. Policy CS1.1 (Sustainable Development Principles) reinforces this point:
“Opportunities must be taken to mitigate against and adapt to climate
change including addressing flood risk […]”
74. Introducing the spatial strategy for Kendal, paragraph 3.24 acknowledges the
following:
“Kendal is the area at greatest risk of flooding in the District, where the
Rivers Kent and Mint flow through the town. It is estimated that over 391
properties could be affected by the 1% (probability of a flood once in 100
years) flood. Large parts of the town are now protected following several
flood alleviation schemes. The earliest flood alleviation scheme in Kendal
was completed in 1978, with further schemes established in 1989 and
2004. Further enhancement works at Mintsfeet were also carried out in
2006. The future sustainability of the area is reliant upon the long-term
structural and operational integrity of these defences and the protection of
the fluvial floodplain to the north of Kendal.”
75. Paragraph 3.30 of the Core Strategy goes on to make clear that:
“The area strategy for Kendal aims to address the following
challenges/key issues […] Mitigating against flood risk[…]”.
76. Policy CS2 (Kendal Strategy) recognises the significance of the issue to the
town:
“Kendal will be developed as a Principal Service Centre. The Council and
its partners aim to [amongst other things] [m]inimise […] the risk of
flooding.”
77. Section 9 of the Core Strategy addresses “Quality Environment”, with
paragraph 9.22 acknowledging that:

“There is strong and resounding evidence that climate change is already
taking place, and that emissions of greenhouse gases from human
activities are responsible for this. Climate change will have major
implications for the UK and is expected to result in more extreme
weather events, including hotter and drier summers, flooding and rising
sea levels leading to coastal realignment. The 2008 Planning Act states
that development plan documents (taken as a whole) must include
policies designed to ensure that the use of land in the local planning
authority’s area contributes to the mitigation of, and adaptation to,
climate change.”
78. Paragraph 9.28 introduces the Core Strategy’s policy on flood risk:
“There are significant areas of flood risk in South Lakeland. Furthermore,
the level of flood risk is anticipated to increase due to the effects of
climate change.”
79. And the policy itself, CS8.8 (Development and flood risk) states:
Most new development should be located in flood risk zone 1.
Development within the Environment Agency’s flood risk zones 2, 3a and
3b will only be acceptable when it is compatible with national policy and
when the sequential test and the exception test, where applicable, as set
out in PPS25 [now to be found in the NPPF], have been satisfied.
All new development will only be permitted if it can be demonstrated that:


It would not have a significant impact on the capacity of an area to
store floodwater;



Measures required to manage any flood risk can be implemented;



Surface water is managed in a sustainable way;



Provision is made for the long term maintenance and management
of any flood protection and/or mitigation measures;



The benefits of the proposal to the community outweigh the flood
risk;



Applications will be considered with regard to South Lakeland
District Council’s Strategic Flood Risk Assessment.

Saved’ policies of the South Lakeland Local Plan
80. There are no up-to-date references to flood risk in the Local Plan. Policy C22
(Flood Risk) was replaced by Core Strategy policy CS8.8, referred to above.
Other material considerations
NPPF
81. At a strategic level, the advice in the NPPF (paragraph 149) is that:
“Plans should take a proactive approach to mitigating and adapting to
climate change, taking into account the long-term implications for flood risk,
coastal change, water supply, biodiversity and landscapes, and the risk of
overheating from rising temperatures. Policies should support appropriate
measures to ensure the future resilience of communities and infrastructure

to climate change impacts, such as providing space for physical protection
measures, or making provision for the possible future relocation of
vulnerable development and infrastructure.”
82. Paragraph 155 states that “[w]here development is necessary in [areas at
highest risk of flooding] the development should be made safe for its lifetime
without increasing flood risk elsewhere.”
South Lakeland Development Management Policies Development Plan
Document (DMDPD):
83. DMDPD Policy DM6 (Flood Risk Management and Sustainable Drainage
Systems) mirrors the advice in paragraph 155 of the NPPF. It also states that:
“Where necessary a sequential test/ the exception test will be applied, in
accordance with national planning policy.”
And that:
“Areas shown to be at risk of river, sea or surface water flooding will be
regarded as land that is required for current and future flood management.
Development should be avoided within these areas unless it is compatible
with flooding and/or compensatory flood storage can be provided.”
Discussion
Principle of development
84. Kendal is the main settlement in the district and plays a strategic role in the
Council’s development strategy which identifies it as a Principal Service Centre
and the primary focus for new development. The Core Strategy identifies
Kendal as the area at greatest risk of flooding, implicitly acknowledging the
threat this poses to the town’s strategic role. The Core Strategy also recognises
the importance of existing flood alleviation measures, making the point that
“[t]he future sustainability of the area is reliant upon the long-term structural and
operational integrity of these defences and the protection of the fluvial
floodplain to the north of Kendal.”
85. It is clear from the analysis of policy that minimising the risk of flooding is a
strategic objective of the Core Strategy, and is acknowledged in Policy CS1.1
(Sustainable Development Principles) and Policy CS2 (Kendal Strategy). There
is nothing to suggest that these policies are out-of-date in the context of the
NPPF and it is therefore appropriate to give them their full weight in determining
this application.
Assessing the risk
86. The Environment Agency (EA) is an executive non-departmental public body,
sponsored by the Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs. It has
statutory responsibilities to reduce the risk of flooding to communities from
rivers throughout England and Wales. The KFRMS has been developed in that
context.
87. The nature of the risks, and the effectiveness of the proposed defences, have
all been assessed using a sophisticated computer model that simulates various
flooding scenarios, taking into account current predictions for climate change.
Officers have not sought to have this modelling independently reviewed, but

take the view that, given the EA’s statutory responsibility, its modelling
represents the best available scientific evidence. Further reassurance is gained
from the fact that the modelling also underpins the business case which has
been advanced to secure the significant sums of public money from the
Government and the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) needed to
fund this scheme - £45m overall. It is reasonable to assume that this money
would not have been committed unless the funding agencies had been
persuaded by the technical justification for the scheme.
88. Some of the representations received challenge the fact that the three phases
of the overall scheme are coming out of sequence. One letter states explicitly a
view that seems to be held by many: “If all the upstream measures were
completed first it might render the current proposals unnecessary or at least
significantly reduce them in scope.”
89. There is no evidence to support that view; the EA’s modelling indicates that all
three phases are necessary in order to deliver the highest level of protection
(from a 1 in 100 year event). In that regard, the sequence in which the phases
are implemented is irrelevant. However, the fact that Phase 1 is being proposed
without the certainty of subsequent phases ever being implemented does
raises issues in respect of the weight to be applied to the benefits of the current
scheme in the final planning balance – more on this below.
90. Other representations received question the impacts of the proposals upon
individual properties. Some query why protection shown in earlier iterations of
the project has now been removed; others are concerned that the changing
dynamics of water movement through the town could impact areas and/or
existing defences that have previously been unaffected.
91. It is not possible for the local planning authority to offer reassurances in
response to these queries, other than by highlighting the overall reduction in
flood risk demonstrated by the EA’s modelling. Questions relating to the
efficacy of the scheme at an individual property level need to be addressed
directly to the EA.
Options appraisal
92. Many of the representations submitted in respect of this application support the
principle of reducing the flood risk to the town, but want it to be delivered in
what they consider to be a more sensitive manner. There are many
suggestions for how his could be achieved.
93. The Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment)
Regulations 2017 define an Environmental Statement (Regulation 18(3)) as a
document which includes (amongst other things):
“a description of the reasonable alternatives studied by the developer,
which are relevant to the proposed development and its specific
characteristics, and an indication of the main reasons for the option
chosen, taking into account the effects of the development on the
environment”
94. In this case that requirement is addressed in Chapter 4 of the Environmental
Statement – “Alternatives considered”. This explains the process by which the
Environment Agency worked from an original long list of options, including do

nothing, via a “filtered long list” – in which various proposals were removed for
technical, social or environmental reasons – through to a shortlist of four
options, before settling on the proposal which is the subject of this application.
The EA describes the proposals submitted for planning permission as “the most
economically viable, technically feasible, environmentally sustainable and
socially acceptable of all the options considered.”
Natural flood management (NFM)
95. Given the frequency with which references to NFM appear in the submitted
representations, the EA included a technical note entitled Natural Flood Risk
Management in the Kent Catchment as part of the further information submitted
in January. The note explains the principles underpinning NFM, the reasons
why it is not suitable as a standalone measure for Kendal and some detail
about the measures that are being undertaken within the Kent catchment.
96. It is important to read the document as a whole, but, in essence, it explains that
in order to reduce flood risk from events up to a 1 in 100 year return period
NFM alone would have to be capable of holding back 6 million m 3 of water,
equivalent to 2,400 Olympic-sized swimming pools. The works necessary to
deliver this would: (1) carry significant uncertainty, given the time necessary to
secure a commitment from multiple landowners and organisations; (2) have too
short a life expectancy, 20 years as opposed to the 100 years needed to
demonstrate a robust cost benefit analysis; and (3) would have substantial
implications for land use and landscape impact.
Temporary defences
97. There are also references to the type of temporary defences that have been
included in other schemes around the country; defences that would be
deployed as needed, with limited permanent impact at other times.
98. In its Flood Risk Management Update (February 2019) the EA has stated:
“We only consider the use of temporary defences where we can’t build
permanent defences. The deployment of temporary defences along
1.3km of Aynam Road would take a significant amount of resources to
deploy along with up to 16 pumps to cater for the leakage of water that
would occur. The River Kent rises and falls very quickly, which means
there is not a lot of time to deploy the temporary defences when
compared to other river locations in the country. It’s also very important
to understand how much space will be required to deploy the temporary
barriers, which would affect the continued use of traffic and pedestrian
access along Aynam Road as well as need to consider the health &
safety implications.”
99. In summary on the issue of the options appraisal, there may be some who
remain unconvinced by the work undertaken by the EA and/or who still consider
that there are other, perhaps less damaging, solutions to reducing flood risk in
the town. Nevertheless, the requirement imposed by the EIA Regulations is for
a description of the reasonable alternatives studied by the developer and
Chapter 4 of the ES fulfils the EA’s responsibility in that regard. In addition, in
response to local concerns, it has also provided further information to explain
why NFM is not suitable as a standalone measure for Kendal.

Surface water and groundwater
100. Many of the representations we have received point out that flooding in Kendal
often arises from other sources. Quoting their experiences of Storm Desmond,
a considerable number of people who were flooded at that time consider that
inundation from surface water and groundwater posed the greater problem.
Consequently, they question the utility of the proposed defences. Indeed, some
residents are concerned that the proposals will make the situation worse,
holding back groundwater that would otherwise have naturally drained away.
101. In response to this concern the Environment Agency has provided further
information in the form of a Technical Note entitled Groundwater flooding in
Kendal with proposed Flood Risk Management Scheme. This acknowledges
that groundwater flooding is a complex subject and that a high water table, the
cause of groundwater flooding, can be related to several factors, including the
volume of rainfall, the local geology and the water levels in nearby
watercourses. The Technical Note and the FRA also note that there are areas
susceptible to surface water issues.
102. The Environment Agency has no direct remit to address problems stemming
from surface water and/or groundwater; the Technical Note makes clear that
the organisation is not funded to remove these risks. Nevertheless, it also
makes the point that the Environment Agency is “working with Cumbria County
Council [the Lead Local Flood Authority] and United Utilities to assess locations
where surface water flooding may be a problem and to see what we can deliver
jointly through the scheme and in the future to further reduce the risk of surface
water flooding.” Furthermore, the Technical Note examines the process of
“seepage”, by which raised river levels might increase the local water table, and
explains how the risk of this is to be reduced in the detailed design of the
scheme proposed for Kendal.
103. Addressing the concern that walls and embankments will hold back surface
water and/or groundwater, the Technical Note explains that the defences will
include a series of below-ground weep holes and above-ground drain-down
structures that will be strategically positioned to allow water to escape through
a series of non-return valves. These will close when the pressure of the river
water exceeds that of the groundwater and/or surface water on the “dry side” of
the defences, allowing the scheme to perform its primary function - to reduce
the fluvial flood risk. Surface water can be routed to these features via “high
level overflows1, raised kerbs, swales & landscaping.” Water would clearly be
able to build up on the “dry side” when the valves are shut, creating a flood risk,
but in those circumstances the risk from fluvial inundation would be at least as
great if the defences were not there.
104. The Environment Agency has provided a reasoned response to the concerns
surrounding flood risk from surface water and groundwater, acknowledging that
where these risks stem from sources other than river seepage then they may
well persist. But, the Technical Note concludes that there is “a low risk of [the
scheme] increasing groundwater flooding”. Plus, of course, even in areas
1

A new pipe connected to a manhole chamber at a higher level that diverts water to a different part of the system to prevent the
manhole surcharging.

where groundwater continues to be an issue, the additional risk from fluvial
events within the design parameters of the scheme will be reduced.
105. The Lead Local Flood Authority raises no objection to the application, but is
recommending a condition requiring agreement to the detailed design of the
measures being proposed to allow the unrestricted flow of surface water into
the river when the level of the river would not otherwise prevent it.
Downstream and upstream impacts
106. These are described in sections 5.5 and 5.6 of the FRA respectively.
107. The EA’s modelling assesses downstream impacts at the Sedgwick gauging
station. Table 5.11 shows the resultant flows and depths for seven modelled
scenarios, indicating a marginal increase in both for events up to the 5%AEP.
This is to be expected given that in this situation the Phase 1 defences will be
performing optimally, forcing water downstream faster and in greater quantities.
However, this increase will be dissipated over such a wide area that the
measurable effects are minor. For example, the flood level at Sedgwick during
an event with a 5%AEP will increase by 4cm.Between the 5% and 1.33% AEP
events the linear defence design standard of protection is exceeded in Kendal
and overtopping occurs. The effect of this is to hold some flood water back
slowing down the flow of water through Kendal. For 1% AEP events and larger,
the linear defences are completely inundated and the difference between a
baseline and the Phase 1 scenario is negligible.
108. For upstream impacts the FRA states that:
“The impacts […] on the River Kent and Mint are marginal and are
located on non-developed land. This has no implications on the phase 1
scheme.”
Benefits of the scheme
109. The Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) submitted in support of this application
summarises the results of the modelling for this first phase of the KFRMS in
Tables 5-1 to 5-6. Even in this summarised form it is obvious that the impacts
are complex. However, it is clear that Phase 1 of the proposals will remove 227
homes and 71 businesses from the direct risk of flooding in events with a 5%
AEP. The FRA also confirms a similar reduced risk for 85 “unclassified
receptors”, 80 of which the EA has confirmed separately2 to be “community
facilities”. We are also told (again separately from the FRA) that 1712
businesses will benefit indirectly from the proposals. The EA’s Planning
Statement is clear that the total direct and indirect impacts of Phase 1 will:
“[…]safeguard businesses within the North Kendal Industrial Area which
employ at least 6,105 people and is worth an estimated £140m GVA per
annum to the economy (equivalent to 40% of Kendal’s Total GVA per
annum).”
110. The FRA confirms that a further 253 homes and 40 businesses will see their
depth of flooding decrease in events with a 5% AEP, although 11 homes and 3
businesses will experience an increase.

2

Kendal - Flood Risk Management Update, Environment Agency, February 2019

111. For events that exceed the 5% AEP design standard of protection provided by
Phase 1 taken in isolation there are additional risks. The FRA acknowledges
that for “modelled flood events of 2% AEP and greater the results indicate that
there is a change in flood risk with some areas in Kendal showing a reduced
flood risk and other areas showing an increased risk from the baseline to phase
1 model scenario.” In other words, for certain less frequent events, Phase 1 on
its own will establish a direct risk of flooding to properties that would not have
flooded in the absence of the defences. This is significant because it is clear in
paragraph 163 of the NPPF, and in policy DM6 of the DMDPD, that when
determining any planning applications, local planning authorities should ensure
that flood risk is not increased elsewhere.
112. The data arising from this modelling is set out in Tables 5.1 – 5.6 of the FRA,
where, for example, it shows that for an event with a 1.33% AEP (a 1 in 75 year
return period) 52 residential properties and 25 businesses would be newly at
risk of flooding and for an event with a 1% AEP (a 1 in 100 year return period)
the respective figures would be 42 and 7. However, the FRA emphasises that
this raw data does not account for other important factors, i.e. raised
thresholds, and that the figures inevitably reduce following checks against other
sources of information. And in this case the FRA concludes that there will be a
residual 31 residential properties newly at risk in a 1.33% AEP event and 17 in
a 1% AEP event
113. It is important to stress that these figures are associated with more extreme
events. Furthermore, in its Flood Risk Management Update (February 2019),
the EA states that this increased risk will exist only during the interim period
between construction of phase 1 and completion of the whole scheme and that
“[m]anaging this type of risk during the delivery of a large complex scheme is
not uncommon and it is very important that we understand the risk and take
mitigation actions to reduce it.” We are also told that “[t]hrough further
investigation work we have already reduced the number of properties at risk [in
either a 1.33% or 1% event] down to 20”, although, due to the obvious
sensitivities, these have not been individually identified within any of the
submission documents. However, the EA has confirmed that it will be
contacting “those affected directly to discuss the options to reduce this risk.”
114. The greater benefits of the KFRMS come when the project is completed. In
those circumstances 1,437 homes and 1,151 local businesses would be directly
removed from flood risk up to a 1 in 100 year event. However, there is no
certainty that the scheme will ever be completed. Other matters aside, both
additional phases would need planning permission in their own right (including
decisions that will be made by the National Park Authority) and both would be
subject to further scrutiny under the EIA and Habitat Regulations. This means
that there is an appreciable risk of one or both of the additional phases
foundering on some currently unforeseen issue and being refused permission.
115. On the other hand, refusing the current application also presents a risk,
because in those circumstances the EA is unlikely to progress further with
Phases 2 and 3, thereby effectively killing off the prospect of delivering any
flood risk benefits, even before the risks described above have been properly
considered.

116. It is a matter for Members to consider the amount of weight, if any, to apply to
the benefits of the wider scheme, in light of the preceding paragraphs.
However, officers take the view that, although the benefits would be significant,
they are likely to attract limited weight, if any. In determining this planning
application the final planning balance should only apply significant weight to
those flood risk benefits that would be certain; those directly associated with the
proposals for Phase 1.
Air quality
117. The potential impacts of the development on air quality are considered in
Chapter 7 of the ES.
Policy context
Core Strategy
118. In its introduction the Core Strategy identifies a range of key issues affecting
the District, and under the heading of Protecting and enhancing the quality
environment it states that “[o]pportunities should be taken to mitigate against
and adapt to climate change including addressing flood risk [the main objective
of this application] [and] improving air quality”. This translates into the strategic
objective of “preventing where possible or mitigating against the effects of” a
range of environmental issues, including air pollution. This is repeated in Policy
CS1.1 (Sustainable Development Principles).
119. Section 3 sets out the Spatial Strategy for Kendal and reminds us (paragraph
3.23) that:
“There is a declared Air Quality Management Area [AQMA] in Kendal.
Cumbria County Council and South Lakeland District Council have an
agreed action plan to tackle air quality within the Management Area. In
light of the current levels of car traffic in Kendal town centre it is likely
that further Air Quality Management Areas will be designated in the near
future.”
120. As things stand, there remains just the one AQMA in Kendal, the extent of
which can be viewed using DEFRA’s AQMAs interactive map.
121. The Spatial Strategy includes (at paragraph 3.30) an aim to address a number
of challenges/key issues including “[m]itigating against flood risk and improving
air quality at pollution hotspots.” This translates into Policy CS2 (Kendal
Strategy), which states that “Kendal will be developed as a Principal Service
Centre. The Council and its partners aim to [amongst other things] [m]inimise
both air pollution through implementation of Air Quality Management Plans and
the risk of flooding.”
122. Policy CS9.1 (Social and community infrastructure) seeks to improve the health
and wellbeing of all residents through a number of initiatives, including
“[t]ackling air pollution where necessary through Air Quality Management
Plans.”
123. Policy CS10.2 (Transport impact of new development) establishes that
development proposals will be considered against a number of criteria,
including an expectation that the nature and volume of traffic generated by the
proposal can be accommodated by the existing road network without detriment

to a number of environmental factors, including local air quality. Proposals with
significant transport implications are expected to be accompanied by an air
quality assessment.
Saved’ policies of the South Lakeland Local Plan
124. There are no up-to-date references to air quality in the Local Plan.
Other material considerations
NPPF
125. Section 15 of the NPPF, Conserving and enhancing the natural environment, is
clear in paragraph 170 that planning decisions should contribute to and
enhance the natural and local environment by, amongst other things;
“[…] preventing new and existing development from contributing to, being
put at unacceptable risk from, or being adversely affected by,
unacceptable levels of […] air […] pollution […]. Development should,
wherever possible, help to improve local environmental conditions such
as air and water quality, taking into account relevant information such as
river basin management plans”
126. Paragraph 181 states that planning decisions
“[…] should sustain and contribute towards compliance with relevant limit
values or national objectives for pollutants, taking into account the
presence of Air Quality Management Areas […], and the cumulative
impacts from individual sites in local areas. Opportunities to improve air
quality or mitigate impacts should be identified, such as through traffic and
travel management, and green infrastructure provision and enhancement.
[…]. Planning decisions should ensure that any new development in Air
Quality Management Areas […] is consistent with the local air quality action
plan.
South Lakeland Development Management Policies Development Plan
Document (DMDPD)
127. Policy DM7 (Addressing Pollution, Contamination Impact, and Water Quality)
expects all development to be at least air quality neutral in terms of effects at
receptors. It states that developers will be required to submit Air Quality
Assessments where air quality is threatened and that such assessments will be
used to identify the nature of any required mitigation measures, which may
include contributing to targets set out within any published Air Quality
Management Area Action Plan. Specifically, within designated Air Quality
Management Areas (AQMA) the DMDPD states that the Council will promote
measures to improve air quality and ensure development proposals do not
introduce any new exposure to pollution or any additional sources of air
pollution or have a net negative effect on air quality.
Air Quality Management Area (AQMA)
128. South Lakeland District has a single AQMA, which is focused on the Kendal
town centre area. It was declared because of regular exceedances of the
Government’s targets for pollution for nitrogen dioxide (NO2) due to road traffic.
The Council has subsequently adopted the South Lakeland District Council Air
Quality Action Plan (2016), which outlines the actions the Council will take

between 2016 and 2020 in order to reduce concentrations of air pollutants and
exposure to air pollution, thereby positively impacting on the health and quality
of life of residents of and visitors to South Lakeland.
129. The proposed defences pass through the AQMA at certain points, but the main
potential impacts come from the indirect effects of traffic upon the AQMA as a
whole.
Discussion
130. The Council’s Public Protection Team has been involved in discussion on this
subject since the scoping exercise for the ES and accepted early on that there
would be no impacts from the operational phase of the development.
131. In assessing the impacts of traffic during the construction phase, the main
concern is that the temporary introduction of traffic control along Aynam Road
might cause vehicles to back up into the AQMA, thereby increasing problems
from NO2. To address this the ES uses the modelling undertaken in the
associated Traffic Impact Assessment, which assumes a worst case scenario a temporary full road closure on Aynam Road. In these circumstances, with
traffic diverted via two routes to either the east or west of Kendal town centre
the modelling predicts a reduction in NO2 on Highgate, New Road and Lowther
Street, but an increase on Castle Street, Sandes Avenue, and Blackhall Road all within the existing Air Quality Management Area. However, further modelling
shows that the overall impact on the relevant receptors will not be significant
when judged against the National Air Quality Objectives (NAQO). The Public
Protection Team concurs with this conclusion.
132. Many of the representations received draw attention to the fact that the
significant tree loss associated with this proposal will also have negative
consequences for air pollution.
133. The DEFRA website acknowledges that trees can remove gaseous air pollution
either through uptake via leaf stomata or the plant surface. It highlights recent
research which suggests that the planting of trees along the sides of roads
could reduce NO2 concentrations in addition to providing amenity value.
134. There is no rigorous methodology for assessing this type of impact, although it
is reasonable to conclude that tree loss in this case would reduce the potential
for the removal of gaseous air pollution. However, the amended proposals now
incorporate an overall tree replacement ratio of 6.7:1. On a related issue, the
Forestry Commission’s website notes the greater potential for carbon capture
from younger trees, observing that:
“Younger trees absorb carbon dioxide quickly while they are growing, but
as a tree ages a steady state is eventually reached, and at this point the
amount of carbon absorbed through photosynthesis is similar to that lost
through respiration and decay.”
135. Turning to potential problems from dust, the impacts in this case have been
assessed using guidance issued by the Institute of Air Quality Management
(IAQM)3. This predicts medium risks The ES sets out a series of mitigation
3
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measures in Table 7.24. Subject to these measures being incorporated in a
planning condition the Public Protection Team raises no objection.
Noise
Policy context
Core Strategy
136. It is a strategic objective of the Core Strategy “to protect the unique character of
the District by […] preventing where possible or mitigating against the effects
of” a range of environmental issues, including noise.
Saved’ policies of the South Lakeland Local Plan
137. There are no up-to-date references to noise in the Local Plan.
Other material considerations
NPPF
138. Section 15 of the NPPF, Conserving and enhancing the natural environment, is
clear in paragraph 170 that planning decisions should contribute to and
enhance the natural and local environment by, amongst other things;
“[…] preventing new and existing development from contributing to, being
put at unacceptable risk from, or being adversely affected by,
unacceptable levels of […] noise pollution […]”
139. Paragraph 180 states that planning decisions
“[…] should also ensure that new development is appropriate for its
location taking into account the likely effects (including cumulative
effects) of pollution on health, living conditions and the natural
environment, as well as the potential sensitivity of the site or the wider
area to impacts that could arise from the development. In doing so they
should […] mitigate and reduce to a minimum potential adverse impacts
resulting from noise from new development – and avoid noise giving rise
to significant adverse impacts on health and the quality of life”
South Lakeland Development Management Policies Development Plan
Document (DMDPD)
140. Policy DM7 (Addressing Pollution, Contamination Impact, and Water Quality)
states that development will be permitted where the direct, indirect and
cumulative effects of pollution (including noise) will not have a negative impact
on health, the environment (including wildlife and tranquillity) and general
amenity of existing or future occupiers and users or any sensitive receptor. To
meet this objective the policy states that developers must be able to show as
part of their proposal that any impacts are at or below acceptable levels, if
necessary by use of appropriate and proportionate mitigating measures and
application of limiting conditions to permissions to control impacts (both on and
off-site).
Discussion
141. Following discussions with the Council’s Public Protection Team, noise impact
was scoped out of the ES. This decision was based upon modelling of the
operational impacts of the walls, which, as paragraph 6.5.3 of the ES explains,

demonstrated that whilst residents along Kirkland (A6) and Aynam Road (A65)
could be expected to experience some change, at less than 0.1 dB this is, in
effect, equivalent to no change at all. The modelling also concludes that the
proposed wall along Aynam Road may have minor beneficial effects on the
footpath to the west of the river, calculated to be -3 or -4 dB, but these would
not be regarded as significant either.
142. In its consultation response on the planning application the Public Protection
Team has confirmed that there will be no adverse impacts. It has also asked for
the imposition of two conditions on any planning permission, one limiting
working hours during the operational phase of the development and another
asking for confirmation that, once the development is complete, it has been
built to the stated specification and has not resulted in a significant difference in
the noise climate. The first requirement can be incorporated within a more
general Construction Environment Management Plan (CEMP), but the second
would not be a reasonable planning condition. It is always the expectation that
development is carried out in accordance with the terms of the relevant
planning permission and enforcement powers allow any breach to be
addressed. Knowing whether the completed scheme performs to the
expectations of any modelling would undoubtedly yield some interesting
information, but, in the circumstances, it would be an academic exercise that
would not satisfy the tests in paragraph 55 of the NPPF that conditions should
be:
“[…] necessary, relevant to planning and to the development to be
permitted, enforceable, precise and reasonable in all other respects.”
Trees and green infrastructure
143. The proposal involves a significant loss of trees, an issue which has attracted
the most widespread objection in the representations received. As well as the
aesthetic contribution made by trees, many comments also draw attention to
their ecological value, the contribution they make towards improving air quality,
and the role that they play in maintaining the stability of river banks. This
section of the report provides a general introduction to the relevant policy
context and the nature of the submitted material. Other sections will look in
more detail at: (1) their specific contribution towards the character of Kendal
Conservation Area; (2) the role that they play in helping to define certain
landscape/townscape character areas; (3) the interrelationship with biodiversity;
and (4) air quality.
Policy context
Core Strategy
144. In identifying “Protecting and enhancing the quality environment” as a key issue
the Core Strategy acknowledges that “[i]t is necessary to ensure that green
infrastructure is upgraded and expanded in line with growth in housing and
employment land.” This links to a series of strategic objectives wherein it is
stated, under the heading of Environment, that “[w]e will aim to protect the
unique character of the District by […] [p]roviding a coordinated network of
green infrastructure [and increasing] the resilience of ecosystem services (the
processes by which the environment produces resources utilised by humans)
by protecting against harm to biodiversity and taking opportunities to enhance

and create ecologically-diverse habitats in all locations.” Another strategic
objective, under the heading of Health and Wellbeing is to make improvements
by “[e]nhancing green infrastructure and providing a comprehensive network of
high quality open spaces such as parks and gardens, natural green spaces and
allotments.”
145. In the heading Spatial Strategy for Kendal policy CS2 (Kendal Strategy) states
that “Kendal will be developed as a Principal Service Centre. The Council and
its partners aim to [amongst other things] [i]mprove local green infrastructure,
including parks, green spaces and allotments.” Paragraph 3.51 emphasises
that “[t]he priority for green infrastructure [in Kendal] will be to create new – and
improve existing – linkages between green spaces to form a coherent network.”
146. Policy CS8.1 (Green infrastructure) states that the Core Strategy will seek to,
amongst other things,
Protect and enhance the linkages between open spaces within the service
centres, […];
Protect and enhance important open spaces within settlements to
contribute towards an improved network of green corridors of value for
wildlife, recreation and the amenity needs of the community;
Protect species and habitats and create new habitats and wildlife corridors
where biodiversity conservation and enhancement is affected by
development;
Conserve and enhance existing trees and woodlands including requiring
the planting of new trees and woodlands on appropriate development sites.
Other material considerations
NPPF
147. Section 8 of the NPPF, Promoting healthy and safe communities, states
(paragraph 91) that:
“[p]lanning policies and decisions should enable and support healthy
lifestyles, especially where this would address identified local health and
well-being needs – for example through the provision of safe and
accessible green infrastructure […]
148. Section 15 of the NPPF, Conserving and enhancing the natural environment,
states (paragraph 170) that:
“[p]lanning policies and decisions should contribute to and enhance the
natural and local environment by [amongst other things] recognising the
intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside, and the wider benefits
from natural capital and ecosystem services – including the economic and
other benefits of […] trees and woodland”
149. Paragraph 181 acknowledges the role of green infrastructure in improving air
quality or mitigating impacts.
Development Management Policies Development Plan Document
150. DMDPD Policy DM4 (Green and Blue Infrastructure, Open Space, Trees and
Landscaping) states:

“All development proposals should, unless it can be demonstrated that it
is not possible, result in environmental net gains for biodiversity, green
and blue infrastructure and demonstrate how the use of multifunctional
green and blue infrastructure will deliver wider requirements and
objectives.”
151. Specifically with regard to trees, the policy states:
“New development should positively incorporate new, and protect and
enhance existing trees unless there are clear and demonstrable reasons
why their removal would aid delivery of a better development overall.
“Proposals that would result in the loss or deterioration of trees or
woodland that are subject to Tree Preservation Orders, are Ancient,
Veteran or located within Conservation Areas, or that are otherwise
significant, will only be permitted where:
1. an overriding need for the development and its benefits in that
location clearly outweigh the loss or harm; and
2. compensatory planting at an appropriate ratio is provided.
“Development that results in the removal of or damage to other trees
[single trees, tree groups, woodlands and hedgerows] will be required to
provide replacement trees on-site at an appropriate ratio. Where this is
demonstrably unviable or inappropriate, alternative soft landscaping that
contributes to the wider green infrastructure framework or, exceptionally,
off-site provision will be required.
“New trees and other vegetation planted as part of any replacement or
wholly new planting must be appropriate to its location and intended
purpose and function (including in terms of species, species’ diversity,
height and type and with a preference for native species).”
Discussion
152. The impact upon trees is considered in Chapter 8 of the applicant’s ES,
Biodiversity, which cross-refers to a separate BS 5837 Tree Survey and
Arboricultural Impact Assessment. The references in the Assessment to
individual trees and groups cross-refer to the Tree Removal & Retention plans.
Trees to be felled are also clearly marked in red on the plans entitled Trees and
Hedgerows Lost to Scheme. The latter also identify the locations of Tree
Preservation Orders. Proposed replanting is shown on the Landscape
Masterplans and Landscape Mitigation Plans.
153. Table 10.6 in the ES summarises the overall level of tree loss and the
proposals for replanting.
154. Further discussion continues under relevant headings below.
Heritage assets
155. The proposal directly and indirectly impacts upon a considerable number of
heritage assets. The direct impacts come from: (1) the dismantling of certain
curtilage walls to listed buildings and rebuilding them with increased flood
resilience; and (2) the fact that a significant length of the proposed defences
pass through the Kendal Conservation Area. The indirect impacts relate to: (1)

the potential for disturbance to unknown archaeological remains; and (2) the
setting of listed buildings, scheduled monuments and other (so called) nondesignated heritage assets. The applicants address the potential impacts in
Chapter 9 of the ES, Cultural Heritage, which cross-refers to a Cultural Heritage
Desk Based Assessment, provided as an appendix to the ES. The application
is also accompanied by a Heritage Statement and a Kendal Historic
Environment Assessment.
156. An external consultant, Graeme Ives, Heritage Planning, was appointed to
provide an independent assessment of the heritage impacts of this
development and his comments on the EA’s original submission resulted in the
further information submitted in January. Graeme Ives’ final report, dated
February 2019 is available to view online.
157. Separately, external consultants IBI Group have prepared an independent
assessment of Chapters 10 and 11 of the ES, entitled “Kendal Flood Defences:
Review of Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment …”. This includes
references that are relevant to the significance of Kendal Conservation Area.
This document is also available to view online.
Legislative and policy context
158. Section 66(1) of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act
1990 states that:
“In considering whether to grant planning permission for development
which affects a listed building or its setting, the local planning authority or,
as the case may be, the Secretary of State shall have special regard to the
desirability of preserving the building or its setting or any features of special
architectural or historic interest which it possesses”.
159. Section 72(1) states that in determining planning applications in a conservation
area “special attention shall be paid to the desirability of preserving or
enhancing the character or appearance of that area.”
Core Strategy
160. In identifying “Protecting and enhancing the quality environment” as a key issue
the Core Strategy acknowledges that the “rich built heritage of the area has a
significant cultural value that requires protecting and enhancing.” This then
feeds into the strategic objective of the Core Strategy to “[p]rotect the historic
environment from harmful change, including listed buildings, buildings of local
importance, conservation areas, scheduled ancient monuments and historic
parks and gardens.”
161. Section 3 sets out the Spatial Strategy for Kendal, which includes (at paragraph
3.30) an aim to address a number of challenges/key issues including
“[s]afeguarding and enhancing the historic assets of the town. This translates
into Policy CS2 (Kendal Strategy), which states that “Kendal will be developed
as a Principal Service Centre. The Council and its partners aim to [amongst
other things] [s]afeguard and enhance buildings, sites and areas of heritage
and cultural importance utilising the findings of the Kendal Conservation Area
Character Appraisal and Management Plan.”
162. Policy CS8.2 (Protection and enhancement of landscape and settlement
character) is clear that “[d]evelopment proposals should demonstrate that their

location, scale, design and materials will protect, conserve and, where possible,
enhance [amongst other things]
The special qualities and local distinctiveness of the area;
Distinctive settlement character;
The setting of, and views into and from the AONB, the National Parks,
conservation areas and individual built/manmade features that contribute to
landscape and settlement character such as […] Kendal Castle […]”
163. With respect to the historic environment Policy CS8.6 (Historic environment) is
explicit that the Core Strategy supports a number of objectives, including:
“The safeguarding and, where possible, enhancing of historic environment
assets, including their characteristic settings and any attributes that
contribute to a sense of local distinctiveness. Such assets include listed
buildings and features (both statutory and locally listed), conservation
areas, scheduled ancient monuments and registered parks and gardens.
“The production of conservation area management plans to identify and
explain how the Council will seek to preserve and enhance the special
interest of such areas. [and]
“The safeguarding and, where possible enhancement of, locally important
archaeological sites and features within the historic environment.”
Saved’ policies of the South Lakeland Local Plan
164. The relevant parts of Policy C15 (Listed Buildings and their Settings) state that
“[p]roposals will not be permitted for […] the demolition or partial demolition of a
listed building [or] the internal or external alteration or extension of a listed
building if this would in any way adversely affect its character or setting”.
165. Policy C16 (Control of Development Affecting Conservation Areas) states that:
“[d]evelopment proposals will be required to indicate clearly how they will
preserve or enhance the character or appearance of the Area.
Development proposals including changes of use in respect of buildings or
land within, or outside but affecting, a Conservation Area, will be
considered in relation to their effect on the character or appearance of the
Conservation Area as a whole, or any part of the designated area.”+
The policy then goes on to state that development will not be permitted
unless, amongst other things:
“sufficient information is provided with the application to assess the total
effect of the proposal on the character or appearance of the Area.
“ the siting, scale, form, proportions, design and materials of any new or
altered buildings or advertisements, are in keeping with the special
character or appearance of the area in general or the particular location
[…]
“[and where development] would result in the loss of open spaces,
including garden areas, which make a valuable contribution to the
character or appearance of the Area, or allow views into or out of the
Conservation Area.”

“Existing trees, hedgerows and other features which are important to the
appearance or character of a Conservation Area, will be protected, and
proposals for their removal or partial removal will not be permitted except in
the interests of proper management or public safety.”
Other material considerations
NPPF
166. Section 16 of the NPPF, Conserving and enhancing the historic environment,
provides Government policy on how local planning authorities should meet their
statutory obligations in respect of heritage assets, as set out above. The thrust
of the Government’s policy insofar as it is relevant to the current planning
application is summarised below.
167. In determining applications that are likely to affect heritage assets, paragraph
189 of the NPPF establishes that:
“ … local planning authorities should require an applicant to describe the
significance of any heritage assets affected, including any contribution
made by their setting. The level of detail should be proportionate to the
assets’ importance and no more than is sufficient to understand the
potential impact of the proposal on their significance. As a minimum the
relevant historic environment record should have been consulted and the
heritage assets assessed using appropriate expertise where necessary.
Where a site on which development is proposed includes, or has the
potential to include, heritage assets with archaeological interest, local
planning authorities should require developers to submit an appropriate
desk-based assessment and, where necessary, a field evaluation.”
168. Paragraph 190 requires local planning authorities to identify and assess the
particular significance of any heritage asset that may be affected by a proposal,
including development affecting the setting of a heritage asset, taking account
of available evidence and any necessary expertise. Local planning authorities
are required to take this into account when considering the impact of a proposal
on a heritage asset.
169. The NPPF defines “significance” for the purposes of applying its heritage policy
as:
The value of a heritage asset to this and future generations because of its
heritage interest. The interest may be archaeological, architectural, artistic
or historic. Significance derives not only from a heritage asset’s physical
presence, but also from its setting. For World Heritage Sites, the cultural
value described within each site’s Statement of Outstanding Universal
Value forms part of its significance.
170. “Setting” is defined as:
The surroundings in which a heritage asset is experienced. Its extent is not
fixed and may change as the asset and its surroundings evolve. Elements
of a setting may make a positive or negative contribution to the significance
of an asset, may affect the ability to appreciate that significance or may be
neutral.

171. In determining applications, paragraph 192, requires local planning authorities
to take account of:
a) the desirability of sustaining and enhancing the significance of heritage
assets and putting them to viable uses consistent with their conservation;
b) the positive contribution that conservation of heritage assets can make to
sustainable communities including their economic vitality; and
c) the desirability of new development making a positive contribution to local
character and distinctiveness.
172. When considering the impact of a proposed development on the significance of
a designated heritage asset, paragraph 193 is clear that great weight should be
given to the asset’s conservation. This is irrespective of the level of any
potential harm to its significance.
173. The NPPF defines “conservation” for the purposes of applying its heritage
policy as:
The process of maintaining and managing change to a heritage asset in a
way that sustains and, where appropriate, enhances its significance.”
174. Paragraph 194 states that any harm to, or loss of, significance to a designated
heritage asset, should require clear and convincing justification. Paragraph 195
states that
“Where a proposed development will lead to substantial harm to (or total
loss of significance of) a designated heritage asset, local planning
authorities should refuse consent, unless it can be demonstrated that the
substantial harm or total loss is necessary to achieve substantial public
benefits that outweigh that harm or loss …”
175. Where a development proposal will lead to less than substantial harm to the
significance of a designated heritage asset, paragraph 196 is clear that this
harm should still be weighed against the public benefits of the proposal, albeit
that those benefits are not explicitly required to be “substantial”.
176. This begs the question: how to assess if there is substantial harm? To which
the Government’s Planning Practice Guidance offers the following answer:
“What matters in assessing if a proposal causes substantial harm is the
impact on the significance of the heritage asset. As the National Planning
Policy Framework makes clear, significance derives not only from a
heritage asset’s physical presence, but also from its setting.
“Whether a proposal causes substantial harm will be a judgment for the
decision taker, having regard to the circumstances of the case and the
policy in the National Planning Policy Framework. In general terms,
substantial harm is a high test, so it may not arise in many cases. For
example, in determining whether works to a listed building constitute
substantial harm, an important consideration would be whether the adverse
impact seriously affects a key element of its special architectural or historic
interest. It is the degree of harm to the asset’s significance rather than the
scale of the development that is to be assessed. The harm may arise from
works to the asset or from development within its setting.

“While the impact of total destruction is obvious, partial destruction is likely
to have a considerable impact but, depending on the circumstances, it may
still be less than substantial harm or conceivably not harmful at all, for
example, when removing later inappropriate additions to historic buildings
which harm their significance. Similarly, works that are moderate or minor
in scale are likely to cause less than substantial harm or no harm at all.
However, even minor works have the potential to cause substantial harm.”
Non-designated heritage assets
177. The NPPF’s definition of heritage assets embraces:
“A building, monument, site, place, area or landscape identified as
having a degree of significance meriting consideration in planning
decisions, because of its heritage interest. It includes designated
heritage assets and assets identified by the local planning authority
(including local listing).”
178. Paragraph 197 of the NPPF goes on to state:
“The effect of an application on the significance of a non-designated
heritage asset should be taken into account in determining the
application. In weighing applications that directly or indirectly affect nondesignated heritage assets, a balanced judgement will be required
having regard to the scale of any harm of loss and the significant of the
heritage asset.”
Other heritage considerations
179. Paragraph 199 of the NPPF expects local planning authorities to require
developers to record and advance understanding of the significance of any
heritage assets to be lost, although making clear that the ability to record
evidence should not be a factor in deciding whether such loss should be
permitted.
180. Paragraph 200 exhorts local planning authorities to look for opportunities for
new development within the setting of heritage assets to enhance or better
reveal their significance. It states that proposals that preserve those elements
of the setting that make a positive contribution to the asset should be treated
favourably.
South Lakeland Development Management Policies Development Plan
Document (DMDPD)
181. Subject to other policies in the development plan, Policy DM1 (General
Requirements for all development) states that development will be acceptable
provided, amongst other things, it “ensures the protection and enhancement of
the District’s natural, built and historic environment qualities […]”.
182. Policy DM2 (Achieving Sustainable High Quality Design) states that
development will be supported provided certain design principles are met.
Insofar as heritage assets are concerned these include ensuring that
development: (1) responds appropriately to local and settlement character and
reinforces and promotes local distinctiveness; and (2) responds appropriately to
local context, landscape and built and natural environment setting.

183. Policy DM2 (Achieving Sustainable High Quality Design) supports development
provided certain design principles are met. These include ensuring that
development: (1) responds appropriately to local and settlement character and
reinforces and promotes local distinctiveness; and (2) responds appropriately to
local context, landscape and built and natural environment setting. It also states
that “[n]ew development should deliver variety, diversity and interest by […]
avoiding bland monotonous forms of development that promote little interest
and variety”
184. Policy DM3 (Historic Environment) states that “Development proposals will
safeguard and, where appropriate, enhance all heritage assets and their
settings, in a manner that is appropriate to their particular significance.” It then
goes on to provide general advice on “Assessing Significance and Impact” and
more detailed advice on what that means for: (1) listed buildings; (2) historic
parks, gardens and landscapes; (3) conservation areas; and (4) non designated
heritage assets of local significance. Where relevant this advice is referred to
under subsequent headings below.
Discussion
Interpreting the proposals
185. Historic England remains “concerned that the amended scheme still lacks
sufficient information to clarify the visual impact of the scheme upon the
character and appearance of the conservation area.” This leads it to make a
number of key statements in its latest letter of 28 February 2019:
“It is not appropriate for the Council as decision maker, nor consultees
and the public to have to “imagine” how the defensive walls and loss of
trees would appear within the conservation area. This should be fully and
unambiguously explained by the submission of appropriate visual
information to show the impact on heritage significance, as required by
paragraph 189 of the NPPF.
“This application, therefore, remains deficient in lacking sufficient visual
information that is essential to make a full and proper assessment of the
scheme. Given the [likelihood] of the scheme having a permanently
harmful impact on the town's cherished river environment, at the very
heart of the conservation area, this is a matter of great concern.
“It is, therefore, difficult to see how the Council can determine the
application while at the same time fully discharge its statutory duties
under Town and Country (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act
1990. To determine the application without this essential visual
information would fall short of Section 72 of the Act, which requires the
Local Planning Authority to pay “special attention…to the desirability of
preserving or enhancing the character or appearance of that area”.
“This is reinforced within the NPPF where “great weight” must be given to
the conservation of heritage assets (NPPF 193). The absence of this
information means the application lacks “clear and convincing
justification” (NPPF 194). It is, therefore, not possible to weigh these
impacts against the public benefits of the scheme.”

186. Historic England’s reference to paragraph 189 of the NPPF is misleading.
Paragraph 189 addresses the level of detail that should be required to describe
the significance of a heritage asset which has the potential to be affected by a
proposal, i.e. establishing an adequate baseline of information against which to
assess any likely impacts. It also states that the level of detail should be
proportionate to the assets’ importance and no more than is sufficient to
understand the potential impact of the proposal on their significance. Paragraph
189 is not concerned with the level of information related to the impacts of the
proposal itself and it makes no reference to visual information. It is for the
decision-taker to consider whether or not it has sufficient information to allow it
to understand the impact of the proposals on the assets.
187. Earlier in its latest letter Historic England acknowledges that “[t]he scale of the
proposals and sheer volume of information means that it continues to be a
challenging scheme to fully appreciate and understand.” That is a telling
comment. The requirements of The Town and Country Planning (Environmental
Impact Assessment) Regulations 2017 in particular make it inevitable that a
scheme of this complexity and geographical extent will need to be supported by
a wealth of information, including, as in this case, detailed analyses of the
impacts across a broad range of receptors. It is commonplace in schemes of
this magnitude for impacts, even some visual and heritage impacts, to be
presented in a written format based upon fieldwork and a professional
assessment. In this case Chapter 9 of the ES includes a painstaking analysis of
the heritage assets likely to be impacted by these proposals, assessing the
effects from the construction phase and then the operational phase in Year 1
and Year 15. These effects may not all be represented visually, but that in itself
does not diminish the validity of the conclusions.
188. The plans and drawings submitted with this application make clear what is
proposed, and where, although a full appreciation does involve cross-referring
to more than one document. As far as the likely impacts of the proposal on
heritage assets are concerned, the EA’s conclusions are set out clearly in the
ES – and are examined in detail below. Officers acknowledge that further
computer generated images and/or artists’ impressions would be helpful, and
there may be more available by the time of Committee. However, the absence
of such material does not make the application deficient in any way.
189. There are details of the scheme that still need to be confirmed; the proposed
bedding, coursing, sizing, style and pointing of those walls proposed to be clad
in stone for example. But it is common for such matters to be reserved by a
condition. If the application is approved then officers will be encouraging the EA
to engage directly with local groups/organisations as it prepares to discharge
these conditions.
190. It is right that Historic England should remind us of the significance of
paragraph 193 of the NPPF; in determining this application Members need to
be satisfied that they have sufficient information to ensure that great weight is
given to the conservation of the various heritage assets affected by these
proposals. That remains a judgement, although Historic England is
unequivocal: it considers that the application remains “deficient in lacking
sufficient visual information that is essential to make a full and proper
assessment of the scheme.” Officers do not accept that; we consider that the

available visual information together with the detailed analyses in the ES and its
supporting documentation present a sound basis upon which to undertake the
balancing exercise required by the NPPF and fulfil the legal tests imposed by
the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990.
Assessment methodology
191. In assessing the impact on heritage assets the ES chapter on Cultural Heritage
uses the standard methodology in the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges
(DMRB). In essence, this considers professional assessments of: (1) the value
to be assigned to any particular heritage asset; and (2) the magnitude of any
impact from the proposed development (including any inherent mitigation) and
then brings them together in the following “Significance of Effects Matrix”:

MAGNITUDE OF IMPACT

VALUE /SENSITIVITY

No
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Change

Minor
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Neutral
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192. Descriptions of the magnitude of impacts insofar as they relate to different
categories of heritage asset are provided in Tables 9.7 – 9.9 of the ES.
193. One of the oddities of the DMRB methodology is that it tends to equate any
form of change as leading to some form of impact, whether adverse or
beneficial, whereas the NPPF recognises that change within setting can
sometimes result in a neutral impact. Nevertheless, for the purpose of the
discussion that follows, unless stated otherwise (and particularly in respect of
setting), any significance of effect greater than neutral is treated as adverse
based upon the associated discussion of impacts in the ES. And an adverse
significance of effect equates to “harm” for the purposes of applying heritage
policy in the NPPF, although the degree of harm – substantial or less than
substantial – remains a judgment having regard to the guidance referred to in
paragraph 176 above. The standard methodology employed in the ES also

sees the significance of any likely effect changing over time as mitigation
measures become established.
Mitigation
194. The ES describes a range of specific mitigation measures that apply across
broad categories of heritage assets. The residual impacts are then summarised
in Tables 9.28 and 9.29. Given the detailed analysis of individual assets that
precedes these two tables it is disappointing that the assessment concludes in
such a generalised way. However, having said that, much of the most effective
mitigation is intrinsic to the scheme, i.e. use of natural stone to clad the walls
through the conservation area. The further mitigation referred to in the ES will
have mixed benefits; landscaping clearly has significant ameliorating potential,
whereas recording, whilst valuable to our understanding, will deliver no physical
advantages.
195. The updated ES also now includes a reference to a public art strategy; an
initiative that could incorporate, amongst other things: an interpretation of local
flood risk; the physical reinterpretation of certain existing features, i.e. the
railings downstream of Miller Bridge on the west bank; and detailed methods of
construction to ensure that, as far as is practicable, otherwise utilitarian
structures such as floodgates are designed in a locally distinctive manner.
196. Many of the impacts from the construction phase of the development, such as
adverse consequences related to noise, air quality etc., are discussed under
different headings in this report. Generally, an appropriate construction method
statement can provide some mitigation of the short-term nature of these
impacts upon the significance of heritage assets. However, tree loss, which is
considered as a construction impact in the applicant’s ES, clearly has
potentially longer term impacts, even where replacement planting is regarded
as effective mitigation. Consequently, tree loss, particularly in respect of its
impact upon the significance of Kendal Conservation Area, is discussed in
some detail in this section.
197. The discussion that follows concentrates on the preliminary impact
assessment, before the benefits of mitigation are factored in. It does this for two
reasons: (1) it is where we have been presented with the most detailed
analysis; and (2) it is an inherently precautionary approach. However, the
discussion includes references to mitigation as appropriate, particularly that
shown on the relevant Landscape Mitigation Plans.
Further information
198. The updated ES chapter on Cultural Heritage brings forward a series of
revisions, clarifications and additions following input from Historic England, our
external consultant and the County Council’s Historic Environment Officer.
Kendal Conservation Area
199. The Kendal Conservation Area Character Appraisal provides a sound baseline
for considering the significance of this particular heritage asset. This is
acknowledged in DMDPD policy DM3 (Historic Environment) which expects
“[a]ny proposals for development and alterations […] to demonstrate that they
[…] take fully into account any identified significance that is contained in the

Council’s adopted Conservation Area Appraisal and Management Plan for the
relevant designated area.”
200. The Character Appraisal recognises that the significance of the conservation
area derives from a complex interrelationship of factors “covering a very large
geographical area”. In response to this, and “in order to give some sense of
organisational framework” it divides the conservation area into ten separate
character areas or sub-zones, six of which are directly impacted by KFRMS –
PH1 KLD.
201. The Heritage chapter of the ES uses these sub-zones as the basis of its impact
assessment, considering the effects upon each in turn before drawing
conclusions in respect of the conservation area as a whole. This report adopts
a similar approach. The impacts upon undesignated heritage assets within the
conservation area are also considered in this discussion.
202. The ES chapter on Landscape Character and Townscape (Chapter 10) is also
relevant to this discussion, particularly in respect of Landscape and Townscape
Character Areas I to P which overlap Kendal Conservation Area. Except where
stated otherwise, officers accept the assessment of residual operation impacts
upon these particular Landscape and Townscape Character Areas set in Table
10.9 of the ES.
The River Kent
203. Before getting into the detail of the individual character areas it is important to
acknowledge the wider significance of the River Kent to the character of the
conservation area. This is summarised in the following paragraphs from Historic
England’s consultation response dated 08 January 2019:
“The picturesque qualities of River Kent forms one of the key
components of Kendal’s historic environment at the heart of the town’s
conservation area. While some historic towns turn their back on their
rivers, Kendal has a much closer historic relationship with the river from
which the town takes its name. This relationship derives variously from
the location of key buildings and townscape along its banks, from the
town’s industrial history and from the importance of the river corridor for
movement and leisure activities.
“The openness of the river environment permits distant, near and
sequential views as the river meanders gracefully through the town. The
surrounding topography and greenery contribute greatly to townscape
character. Trees and open spaces make an important contribution to the
conservation area, framing and softening views of the town, with the
backdrop of the Castle, Kendal Fell and more distant hills, all combining
to give Kendal’s riverside a distinctive character and appearance.
“The building of houses on the eastern bank of the river at Thorny Hills
and Aynam Road and the planting of trees along its edge accentuates its
meandering course and adds greatly to its scenic appeal. Much of the
river is within Kendal’s Conservation Area, with the grade I listed Holy
Trinity Church and Abbot Hall being key features along the river edge,
which make an important contribution to the character and appearance of
the conservation area.

“Not only does the river contribute greatly to the town’s visual quality, it is
also used and enjoyed by residents and visitors alike. From medieval
times there was ready access to the river for industry and townsfolk living
in Kendal’s Yards. During the 19th and 20th Century the formal planning
of roads, footpaths, footbridges and open space extended this access for
movement and leisure. The communal value and sense of shared public
ownership are, therefore, deeply embedded aspects of the river’s
significance to the heritage of the town.”
Character Area 1: Town Centre North
Significance
204. Drawing from the content of the Character Appraisal, the ES summarises the
significance of this character areas as follows:
Covering the northern section of the historic medieval core of the town, it
is bounded to the east by the River Kent and focuses on the area
containing what is the location of the large medieval market place. The
streets radiating from the open space incorporate deep Burgage plots
and latterly enclosed yards. Generally, the area has a fine grain and high
density of occupation and activity. The river is a dominant and key
feature, providing significant and strategic views towards the castle and
further east.
205. The applicant’s ES applied a high value to this sub-area.
206. As a whole this character area is largely divorced from the river, the relationship
essentially being limited to New Road and the group of riverside buildings
running northwards to Stramongate. New Road was completed in c.1780 and
the Character Appraisal comments that only at the southern end is there any
real sense of consistent urban form, where a number of closely spaced double
bay buildings and the Roman Catholic Church (Grade II*) , with its significant
vertical emphasis, add positively to the character of the area. However, even
here, the Character Appraisal notes, No. 7-8 New Road is compromised by the
addition of a weakly designed garage workshop to its front. And nowhere is
there any explicit reference to there being any significance to the relationship
with the river. The section of New Road north of the junction with Blackhall Hall
is less remarkable. It does contain the grade II* listed Friends Meeting House,
albeit that, as the Character Appraisal comments, this “is well set back from the
road and now largely obscured by later structures (of which those to the
northeast are particularly harmful)”. And, again, the relationship with the river is
not mentioned.
207. At the time the Character Appraisal was published the common land between
New Road and the river was used as a car park and described as “extremely
detrimental to the special character of the conservation area […] and in urgent
need of environmental enhancement.” The significance of this area to this
“special character” is not spelt out, although the close relationship with the river
is clearly important. This area has subsequently been laid out as public open
space.

Proposals
208. The proposals for defences along this length of the river are shown on the
drawings for Reach F and comprise: (1) new/repaired walls of generally 0.9 –
1.2m in height fronting the river between Stramongate and Gooseholme Bridge,
with new walls clad in stone on both faces; and (2) new walls of between 0.9 –
1.5m in height along the back edge of the New Road footway between
Gooseholme Bridge and Miller Bridge, with stone cladding to either side. This
latter section will contain five flood gates of varying widths to maintain public
access to the riverside area. The plan for the stretch of wall adjoining New
Road has two annotations relating to future proposals for a replacement
Gooseholme Bridge, one of which suggests that the precise alignment of the
wall may vary according to the bridge design and the highway authority’s
requirements for sight lines. However, for the purposes of determining this
application the alignment of the wall is as shown on the drawings. Any future
modifications will need to be treated as amendments; non-material or
otherwise.
209. A line of ten trees are shown for removal along the riverbank between
Stramongate and Gooseholme Bridge (refs. 0071 – 0082). Eight of these are
assigned a BS5837 category of A1. Landscape Mitigation Plan (6 of 14)
indicates replacement tree planting behind the wall when it is complete.
210. Three trees alongside New Road are shown for removal: an elm (ref. 0083); a
sycamore (ref. 0084); and a birch (0085). These are given BS5837 categories
of A1, A1 and B1 respectively. Landscape Masterplan (Reach F2) indicates
that the birch will be retained if it proves practical to do so during the course of
construction.
Discussion
211. The area between Stramongate and Gooseholme Bridge has limited public
access, which means that the walls proposed in this area are largely perceived
at a distance and against an established backdrop of development.
Nevertheless, following a further amendment to the proposals, the EA has
confirmed that the 150m of wall adjoining Sand Air House will be clad in stone
on both faces.
212. The loss of trees will be harmful to the established character of this area; tree
0071, a weeping willow, is a particularly striking specimen when viewed from
Stramongate Bridge. However, there will be opportunities for replacement
planting.
213. The wall adjoining New Road will have a greater impact, although less so than
elsewhere within the conservation area. The relationship between the river and
the properties fronting New Road contributes relatively little to the significance
of this part of the conservation area and, in that context, the wall will have a
neutral impact. The relationship between the common land and the river is far
stronger; it represents one of a number of open and accessible areas where the
public can enjoy the river’s “communal value and sense of shared public
ownership”, which Historic England has identified as central to the conservation
area’s significance. The wall along the back edge of the footway will have no
harmful impact in this context; it will not sever this important relationship.
Indeed, one might consider it to be a benefit, separating users of the riverside

area from the traffic on New Road, an “Area Defined by Noise” in the Character
Appraisal. The loss of the three roadside trees is regrettable. However, whilst
they undoubtedly have value in their own right, they contribute little to the
significance of this part of the conservation area.
214. The ES concludes that, without mitigation, the significance of both preliminary
construction effects and preliminary operational impacts within this Character
Area is slight, acknowledging some harm.
215. Our heritage consultant comments as follows:
“Given the core significance of the character area the ES Chapter
appears to have overstated the operational impact and a neutral impact
on heritage significance may be more appropriate.”
216. Officers share this view. Given the relatively weak nature of the relationship
with the river in this area (compared to other Character Areas); the role played
by other features in the overall significance of this Character Area; and the
opportunities for mitigation (including the fact that the wall adjoining the
common land has been placed along the roadside) it is considered that the
overall impact of the proposals on the significance of Character Area 1 is
neutral.
Character Area 3: Kirkland
Significance
217. The Character Appraisal introduces this area with the following description
(Para. 6.3.2):
“The Kirkland character area forms the southernmost part of the historic
core of the town and Kirkland, its main street, is the primary entrance into
Kendal from the south. The River Kent forms a clear eastern boundary to
the zone, while late C20th cul-de-sac housing estates set on slightly
higher ground to the west form a sharply defined western edge to the
area. To the north this zone merges almost imperceptibly into the
Highgate, while the southern edge is positioned at a point where
Milnthorpe Road and Lound Road divide, and suburban, late C19th
housing begins.”
218. Paragraph 6.3.4 describes “one of the very significant and distinguishing
aspects of this character area” as the significant contrast between the tightly
enclosed and bustling nature of Kirkland Road, and the much more formally
planned cluster of open and interconnecting spaces that are laid out around a
series of large detached landmark buildings facing the river to the east. It notes
that “this striking collection of public and ecclesiastical structures and
associated sub-rectangular spaces is mostly hidden behind the street frontages
to the west, but they are a highly conspicuous group of features in views from
much of Aynam Road across the river, and from the riverside pedestrian
walkway.” The Spatial Characteristics Map identifies a significant “Positive
Space” centred on, and spanning, the length of the river between Jennings
Yard Footbridge and Nether Bridge. The applicant’s ES applied a high value to
this sub-area.

Proposals
219. The proposals for defences along this length of the river are shown on the
drawing for Reach H and comprise a wall of varying height extending
southwards from the Holy Trinity Church, where it partly replaces the curtilage
wall on the southern boundary, to connect with an existing stone pier close to
Nether Bridge. It runs close to and parallel with the side walls and curtilage
boundaries of: (1) the Parish Hall (a grade II listed building); (2) Kirkland Hall
(The Kirkland Centre); and (3) Nether Hall – the latter two identified as
undesignated heritage assets of “medium” value in the ES. The central section
of this wall, abutting Kirkland Hall and Nether Hall, rises to a maximum height of
1.8m. This entire section of wall is faced with stone on both sides and is topped
by railings for the southernmost 40m running alongside Kirkland up to Nether
Bridge. The impact upon the significance of the curtilage wall to Holy Trinity
Church is considered further in the discussion about listed buildings.
220. Four individual trees and a separate group are shown for removal in this area:
The individual specimens comprise two sycamores (0201 and 0216); a lime
(0212); and a cypress (0218). One of the sycamores is assigned a BS 5837
category of B1; the other three trees are categorised as A1. The group (0125)
of “Mixed Broadleaves” is assigned a BS 5837 category of C2. A Norway maple
(0215), categorised as A1, that was shown for removal when this application
was first submitted has been reassessed and is now shown for retention.
Discussion
221. The proposals for this area have altered considerably since the applicant
presented earlier versions of the scheme for public consultation. At one stage it
was proposed to continue the wall northwards on the back edge of the riverside
path to the east of Holy Trinity Church and Abbot Hall. However, this section
has now been omitted in favour of proposals to provide both these listed
buildings with improved resilience, removing the prospect of significant
additional tree felling. This amendment is acknowledged by Historic England as
having gone some way towards mitigating the some of the more harmful
impacts on key heritage assets.
222. This is a relatively small Character Area that owes much of its significance to its
relationship with the River Kent. And, notwithstanding recent changes to the
proposals, the applicant’s ES acknowledges that the significance of both
unmitigated construction and operational effects in this area remains “Large
Adverse”. The immediate setting of the church and Abbot Hall may have been
safeguarded by the latest amendments, but the height and alignment of the
remaining wall will sever the intimate relationship between the important
buildings to the south and the riverside environment, an impact made worse by
the associated tree loss.
223. Notwithstanding the opportunities to mitigate some of these effects through use
of natural stone in the construction of the walls and replacement tree planting,
the residual impact is still considered to be harmful to the recognised
significance of the conservation area in this location. Our heritage consultant
judges the harm to be less than substantial, but “at the highest end of that
range.”

Character Area 7: Blackhall Road to Beezon Road
Significance
224. The Character Appraisal describes this (para. 6.7.1) as a “relatively small but
distinct character sub area that was largely a product of development linked to
the arrival of the railway, its station and the associated goods yard after 1847
[…]”. The sub-area spans the river and the Appraisal asserts that the “finest
and most important vistas […] are from the two road bridges” – Victoria Bridge
and Stramongate. In fact, it attributes a high degree of significance to these
“enclosed views”, commenting that they “are very distinctive and memorable.”
Proposals
225. The proposals for defences along this length of the river are shown on the
drawing for Reach E. Given that most of the buildings along this reach are hard
up against the river edge there is little opportunity to include additional
engineering, which means that the bulk of the proposals involve works to
existing buildings, effectively making them part of the defences. The General
Arrangement drawing for this section refers to the need for flood proofing, of
buildings together with the possibility of repairing/rebuilding existing walls,
subject to further condition surveys. 38m of path on the west bank, part of the
National Cycle Network, are to be raised by “less than 0.3 metres”. No trees are
proposed to be lost in this sub-area.
Discussion
226. The ES describes the significance of the construction and operational effects in
this sub-area as “Neutral”. Officers’ opinion the modest nature of the works are
not judged harmful to the significance of this part of the conservation area.
Character Area 8: Castle Street and Thorney Hills area
Significance
227. This character sub zone is situated at the north east corner of the conservation
area and includes all of the land to the east of the River Kent that is found to
the north of, but including, Kirkbie Green and Little Aynam Road. The Character
Appraisal identifies two major edge features dominate the area – the embanked
railway line which forms the northern edge of the conservation area beyond
Castle Street and, of particular relevance to this application, “the broad arc of
the River Kent, which forms a long western limit to the sub zone”.
228. Paragraph 6.8.15 of the Appraisal notes that:
“[…] significant in any appreciation of the special character and
appearance of this sub area [is] the sequence of open spaces that are
found chiefly in the vicinity of the river. These spaces have a significant
impact on the morphology of the area, while also increasing opportunities
for pedestrian movement through the wider area and into the
neighbouring zone to the south. The most important of these spaces is
the Goose Holme […], a curvilinear shaped strip of land that was only
reclaimed from a mishmash of riverside water meadowland and gravel
washes in the mid C20th. Today this space appears as a relatively
informal but clearly managed green swathe of open area that is part
informal park and part low key recreation area. It is edged by striking

mature trees along its eastern edge, with more recent willow trees
aligned towards the centre, and a narrow riverside pathway to the west
side. This attractive green space is visible from various points on the
west side of the river here it acts as a valuable foreground element in
views towards Thorny Hills and the Castle hill behind.”
Proposals
229. The proposals for defences along this length of the river are shown on the
drawing for Reach F. There are four principal components to the scheme in this
sub-area:
1. 273m of wall extending south from Stramongate Bridge and sweeping
around the rear of Gooseholme before tying into the existing ground level
at the northern end of Thorny Hills. 35m of this wall adjoining
Stramongate Bridge will incorporate glass panels; the remainder will be
stone-faced on both sides. No part of this section of wall exceeds 1.2m in
height. Nine trees are shown to be removed, seven of which are
assigned a BS 5837 category of A1, including two very prominent
specimens when viewed from Stramongate – a lime (0112) and a
weeping willow (0113).
2. A further 128m of wall on the back edge of Thorny Hills and Little Aynam.
This is the northern section of a longer wall that extends into Character
Area 9 – discussed further below. Within this character area the wall is
stone-faced on both sides and does not exceed 1.2m in height. Its
construction will involve the loss of one individual tree, a sycamore (0385)
assigned a BS 5837 category of A1, and a group of cypress, assigned a
BS 5837 category of C2.
3. Stock Beck pumping station. This comprises an above-ground kiosk
together with three underground chambers (for the pump, the offtake and
the valve), an offtake structure on the line of Stock Beck and a discharge
culvert, connected to the existing Stock Beck outfall headwall, and two
access manholes. In the original submission the kiosk was depicted as a
utilitarian structure; the amended proposals indicate a building of more
vernacular construction and appearance. Once fitted, the only evidence
of below-ground structures will be manhole covers at ground level. The
discharge culvert will require the loss of a single oak (0116), assigned a
BS 5837 category of A1.
230. An access ramp into the river proposed for gravel removal has now been
removed from the application.
Discussion
231. As acknowledged in the Character Appraisal the sweep of the River Kent is a
key component of the significance of this part of the conservation area. It
contributes appreciably to the setting of Gooseholme and the arc of properties
to the east in Castle Crescent and Thorny Hills. And the river frontage to
Gooseholme undoubtedly enhances public enjoyment of this important area of
open space.
232. Unlike the impact of proposed walls elsewhere within the conservation area
those proposed around Gooseholme will not be visually dominant structures;

the overall “scale” of the open space and the way in which the walls are
arranged to embrace it will all help to mitigate their visual impact. Points of
public access to Gooseholme will be more limited than at present, the northern
section of wall in particular will close off what is currently an almost completely
open boundary to St George’s Walk and Thorny Hills. Nevertheless, access is
preserved via floodgates and once within Gooseholme the walls will have
limited impact upon an appreciation of the river and its wider role in the setting
of buildings to the east. The floodgates themselves will be significant features
and amended proposals acknowledge that bespoke designs will be necessary
to mitigate their impact as far as possible.
233. The wall immediately abutting Stramongate Bridge will have a more significant
impact. Although it replaces an existing wall that extends southwards to the
weir, the replacement structure will be taller. And although it is proposed to
include a length of glass panels to maintain a view of the bridge, the overall
effect in this area will be less open.
234. The ES assesses the significance of effects from the preliminary construction
impacts within this sub-area as a whole as “Moderate”, recognising tree loss
(“loss of vegetation”) as an issue. In officers’ opinion this acknowledged impact
translates into “harm” for the purposes of applying the policy in the NPPF.
However, whilst the loss of a number of high grade trees in this area is
regrettable, Gooseholme provides ample opportunity for replanting, as
indicated on Landscape Mitigation Plan (6 of 14), plus proposals for new hard
surfacing of Chantry Gardens, resulting in a residual level of harm that is
judged to be less than substantial.
235. The ES assesses the significance of effects from the operational phase as
“Slight”. In officers’ opinion it is more likely to be neutral, resulting in no
appreciable harm. The impact upon the setting of Stramongate Bridge is
discussed further below.
Character Area 9: Kendal Castle, Canal Head and the area east of the
River Kent
Significance
236. The Character Appraisal notes (para. 6.9.2) that “[t]wo large natural, physical
features dominate this character sub-area and its spatial framework: the River
Kent, which forms a solid edge to the west side of the sub-zone; and the long,
wide rounded ridge upon which Kendal Castle is situated, which marks the
eastern boundary to the conservation area.” Paragraph 6.9.8 adds that “[t]he
physical characteristics of the river and the castle hill dominate this sub-area
and greatly influence its morphology and distinctive appearance.” Paragraph
6.9.9 observes that “[t]he River Kent here is a moderately wide feature whose
course gently and gracefully twists southwards along a tree fringed route […]”,
but it also describes the various engineering interventions that have taken place
over the years, including the flood alleviation scheme completed in 1978. It
concludes this analysis with the comment that “[d]espite these very extensive
engineering works the river is still a visually attractive feature but undoubtedly
much of its more natural character has been lost.”
237. Paragraph 9.9.10 refers to the observation by Pevsner, quoted in a number of
the representations we have received, that Aynam Road “runs along the river

and is tree planted, a rare case in England of such a promenade”. The
Appraisal adds that “this undoubtedly helps to make the river an integral feature
of the town, which is used and seen from some vantage points, on a daily
basis, by almost everyone who comes into the settlement to live, work or visit.”
This paragraph concludes with reference to “a series of very fine vistas along
the river and across to key buildings on the west bank, such as Abbott Hall, the
parish church and Kirkland.”
Proposals
238. The proposals for defences within Character Area 9 are shown on the drawings
for Reaches F, G and H and comprise (what is in practice) a continuous wall
along the east side of the river from Gooseholme Bridge to Nether Bridge,
extending for a total distance of 964m. Between Miller Bridge and Nether
Bridge the wall will abut the back of the existing footway along Aynam Road.
There are seven sections of glass panels, each between 1.2 – 1.5m in height:
(1) 10m opposite the junction of the minor road immediately to the north of
Weaver’s Court; (2) 10m opposite the junction of Queen Katherine Street; (3)
20m opposite the junction with Parr Street, incorporating a small viewing
terrace; (4) 6m opposite 24 Aynam Road; (5) 8m opposite 30a/30b Aynam
Road; (6) 24m opposite 33 – 36 Aynam Road incorporating another viewing
area; and (7) 14m opposite 37/38 Aynam Road. Elsewhere the wall will be
solid, faced on both sides with natural stone. North of Miller Bridge the wall will
not exceed a height of 0.6 – 0.9m. The sections of wall extending for just under
100m south of Miller Bridge and for just under 300m north of Nether Bridge will
be within the height range of 0.9 – 1.2m. Elsewhere the wall will be between 1.2
– 1.5m in height. The ES suggest that the pier and short section of railings
connected to the southeast abutment of Miller Bridge will be retained with the
new wall placed behind, although there is no detail of how this would work in
practice.
239. The space available for constructing the defences through this part of the
conservation area is, for the most part, relatively narrow and is occupied by a
significant number of trees, many of which are proposed to be removed.
240. North of Miller Bridge there are five individual trees to be removed – (i)
sycamore (0129), categorised A1; (ii) elm (0301), categorised U; (iii) beech
(0302), categorised B1; (iv) lime (0303), categorised A1; and (v) holly (0304),
categorised C1 – and two groups – (i) a block of “Mixed Broadleaves” (0047),
categorised B2; and (ii) a collection of birch, holly, elm, yew and hawthorn
(0090), categorised C2.
241. Between Miller Bridge and Jennings Yard Bridge 21 trees and 2 groups of trees
are proposed to be removed (Tree Removal and Retention Plans H and J). It
would not be practicable to list every specimen in this report, but the following
table summarises them according to their BS 5837 categorisation:

BS5837 category

No.

A1

13

A3

1*

B1

5

C1

3

C2

1**

Total:

23

*Group ref. 0048
**Group ref. 0049

242. Between Jennings Yard Bridge and Nether Bridge the proposals will involve the
removal of every riverside tree (Tree Removal and Retention Plans J. K and L).
That amounts to 30 individual specimens and two groups, categorised as
follows in the applicant’s Arboricultural Impact Assessment:
BS5837 category

No.

A1

13

B1

7

C1

9

C2

2*

U

1

Total:

32

* Two groups (Refs. 0051 and 0052)

243. North of Jennings Yard Bridge there are significant opportunities for mitigation;
Landscape Mitigation Plans 8 and 9 show appreciable replanting and a new
riverside path and seating in Miller Park.
244. South of Jennings Yard Bridge the narrowness of the riverside bank means that
opportunities for mitigation are more limited, although amended Landscape
Mitigation Plans 9 and 10 do now show replacement trees. The Council’s
arboriculturist comments that “Semi-mature tree planting is proposed in this
area, and as long as the species of trees chosen are ones which can thrive with
limited rooting area, there is a reasonable chance that the planting will be
successful in the long term.”
Discussion
245. It is this sub-area where the impacts of the proposal upon the significance of
the conservation area are probably most severe: a consequence of extensive
tree loss combined with the wall’s visual and physical severance of key views
and public access to the riverside.
246. The impacts are less pronounced north of Miller Bridge where, for the most
part, the proposed defences are removed from areas of direct public access.
The defences will abut the dogleg towards the northern end of Bridge Lane,
where users will encounter a wall of no more than 0.6m, albeit that there will be
an appreciable loss of riverside trees. One could argue that this delivers a

benefit, given that it opens up a new view across to New Road. Further north,
the wall abutting Little Aynam will range in height from 0.6m to 1.2m above
existing ground levels, although the impact of this will not be significant given
that existing views across the river will remain obscured by planting which is to
be retained.
247. Seen from the opposite side of the River Kent, from New Road, the wall will be
viewed within a context that includes existing buildings and flood defences.
Trees 0301, 0302 and 0303 are significant features, although only the lime
(0303) has been assigned the highest BS5837 category. The elm (0301) has
been categorised as U; it has poor structural condition and a short life
expectancy.
248. The most severe impacts occur between Miller Bridge and Nether Bridge.
Currently, the route along the sinuous footpaths on either side of Aynam Road
presents a succession of riverside views, filtered through an almost continuous
line of tree planting, albeit with significant gaps in places. Between Jennings
Yard Bridge and Nether Bridge users of Aynam Road are only separated from
the river by low railings, and between Jennings Yard Bridge and Miller Bridge
there are no means of enclosure at all, offering open access to the river across
Miller Park. Levels of traffic may have increased significantly since Pevsner
described Aynam Road as a “promenade”, but it is still a popular walking route
and retains an intimate relationship with the river. The most notable views are
those across the river to Holy Trinity Church and Abbot Hall, but the unfolding
series of views along Aynam Road itself, are also very attractive. The views
back from the west bank of the river are also striking. Aynam Road in general,
and the Almshouses in particular, are acknowledged by the ES as
undesignated heritage assets in their own right, and the views of them across
the river are largely unobscured, save for the trees.
249. The Heritage chapter of the ES assesses the significance of the construction
effects as “Moderate” and those from the operational effects as “Moderate” in
year 1 and “Slight” in year 15. The Landscape and Townscape Character
chapter assesses the longer term impact of Area P, which broadly accords with
the south-western corner of Character Area 9 in the Conservation Area
Appraisal, as “Moderate Adverse” (Table 10.9), the most damaging residual
impact in that section of the ES.
250. Officers consider that this assessment, whilst acknowledging harm, significantly
downplays the impact. The physical and visual severance resulting from the
construction of the wall will be appreciable; views and public access will all be
restricted, compromising the intimate relationship with the river described
above. This will be exacerbated by the loss of trees. The harm will be mitigated
to an extent; the natural stone finish to the wall reflects local character and the
glass panels will help retain important views, albeit not the continuous and, in
some places, completely uninterrupted views that currently exist. The proposals
for Miller Park are, arguably, a localised enhancement; there will be appreciable
new tree planting and the roadside wall will mitigate disturbance from traffic for
anyone using the new footpath. Although opportunities for replanting south of
Jennings Yard Bridge are more limited, those opportunities have been taken
where it is practicable to do so. It is relevant to bear in mind that where like-forlike replanting is impracticable, gradual tree loss will occur anyway as existing

specimens reach the end of their lives – albeit that in some cases that could be
over several decades.
251. Notwithstanding the proposals for mitigation officers consider that the residual
significance of damaging effects in this sub-area remains high translating into
an appreciable level of harm for the purposes of applying NPPF policy and
fulfilling the statutory obligation imposed by Section 66(1) of the Planning
(Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990. Whether the harm
amounts to “substantial” in the terms of the NPPF policy is moot; to be judged
as such it would have to pass the “high test” referred to in the Government’s
Planning Practice Guidance, referred to in paragraph 176 above. In that
context, the proposals do not result in the “total destruction” of the significance
of this sub-area; that significance relies on more than just its relationship with
the river. As the Character Appraisal makes clear, it owes as much to the
dominance of castle hill, which is not affected to any appreciable degree by the
current proposals. Therefore, even though the relationship with the river will
change, profoundly some might say, many of the essential characteristics of the
sub-area are preserved.
252. Our heritage consultant takes the view that the proposals for Character Area 9
will harm the significance of the character of the conservation area, and
although he judges that harm to be less than substantial he considers it “to be
at the highest end of that range.”
Character Area 10: Dowker’s Lane and Waterside
Significance
253. This character area is situated to the rear of the Highgate and Lowther Street
frontages and is bounded on the east by the River Kent and to the south by the
Abbott Hall Playing fields. The Character Appraisal is generally critical of the
“overwhelmingly modern […] form and appearance” of this area, which it sees
being “dictated [in part] by contemporaneous ‘Modernist’ notions of urban
planning which privileged the grid pattern and the block building over any
traditional place making factors.” This is reflected in the Appraisal’s
Architectural Quality Map, which assigns the bulk of the buildings in this subarea as having either a “damaging” or, at best, “neutral” impact. However, it
does identify some positives, commenting that:
“The riverside walk […] has helped to strengthen the notion of the river
as a major asset within the town centre. It has opened up the corridor of
the River Kent to provide a series of rewarding views up and down its
course while highlighting the significance of the groups of buildings along
the opposite river bank. [Character Area 9 discussed above]”
254. Based upon that assessment, it can be said that the relationship with the river
is an important component of this sub-area’s significance for the purposes of
applying heritage policy.
Proposals
255. The proposals for defences within Character Area 10 are shown on the
drawings for Reach G and comprise three lengths of wall and an element of
floodproofing.

256. The longest length of wall will extend from a point south of Miller Bridge;
starting from an existing stone pier at the junction of Kent Place and the A6.
This will incorporate glass panels and will extend southwards for a total of
130m on the river side of Kent Place, requiring the removal of 35m of historic
railings. The first 88m of this wall will comprise 1m high glass panels on top of a
0.5m plinth; stone clad on the river frontage. The next 42m will comprise 1m
high glass panels on top of a 0.8m plinth; again, stone clad on the river
frontage. The defences then cross Kent Place via a floodgate where a further
25m of wall will eventually tie into existing high ground. This final section will
abut the southern elevation of Edgecombe Court and will be faced with natural
stone to the open area to the south and patterned concrete to the building
behind.
257. Further south, the northern section of the Waterside development will be
defended by 40m of floodproofing to the riverside elevation and 14m of wall to
the south of units 48 -58 returning to tie into existing high ground. Again, this
will be faced with natural stone to the open area to the south and patterned
concrete to the building behind.
258. The southern section of Waterside will be defended by what is in essence a
wraparound wall on three sides. The elevation facing the river will be protected
by a wall 77m in length, running partly along the western edge of Kent Place
and partly within an existing landscaped buffer. This section of wall will be a
maximum of 1.5m high and stone-faced on the public (riverside) elevation. 19m
of wall will return into existing high ground on the north side of the building. This
will also be stone-faced to the public elevation. To the south, an existing wall,
currently judged to be part of the historic curtilage to Abbot Hall, is to be
partially demolished and replaced with 36m of new wall which will be stonefaced on both sides. The relevant General Arrangement plan (Reach G 2 of 2)
is annotated with the comment that the “finish and thickness [will] match
existing wall ‘like for like’”. The western section of this wall will tie into the
remains of the existing wall at a point beyond the intended level of the
defences. The impact upon the significance of the existing curtilage wall is
considered further in the discussion about listed buildings.
259. 13 trees are proposed to be removed to facilitate this length of the defences,
categorised as follows in the applicant’s Arboricultural Impact Assessment:
BS5837 category

No.

A1

8

B1

3

C1

1

U

1

Total:

13

Discussion
260. The applicant’s ES assesses the significance of the construction and
operational effects in this sub-area as “Slight”, acknowledging a loss of
tranquillity and a loss of character through tree removal.

261. The physical impact of the walls in this sub-area is judged less significant than
in other parts of the conservation area; much of the interface between Kent
Place and the river is left open, maintaining the existing relationship and the
important views across to Aynam Road. However, from the southern edge of
Edgecombe Court northwards to Miller Bridge the defences are placed on the
river side of Kent Place. One advantage to this is that it moves the proposed
wall away from the better quality buildings identified in the Character Appraisal,
including the Waterside Café. Had the wall continued on the western side of
Kent Place, as it does further to the south, then the immediate setting of these
buildings would have been harmed. The disadvantage of this approach is that it
introduces a sense of enclosure, particularly as one moves into Kent Place
from Lowther Street. There will be a sense of severance from the river,
notwithstanding the extended length of glass panels.
262. The amended proposals include more details about the railings that are to be
removed south of Miller Bridge. Table 9.22 of the ES acknowledges that they
“are contemporary with the bridge and likely designed by the […] designer
Webster.” However, they are not listed and the ES confirms that they are “[n]ot
included in the scheduling designation” for the bridge. Nevertheless, given that
they form part of the setting of the scheduled monument and “have significance
for the social history of the local community and have a story to tell as to past
flood events” the ES treats them as a non-designated heritage asset, assigning
them “medium value”.
263. That acknowledged significance for social history translates into a degree of
significance for this Character Area and their loss is regrettable. However, the
railings north of the stone pier will be retained and, in mitigation, the ES states
that those to be removed “will be incorporated into the public art proposed
throughout the scheme.” Officers feel that the impact on the railings amounts to
less than substantial harm.
264. The County Council’s Historic Environment Officer has identified an historically
significant set of riverside steps and stone flag plinth approximately 100m south
of Miler Bridge and has asked that if these are required to be touched they are
recorded and faithfully reinstated. A condition is proposed to address this.
Listed buildings
265. For the purposes for considering the impacts upon listed buildings the ES
begins with a study area extending 500m beyond the application site. All grade
I and grade II* buildings within the study area are assessed, plus those grade II
buildings where site visits and desk top research indicated that residual impacts
were likely as a result of either the construction period or during the operational
phase with mitigation in place. Listed buildings satisfying these criteria are
listed in Table 9.13 of the updated ES.
266. Direct physical impact upon listed buildings is limited to the partial demolition
and rebuilding of two curtilage walls, discussed further below. The bulk of the
impacts relate to setting. Table 9.19 summarises the preliminary construction
impacts, without mitigation, and Table 9.24 summarises the preliminary
operation impacts, also without mitigation. These identify a neutral or slight
adverse effect in most cases, albeit with some notable exceptions which are
also discussed further below. The “Erratum to the Environmental Statement”

corrects an error in the summary of impact to the Church of Holy Trinity & St
George on New Road, reducing the significance of effects to slight.
267. Although the updated ES chapter on Cultural Heritage has responded positively
to feedback on the original submission, there remains a concern that the
summaries in Table 9.13 do not assess the contribution of setting to the
significance (special architectural and historic interest) of the identified listed
buildings and therefore the applicant’s assessment is unclear in this respect.
However, our external consultant accepts that, based upon his own site visits, it
appears reasonable to accept that the ES’s identification of a negligible
magnitude of change within the settings of most of the listed buildings is likely
to lead to neutral significance of effect in most cases. Furthermore, where the
ES identifies a slight adverse significance of effect this can also be neutral in
many cases given the point made at the beginning of this section – that the
DMRB methodology tends to equate any form of change as leading to some
+form of impact whereas the NPPF recognises that change within setting may
lead to a neutral impact.
268. Having said that, the ES does identify more noteworthy significance of effects in
certain cases, and these are discussed below.
Aynam Lodge, Aynamcote (grade ll)
269. Aynam Lodge is a grade II listed building fronting the east bank of the River
Kent, north of Miller Bridge. It was constructed as a house in 1824 and it is
attributed to the Webster firm. It is a striking building when seen from New
Road and when travelling eastwards over Miller Bridge. Its relationship with the
river setting contributes appreciably to its significance.
270. The proposals will involve construction of a riverside wall, between 0.6m – 0.9m
in height and finished in natural stone on both faces.
271. During the construction phase the ES anticipates a moderate magnitude of
impact and moderate significance of effect, arising: (1) from the replacement of
the existing soft, vegetated riverside boundary with a hard wall; and (2) the
noise and general disturbance associated with construction activity. The ES
foresees these effects ameliorating to slight in Year 1 and Year 15 of the
operational phase.
272. In officers’ opinion the ES arguably overstates the impacts. Construction activity
will be appreciated in the context of the significant noise and disturbance from
existing traffic levels on the A65. And, in the longer term, whilst the proposed
wall will be a prominent feature, and will certainly change the setting of Aynam
Lodge in those views referred to above, it will not appear alien. Landscape
Mitigation Plan (7 of 14) shows no opportunities for mitigation planting in this
area. Nevertheless, the impact of the long-term operational impact is judged to
have a neutral effect on the building’s setting.
Bridge House
273. Bridge House is another grade II listed building. It is positioned south of Aynam
Lodge, facing directly towards Miller Bridge. The list description describes the
building as having been designed and built in 1819 by Francis Webster known
for his marble works, albeit with later additions and alterations. As with Aynam

Lodge, the building’s relationship with the river contributes appreciably to its
significance.
274. The impact of the proposals on setting in this case is less significant; the
closest stretch of the defences will be the new wall proposed on the west side
of Aynam Road, running southwards from the abutment with Miller Bridge.
During the construction phase the ES anticipates a moderate magnitude of
impact and moderate significance of effect, arising from: (1) the range of
construction activities; and (2) loss of vegetation and intrusion of the wall into
what it describes as oblique views to the south. The ES foresees these effects
ameliorating to slight in Year 1 of the operational phase and remaining so
thereafter.
275. The impact on the most significant views of Bridge House coming across Miller
Bridge will be negligible. Views from Miller Park will be across the new wall, but
given that it will be relatively low at this point, between 0.3m – 0.6m, and that
there are significant opportunities for replanting in Miller Park, see Landscape
Mitigation Plan (8 of 14), the setting will not be significantly impacted. In
officers’ opinion the longer term significance of effect will be neutral.
34 Lowther Street
276. 34 Lowther Street is the end of a group of 5 individually grade II listed
properties on the north side of the street. It dates from c1788. Its dual aspect
design provides views upstream and downstream of the River Kent, with
important views back from Miller Bridge and Kent Place. The river is clearly an
important element of the setting of the building, although the impact of traffic on
the A6 is also significant. The proposed defences are generally at some
distance, although the glass panels running up to Miller Bridge on the river side
will be noticeable in views from Kent Place and across the river from Aynam
Road .
277. During the construction phase the ES anticipates a moderate magnitude of
impact and moderate significance of effect, arising from: (1) loss of vegetation
(although the trees directly adjoining Miller Bridge will be retained); (2) what it
describes as “severance of wider view to south along the river”; and (3) limited
disruption to the visual connection with Miller Bridge. The ES anticipates these
effects moderating to slight in Year 1 and Year 15.
278. The setting of 34 Lowther Street is quite “busy”, not only in the sense that it is
impacted by considerable amounts of traffic, but also from the range of physical
elements. In this context, although the glass panels (in particular) will intrude
into the views referred to above, officers consider this another example where
the DMRB rating of a slight longer term significance of effect, even without
mitigation, translates into a neutral impact for planning purposes.
Abbot Hall
279. Abbot Hall is a grade I listed building. The impact from the proposals is now
limited, comprising the partial demolition and rebuilding of 36m of a low
stone/brick curtilage wall on the northern side of the Abbot Hall Park
playground, south of Waterside. The replacement wall will be between 0.9m –
1.2m in height and finished with stone on both faces.

280. These works will require listed building consent, but we also have the statutory
responsibility, imposed by Section 66(1) of the Planning (Listed Buildings and
Conservation Areas) Act 1990, to “have special regard to the desirability of
preserving the building or its setting or any features of special architectural or
historic interest” in considering whether to grant planning permission.
281. The contribution of the existing wall to the significance of Abbot Hall is now
much reduced; it is physically divorced from the principal listed building and
intermediate recreational uses have further weakened any historic connection.
It no longer reads as having any obvious connection with the hall.
282. The ES anticipates a minor magnitude of impact during the construction phase,
acknowledging that the concrete core of the new wall will make it appear
appreciably thicker than what it replaces, but slight effects otherwise.
283. There are no objections to this aspect of the proposal from Historic England or
our heritage consultant and officers conclude that it will have a neutral impact.
Church of the Holy Trinity
284. The Church of the Holy Trinity is another grade I listed building. The proposals
have no direct impact on the building itself, but do involve alterations to the
stone wall on the boundary with the grade II listed Parish Hall to the south. The
Heritage Statement describes this wall as a remnant of a boundary wall around
the church and vicarage, and notes that it was reduced in height during the
19th and 20th century. Railings (which were added during the mid-19th century)
were probably removed during the Second World War. An archway that
corresponds with a small door to the south side of the church has been retained
at full height.
285. The scheme proposes to dismantle 60m of this wall, excluding the arch, and
then reconstruct a new flood wall, stone-faced on both sides, to a height of
0.6m – 0.9m. The wall will dogleg around the arch and will include a set of up
and over steps at this point.
286. As with the alterations to the curtilage wall of Abbot Hall, described above, the
proposed alterations to the boundary wall of the church will also require listed
building consent. Nevertheless, in determining whether or not to grant planning
permission we are still bound by the statutory responsibility imposed by Section
66(1) of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990.
287. During the construction phase the ES anticipates a moderate magnitude of
impact and large significance of effect, arising from: (1) the loss of vegetation (a
large sycamore in particular); and (2) disturbance and loss of tranquillity. The
ES anticipates a moderate significance of effects (equating to harm) persisting
through Years 1 and 15 of the operational phase.
288. Our heritage consultant considers that the degree of harm to the church, even
without mitigation, appears to have been overstated. He acknowledges that the
church has a high level of importance, noting that the original Medieval building
has been subject to layers of adaptation and restoration and has various
historic associations. He also notes that setting does make a positive
contribution to the significance of the church, but comments that the proposed
change is relatively modest. Whilst commenting that the need for the flood wall
is unfortunate and that the proposed steps lack sensitivity, he sees as positive

the fact that the reconstructed wall would be clad in salvaged stone from the
existing wall. Overall, he concludes that the magnitude of change on the
significance of the building would be slight, leading him to conclude that the
impact on significance is neutral.
Parish Hall
289. The Parish Hall is a grade II listed building positioned immediately to the south
of the Church of the Holy Trinity. Although accessed from Kirkland, the building
has a strong relationship with the river and the open space adjoining it at the
southern end of Kirkland. This element of its setting contributes appreciably to
the building’s significance.
290. The proposals do not directly impact the building, but walls (stone faced on
both elevations) will enclose it at close quarters on the north, east and south
sides. The wall to the north is as described above under the discussion of the
Church of the Holy Trinity. A 56m length of wall enclosing half of the east
elevation and all of the south elevation will be between 1.2m – 1.5m in height.
291. The ES foresees a moderate magnitude of impact during the construction
phase, principally as a consequence of: (1) the walls severing connectivity with
the building’s immediate landscape context to the east; and (2) a significant
change in views back towards the building, exacerbated by the loss of a large
sycamore. The ES anticipates a moderate significance of effects (equating to
harm) persisting through Years 1 and 15 of the operational phase.
292. There are opportunities to mitigate this impact; Landscape Mitigation Plan (10
of 14) shows tree and ornamental planting within the adjoining open space.
Nevertheless, our heritage consultant maintains that the impact upon the
setting of this building, and the appreciable contribution that the setting makes
to the building’s significance, would amount to “harm” for the purposes of
applying the policy in the NPPF, albeit less than substantial.
Scheduled monuments
293. There are six scheduled monuments within the study area identified within the
ES. These are listed in Table 9.12: Designated Scheduled Monuments. Five of
these, where some form of impact has been identified, are discussed below.
294. Table 9.18 summarises the preliminary construction impacts without mitigation.
Table 9.23 summarises the preliminary operation impacts, also without
mitigation, and Tables 9.28 and 9.29 provide generalised assessments of the
likely mitigated construction and operational effects respectively, the latter
considering the effects in Year 1 and Year 15.
Scheduled monument consent
295. Some of the works described below directly impact upon the fabric of the river
bridges as scheduled monuments. That being the case, in addition to the need
for planning permission, it will also be necessary to submit separate
applications for scheduled monument to the Secretary of State for Digital,
Culture, Media and Sport via Historic England. Where impacts only relate to the
setting of the bridges as a component of their significance, that remains a
matter to be considered solely by the local planning authority.

Stramongate Bridge
296. Stramongate Bridge crosses the River Kent at a point below a lengthy straight
section and ahead of a sharp bend to the west. This contributes to two
important aspects of its setting: the fact that it is a focal point when viewed from
the south, particularly from Gooseholme; and the intervisibility with Victoria
Bridge to the north. It is seen in the context of many tall buildings, most of
which make at least a neutral contribution to its setting. The exception is the
former Provincial Assurance building which the Character Appraisal describes
as “an uncompromising 1960s modernist structure”. The applicant’s Historic
Environment Assessment (HEA) concludes that the setting of the bridge makes
a positive contribution to its “interests”, i.e. its significance.
297. The proposals involve walls extending up to and abutting the downstream face
of the bridge on both the east and west banks. They are described in more
detail as part of the discussion above in respect of the Kendal Conservation
Area, specifically: (1) Character Area 1: Town Centre North; and (2) Character
Area 8: Castle Street and Thorney Hills area.
298. Historic England’s comments specifically on this aspect of the scheme:
“We think the juxtaposition of this with the Scheduled stone bridge would
be harmful to its setting and to the surrounding conservation area
character and given the proposed heights is not required. Stone walls
would be better employed in this location with the glass re-utilised to
mitigate the impact in other key locations elsewhere.”
299. Our heritage consultant is less concerned, commenting as follows:
“The proposals would cause change within the landscape next to
[Stramongate] bridge. However, that is a modern part of its setting that
probably dates from previous river related engineering works. Similarly,
the proposed flood wall on the western side of the river relates to the site
of a modern development. Therefore, the proposed permanent change in
setting is not considered harmful.”
Miller Bridge
300. The applicant’s HEA notes that the setting of Miller Bridge is defined by its
position on a bend in the river, “trees along the riverfront” and the nature of the
buildings that surround it. The setting “is considered to make a positive
contribution to its interests [significance] by enabling the bridge to be seen in its
historical context.”
301. The proposals involve walls extending up to all four abutments of the bridge.
On the east bank on the downstream side the wall ties into the bridge behind
the existing short length of railings, which, as things stand, are to be retained.
The proposals are described in more detail as part of the discussion above in
respect of the Kendal Conservation Area, specifically: (1) Character Area 1:
Town Centre North; and (2) Character Area 9: Kendal Castle, Canal Head and
the area east of the River Kent; and (3) Character Area 10: Dowker’s Lane and
Waterside.
302. The ES foresees a moderate magnitude of impact and moderate significance of
effect during the construction phase, and a slight significance of effects for Year
1 of the operational phase and remaining so thereafter.

303. Our heritage consultant feels that the long term impacts are understated. He
comments that loss of the mature trees upstream and downstream of the bridge
on the east side of the river and the impact of the long defence wall along the
east side of the river would have a considerable impact on the setting of the
bridge. This would be ameliorated to a degree by the potential for replacement
planting, but, given the importance of the structure and the contribution setting
makes to its significance, he feels that the longer term effects would be more
appropriately summarised as a moderate adverse magnitude of impact and
minor adverse significance of effect. This amounts to “harm” for the purposes of
applying the policy in the NPPF, albeit less than substantial.
Nether Bridge
304. For Nether Bridge the applicant’s HEA comments as follows:
“The setting provides a positive contribution towards the significance of the
heritage asset by enabling an understanding of the bridge’s relationship to
the river and historic layout of the town which increases the bridge’s
historic and architectural interests [significance].”
305. No works are proposed immediately downstream of Nether Bridge.
306. Upstream on the east bank, the existing wing wall, which is partially within the
scheduled designation, is proposed for removal and replaced with a stone clad
wall, topped by railings. The ES comments that rebuilding this wall will have
direct adverse impacts on the character and fabric of the monument. It also
acknowledges the adverse impact that tree loss along Aynam Road will have
on the setting of the bridge.
307. Drawing from this analysis the ES anticipates a major magnitude of impact and
large significance of effect during the construction phase, and a moderate
significance of effects in Year 1 of the operational phase, moderating to slight in
Year 15.
308. In this case our heritage consultant considers that the ES understates the
combined impacts of the proposed changes to the setting of the bridge and
reconstruction of the eastern abutment. Officers would agree; notwithstanding
the mitigating effects of replacement tree planting, it is considered that the long
term consequences of the loss of historic fabric would remain moderate,
equating to “harm” for the purposes of applying the policy in the NPPF, albeit
less than substantial.
Kendal Castle and associated earthworks
309. The ES foresees a neutral significance of effects upon the setting of Kendal
Castle. This was clarified in the “Erratum to the Environmental Statement”
issued on 12th March 2019, with the following comment in Table 9.18:
“Works along Aynam Road and within the Gooseholme area will be
obscured from view by intervening buildings and vegetation. Distant
views of works from the elevated castle grounds will be indiscernible
within the urban context. Construction traffic views and noise will be
indiscernible within the urban context. “

310. Table 9.23 has also been corrected to show a neutral significance of effects for
both Year 1 and Year 15 of the operational phase. Officers concur with these
conclusions.
311. Historic England acknowledges the potential for impacts upon the setting of
Kendal Castle but raises no objection.
Watercrook Roman Fort and civil settlement
312. The Watercrook Farm area is a designated scheduled monument based on the
presence of a fort and vicus (civilian settlement). It is located in a crook of the
River Kent west of the sewage treatment plant and north of Helsington Mills.
313. The proposals do not directly impact upon the scheduled monument, but the
ES is clear that construction of the embankments proposed on the west bank of
the Kent at Helsington Mills will lead to loss of tranquillity and disturbance from
the increased noise and activity. Loss of vegetation along the bank to
accommodate the works will have an impact on the setting of the monument.
This leads the ES to conclude that there will be a minor magnitude of impact
and a slight significance of effect. During the operational phase the significance
of effects will reduce from slight in Year 1 to neutral in Year 15 as replacement
planting begins to mature.
314. Historic England acknowledges the potential for impacts upon the setting of
Watercrook Roman Fort but raises no objection.
Non-designated heritage assets
315. Table 9.17 of the ES: Selected Non-designated historic buildings identifies a
limited range of key unlisted buildings/assets with the potential to be impacted
by the development proposals. Table 9.22 summarises the preliminary
construction impacts without mitigation and table 9.27 summarises the
preliminary operation impacts, again without mitigation, the latter identifying
three buildings/assets where it anticipates a moderate significance of effect.
These are all within the Kendal Conservation Area and are discussed under
that heading earlier in this report.
Other archaeological interest
316. The Cultural Heritage Desk Based Assessment submitted in support of this
application identifies the west bank of the river as having moderate to very high
potential for archaeological remains within the conservation area. The remains
will be predominantly sub-surface and the ES identifies high potential for these
to be the subject of adverse direct impacts during construction resulting in the
loss of knowledge about past lives and the development of the town, along with
the strategic importance of the river to the town. It also notes that recent
development within the core central business and commercial district of Kendal
may well have impacted upon the survival of earlier archaeological remains.
Both banks of the river adjacent to Stramongate Bridge are also key areas of
interest. The ES attributes moderate potential for uncertain impacts throughout
the study area, and particularly the west bank of the river, on currently unknown
archaeological remains.
317. The further information provided in January responded to a number of issues
raised by the County Council’s Historic Environment Officer in his initial
consultation response. In his revised comments he notes that the scheme will

cause harm to a number of non-designated heritage assets, discussed
elsewhere in this report, and also identifies the potential to disturb currently
unknown buried archaeological assets in several locations. To mitigate these
potential impacts he has recommended a condition requiring a programme of
archaeological work.
Heritage assets – conclusions
318. Having considered: (1) the application drawings; (2) the assessment in the
Environment Agency’s ES, and the various supporting statements that it refers
to; (3) the advice we have received from our heritage consultant; and (4) the
views expressed by Historic England, officers conclude that, even with the
proposed mitigation, the proposals will cause harm to: (1) the significance of
Kendal Conservation Area, particularly Character Areas 3 and 9; (2) the setting
of one listed building, the grade II listed Parish Hall; and (3) the setting of two
scheduled monuments, Miller Bridge and Nether Bridge, and, in the case of the
latter, harm to the fabric of the structure itself.
Landscape character, townscape and visual impact
319. In addition to specific impacts upon heritage assets, Committee also needs to
consider the broader effects on landscape character and townscape and the
visual impact of the development. The applicant’s ES addresses these issues in
Chapters 10 and 11.
320. This section of the ES reminds us that The European Landscape Convention
(ELC) establishes the following definition of landscape that is adopted in
Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Assessment Third Edition, 2013,
published jointly by The Landscape Institute and the Institute of Environmental
Assessment.
“Landscape is an area, as perceived by people, whose character is the
result of the action and interaction of natural and/ or human factors”
The ELC also states that:
“Character is not just about the physical elements and features that make
up a landscape, but also embraces the aesthetic, perceptual and
experiential aspects of the landscape that make different places
distinctive.”
The Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Assessment define townscape as
: “…the landscape within the built-up area, including the buildings and
the relationships between them.”
321. Visual impact considers impacts upon specific visual receptors – the perception
of the development from a number of key viewpoints.
322. External consultants IBI Group have prepared an independent assessment of
Chapters 10 and 11 of the ES, entitled “Kendal Flood Defences: Review of
Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment …”. This is available to view online.
This document is a review of the proposals as originally submitted; it has not
been amended in the light of the further information submitted by the EA, much
of which addresses IBI Group’s initial comments.

Policy context
Core Strategy
323. It is a strategic objective of the Core Strategy “to protect the unique character of
the District by {amongst other things] [e]nsuring that new development
safeguards and enhances the natural and built environment […]”
324. Core Strategy Policy CS1.1 (Sustainable Development Principles) expects ”[…]
high quality, localised and appropriate design [to be] incorporated into all
developments to retain distinctive character/sense of place and enhance the
existing built environment.”
325. Policy CS8.2 (Protection and enhancement of landscape and settlement
character) expects proposals to be “informed by, and be sympathetic to, the
distinctive character landscape character types” identified in a range of
documents, including (of relevance to this application): (1) Cumbria Landscape
Character Guidance and Toolkit; (2) Historic Landscape Character
Assessment; and (3) features identified in relevant settlement studies and local
evidence. Furthermore, the policy expects proposals to “demonstrate that their
location, scale, design and materials will protect, conserve and, where possible,
enhance [amongst other things];
“The special qualities of the environment associated with the nationally
designated areas of the National Parks […] including their settings;
“The special qualities and local distinctiveness of the area;
“Distinctive settlement character;
“The pattern of distinctive features such as hedges, walls, traditional
buildings, woodlands, hay meadows, wetlands, valleys, fells and rivers,
and their function as ecological corridors for wildlife;
The setting of, and views into and from the […] National Parks,
conservation areas and individual built/manmade features that contribute
to landscape and settlement character such as […] Kendal Castle […]”
326. Linking back to the discussion in the preceding section, with regards to the
historic environment Policy CS8.6 is explicit that the Core Strategy supports a
number of objectives, including:
“The safeguarding and, where possible, enhancing of historic environment
assets, including their characteristic settings and any attributes that
contribute to a sense of local distinctiveness.”
327. It is a further requirement of Core Strategy Policy CS8.10 (Design) that “[t]he
siting, design, scale and materials of all development should be of a character
which maintains or enhances the quality of the landscape or townscape and,
where appropriate, should be in keeping with local vernacular tradition.”
‘Saved’ policies of the South Lakeland Local Plan
328. There are no relevant, up-to-date references in the Local Plan.

Other material considerations
NPPF
329. The objective of these policies has been strengthened in the latest version of
the NPPF which states at paragraph 124 (under the heading of “Achieving well
designed places”) that:
“The creation of high quality buildings and places is fundamental to what
the planning and development process should achieve. Good design is a
key aspect of sustainable development, creates better places in which to
live and work and helps make development acceptable to communities.”
330. It is the expectation of paragraph 125 that developments:
“will function well and add to the overall quality of the area, not just for the
short term but over the lifetime of the development;
“are visually attractive as a result of good architecture, layout and
appropriate and effective landscaping;
“are sympathetic to local character and history, including the surrounding
built environment and landscape setting, while not preventing or
discouraging appropriate innovation or change (such as increased
densities);
“establish or maintain a strong sense of place, using the arrangement of
streets, spaces, building types and materials to create attractive,
welcoming and distinctive places to live, work and visit”
South Lakeland Development Management Policies Development Plan
Document (DMDPD)
331. Subject to other policies in the development plan, Policy DM1 (General
Requirements for all development) states that development will be acceptable
provided, amongst other things, “it responds appropriately to the proposal site’s
locational context, local and settlement character and distinctiveness [,]
ensures the protection and enhancement of the District’s natural, built and
historic environment qualities and its distinctive landscapes and townscapes,
including their public visual amenities through good design [and] ensures the
protection, conservation and enhancement of the special qualities and settings
of the Lake District […] National Park […] including views into and out of [this]
protected designated landscape[ ], by supporting proposals only where it is
demonstrated through a proportionate landscape assessment there would be
no adverse effect upon their landscape character and visual amenity […]”
332. Policy DM2 (Achieving Sustainable High Quality Design) supports development
provided certain design principles are met. These include ensuring that
development: (1) responds appropriately to local and settlement character and
reinforces and promotes local distinctiveness; and (2) responds appropriately to
local context, landscape and built and natural environment setting. It also states
that “[n]ew development should deliver variety , diversity and interest by […]
avoiding bland monotonous forms of development that promote little interest
and variety”

Discussion
Assessment methodology
333. In assessing the impacts upon landscape character and townscape the
Environment Agency’s ES uses a study area that establishes a 500m envelope
around the proposed development site. In its baseline assessment of
landscape character and townscape character the ES refers to a number of
existing sources of information.
334. The National Character Areas (NCAs) divide England into 159 distinct natural
areas. Each is defined by a unique combination of landscape, biodiversity,
geodiversity, history, and cultural and economic activity. Their boundaries
follow natural lines in the landscape rather than administrative boundaries.
Kendal lies on the transition between two NCAs: 19, South Cumbria Low Fells;
and 20, Morecambe Bay Limestones.
335. A more detailed local assessment of landscape character was developed as
part of the Cumbria Landscape Character Guidance and Toolkit, March 2011,
referred to in Core Strategy Policy CS8.2. This adds a further level of detail to
the NCAs, but does not cover the urban area of Kendal.
336. The Cumbria Historic Landscape Characterisation (HLC), also cross-referred to
in Policy CS8.2, provides another high-level assessment.
337. Typically for a project of this scale the ES establishes a more detailed baseline,
in this case using desktop and field survey information to subdivide the study
area into twenty district Character Areas as the basis for the subsequent
assessment. These are identified on plans V2-S10-0004, V2-S10-0005 and V2S10-0006.
338. In assessing visual impact the ES starts by identifying a study area extending to
1km beyond the limits of the various elements of the scheme. A computer
model has then been used to establish a Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV),
which identifies different geographical areas based upon a viewer’s ability to
see a range of points along the length of the defences – expressed as
percentages. Paragraph 11.2.3 of the ES states that “Beyond this [ZTV] (owing
to the nature of the proposed development and the context of [the] site) any
impacts are not considered to be significant.”
339. Based upon this analysis the ES identifies 16 key viewpoints as the basis for
further analysis. These are summarised in Table 11.6 of the ES - Summary of
Visual Baseline Sensitivity. They are also used as the basis for Volume 5 of the
ES - Photographic Viewpoints.
340. IBI Group comments that “[i]n general the LVIA (Landscape and Visual Impact
Assessment) has been professionally carried out in a rigorous manner.”
341. The remainder of this section of the report begins by considering the impact of
the proposals on each of the Landscape and Townscape Character Areas
identified in the ES, with reference to the visual impact viewpoints as
appropriate, and concludes with an overall summary. The discussion
concentrates mainly on the residual impacts of the construction and operational
phases, using the significance of effect categories set out in Table 10.5 of the
ES. These present the significance of any likely effect, whether adverse or
beneficial, in a range from very large to slight, plus neutral.

342. What follows is inevitably a summary of the mass of data in the ES. If Members
wish to explore any aspect further then the full details of the residual effects are
set out in three separate tables in the ES: Table 10.7: Residual Construction
Assessment (with mitigation); Table 10.8: Residual Operational Impact
Assessment (Year 1 – with mitigation); and Table 10.9: Residual Operational
Impact Assessment (Year 15 – with mitigation). The table in paragraph
10.10.10 also presents a useful summary.
Mitigation
343. Section 10.6 of the ES sets out the various forms of mitigation that will be used
to mitigate the effects of the development upon landscape character and
townscape. Measures to address specific issues are discussed below, but
scheme-wide measures are listed as follows:
Construction Phase
344. A Construction Environment Management Plan (CEMP) will be adopted to
control working hours, working practices, access routes, the storage of
materials etc. Tree protection measures will be implemented to minimise
damage to existing trees and hedgerows that are to be retained during the
works.
345. The benefits from these measures will be appreciated in all Character Areas
and is taken as read in the following discussion.
Operational Phase
346. In response to concerns about tree loss, replacement tree planting is now
proposed at a ratio of approximately 6.7 trees replaced for every one lost. This
is discussed further under the Trees and Green Infrastructure heading of this
report.
347. Responding to a concern that the proposed flood gates could appear as alien,
utilitarian features, the ES proposes:
“Flood gates to be designed with bespoke treatment. These shall be
designed as part of a [holistic] art strategy and include interpretation,
referencing the local history, wildlife and culture.”
348. Linked to the above, the ES also proposes to incorporate artwork into the
proposed design. It states:
“Artwork to be incorporate[d] into wall design. Artwork interventions shall
be designed as part of a [holistic] art strategy and include interpretation,
referencing the local history, wildlife and culture.”
349. Ornamental planting is proposed along the base of the walls to break up their
overall mass and scale to enhance their historic setting where relevant.
350. The proposed inclusion of glass panels is also highlighted as a means of
mitigating the otherwise “heightened sense of enclosure” created by the walls.
Designated landscapes
351. There are references in some of the representations to the potential for impacts
upon designated landscapes, particularly in respect of certain trees to be felled
being within the setting of the Lake District National Park.

352. Paragraph 10.3.10 of the ES addresses this point, stating:
“The Lake District National Park World Heritage Site is near the study
area; however, the nature of the scheme is not considered to affect the
landscape character of the Lake District National Park World Heritage
Site.”
353. There is no evidence in the ES, or any other submitted document, to contradict
this conclusion and the Lake District National Park Authority has responded to
the application stating that it has “no comments to make”.
354. Paragraph 10.3.11 of the ES states:
“The closest AONB is Arnside and Silverdale, which is approximately
8.5km away from the study area. The nature of the scheme is not
considered to affect the landscape character of the Arnside and
Silverdale AONB.”
Assessment by individual Landscape and Townscape Character Areas
355. Except where stated, officers concur with the conclusions of the ES presented
below.
356. Landscape and Townscape Character Areas I to P are contained within the
Kendal Conservation Area. As might be expected, the Landscape character,
townscape and visual impacts of the proposals broadly mirror the impacts
within the corresponding sub-areas identified in the Kendal Conservation Area
Appraisal, as discussed under the Heritage Assets heading of this report.
Consequently, there is no further discussion of Landscape and Townscape
Character Areas I to P under this section.
357. The various impacts in request of loss of tranquillity and loss of amenity
referred to below are discussed further under the Air Quality, Noise and
Amenity headings of this report.
Area A - Rural river floodplain: Carus Green golf course
358. The ES describes this area as follows:
“The environmental value of this landscape character area has been
classed as moderate. The area is in an attractive rural setting with visual
links to a number of different landscape types. However, the recreational
land use of this area is not typical of the character of the wider region.
The industrial urban fringe of Kendal has an adverse effect on the setting
of this area.”
359. There are no operational activities within this area; the impacts come entirely
from the indirect effects of construction noise associated with other aspects of
the development in other areas. The ES concludes that the significance of this
mitigated effect will be slight adverse.
Area B - Rural river floodplain: Pastoral drumlin field
360. This is an extensive character area to the west of the Westmorland Business
Park and broadly coinciding with the proposals for Reach A of the project. The
ES describes this area as follows:
“The environmental value of this landscape character area has been
classed as moderate. The area is more valuable due to features,

patterns and characteristics that are more typical of the wider region.
Visual links to a number of different landscape types help to create a
sense of context. However, some of the poorer condition of the river
embankments, evidence of boundary walls not being replaced after flood
events and the industrial urban fringe of Kendal has an adverse effect on
the setting of this area.”
Proposals
361. The eastern extent of this character area is marked by the proposed defences
along the western boundary of the Westmorland Business Park, comprising: (1)
220m of walls (0.3m – 1.2m high), finished in patterned concrete; and (2) 352m
of embankments (0.3m – 1.2m high). A temporary storage/stockpile is
proposed within the centre of the field to the east of the River Kent and south of
Gilthwaiterigg Beck. A number of trees are to be removed at the southern end
of the proposed embankments. These are considered further under the
discussion relating to Area C.
Impacts
362. Some of the impacts of the construction phase can be mitigated through
implementation of a Construction Environment Management Plan (CEMP) and
by protective fencing around retained trees. However, even with mitigation the
ES concludes that the residual impacts of the construction process will have a
large adverse effect from a range of factors, including damage to vegetation,
loss of tranquillity, the intrusion of walls and embankments into an otherwise
characteristically flat river flood plain and a form of wall construction alien to the
dry stone vernacular.
363. The ES concludes that the residual impact of the operational phase will be a
slight adverse effect. The Landscape Masterplan identifies that there are
significant opportunities to mitigate impacts through tree planting in this area,
but acknowledges that the concrete walls and embankments will still have a
lasting detrimental effect on character in this landscape.
Area C - Urban fringe river corridor: 20th Century industrial and
residential riverside
364. This is another extensive character area which extends along a considerable
length of the eastern bank of the River Kent, spanning the River Mint and
washing over Westmorland Business Park and the numerous commercial
premises accessed via Mintbridge Road, Mintsfeet Road, Beezon Fields and
Beezon Road.
365. The ES describes this area as follows:
“The environmental value of this landscape character area has been
classed as moderate. The relationship with the two rivers is a strong
characteristic, as well as the wooded river corridor, including TPO trees
and groups. The riverside walks created by the PRoW in this area are
also of high value. However, the industrial urban fringe of Kendal has an
adverse effect on the setting of this area, as it lacks distinctiveness, does
not add value or quality to the area and the built form is out of scale with
the wider region.”

Proposals
366. There are four distinct elements of the defences falling within this character
area: (1) walls to both banks of the River Mint; (2) an embankment to the west
of Mintsfeet and the Millennium (Jubilee) Playing Fields; (3) a wall to the east of
properties in Burneside Road; and (4) a wall along the west bank of the River
Kent, immediately south of the railway viaduct.
367. During construction there will be a large stockpile area to the east of
Gilthwaiterigg Lane and a construction haul route along Gilthwaiterigg Lane
itself. A large site compound is proposed within the area to the east of the River
Kent on the large area of open space opposite Burneside Road, and also
extending into Character Area E. Another large site compound will be placed
within Beezon Fields.
River Mint
368. On the north bank of the River Mint, west of Mint Bridge, there will be two
sections of new wall:



184m adjoining the boundary to the residential properties at the eastern end
of Gilthwaiterigg Lane. This section of wall will be between 0.3m – 1.2m in
height and will be given a patterned concrete finish.
A further 125m will abut the commercial properties to the west. This will be
finished in plain concrete with a height between 0.3m – 0.9m. An 81m
section will be topped by railings.

369. The southern side of this section of the River Mint will also feature a new wall,
running along the boundary with existing residential and commercial properties
and, in part, replacing an existing embankment. Overall, this section of wall will
be 386m in length and will range in height between 0.3m and 1.5m. The
westernmost 130m will be topped by railings. The first 134m west of Mint
Bridge will be given a patterned concrete finish, the remainder plain concrete.
370. A considerable number of trees are to be lost along this section of the River
Mint. On the north bank the plans show eight individual specimens and five
groups to be removed and along the southern bank nine individual specimens
and one group are identified, although the plans suggest a potential to retain
three of the nine subject to a review during the construction process.
Mintsfeet and the Millennium (Jubilee) Playing Fields
371. An 816m bund is proposed to extend from the confluence of the Rivers Mint
and Kent, snaking a route west of the Millennium (Jubilee) Playing Fields
before tying into existing high ground at the northern end of Mintsfeet Road
North. The height of the embankment will vary in height significantly along its
length, reaching 1.8m in some sections. The eastern limits of this embankment
projects into Character Area E, discussed below.
372. The northern section of the embankment passes through a group of mixed
broadleaf trees - Group 0009 given a BS 5837 category of A2. A line of trees
will be lost to accommodate the embankment itself, but otherwise the group will
be retained, with those closest to the river being coppiced. Group 0145, a stand
of willow just to the north-west of the alignment of the embankment, is shown to

be retained if practicable to do so. This group has been assigned a BS 5837
category of C2.
373. To the south the line of the embankment clips the northern end of another
group of mixed broadleaves – Group 0011, with a BS 5837 category of A2. A
small area of this group is shown to be lost. Further south more trees will be
lost where the embankment cuts across the corner of Group 0012, containing
mixed broadleaves with a BS 5837 category of B2. An individual category B1
elm (0021) will also be lost here. Two outlying trees are shown to be retained if
practicable to do so: (1) 0020, an ash category B1; and (2) 0022, a sycamore
category B1.
374. The southern end of the embankment passes through Group 0019, a stand of
mixed broadleaves with a BS 5837 category of A2. Coppicing is proposed
within this group.
Burneside Road
375. A wall of 109m is proposed along the riverside boundaries of properties in
Burneside Road north of the railway bridge, tying into high ground at either end.
Its height will vary between 0.3m – 1.2m and will be finished in patterned
concrete.
376. A significant number of trees will be felled to accommodate this section of the
defences. Four small groups of trees will be lost entirely; three larger groups
will be lost in part; and eight individual trees will go, four of which are assigned
a BS 5837 category of A1.
Railway viaduct
377. A 68m wall is proposed on the west bank of the River Kent, south of the railway
viaduct. A caveat on the submitted drawings makes clear that an existing wall
in this position will be retained if it subsequently proves suitable to be used as a
flood defence. If not, its proposed replacement will be between 0.3m – 0.6m in
height and topped by 0.5m high railings.
378. The southern section of this wall will clip a group of mixed elm, hawthorn and
goat willow – Group 0039, assigned a BS 5837 Category of C2. A small section
of this group is shown to be removed.
Impacts
379. As with all elements of the scheme some of the impacts of the construction
phase can be mitigated through implementation of a Construction Environment
Management Plan (CEMP) and by protective fencing around retained trees.
However, even with mitigation the ES concludes that the residual impacts of the
construction process will have a large adverse effect from a range of factors,
including damage to vegetation, loss of tranquillity, the intrusion of walls and
embankments into an otherwise characteristically flat river flood plain and a
form of wall construction alien to the dry stone vernacular.
380. There are significant proposals for replacement planting and habitat
enhancement in this area, notably in the existing open areas in Jubilee Fields
and Beezon Fields.
381. The ES concludes that the longer term operational impacts will reduce from
moderate adverse in year 1 to slight adverse in year 15. This is a consequence

of a number of factors, including: (1) the establishment of new tree planting; (2)
the maturing character of new wetland habitat; and (3) the benefits of “New
footpaths, street furniture and artwork in this character area.”
382. In officers’ opinion, whilst the open stretches of landscape within this area are
particularly sensitive to the artificial impacts of the defences, particularly the
long embankment running through Jubilee Fields, we concur with the
conclusions of the ES that the extensive proposals for planting and habitat
creation will provide appreciable long-term mitigation.
Area D - Urban fringe: Kentrigg residential ribbon
383. This area sits to the west of the River Kent and is not directly affected by the
proposals. The ES describes this area as follows:
“The environmental value of this landscape character area has been
classed as moderate. Whilst there are no landscape designations in the
areas, there are some locally distinctive elements and features which
enhance the sense of place.”
384. The ES concludes that the proposals will have a neutral effect on this area.
Area E - Urban fringe: 20th Century leisure, education and retail
385. The ES describes this area as follows:
“The environmental value of this landscape character area has been
classed as moderate. There are no landscape designations in the areas
and whilst there are some locally distinctive elements and features which
enhance the sense of place, the scale and nature of the development in
this area would mean that the area would be less sensitive to change.”
Proposals
386. Two elements of the defences impact directly upon this Character Area: (1) a
new wall along the east side of Shap Road, north of Mint Bridge; and (2) the
eastwards projection of the long embankment described in Character Area C
that runs west of Mintsfeet.
387. The large site compound to the east of the River Kent also described in
Character Area C will also extend into Character Area E, onto what the ES
describes as “the existing overgrown sports pitch at Jubilee Fields.” The
“Erratum to the Environmental Statement” issued 12th March 2019 confirms
that the continued reference to “Large site compounds within the Kendal Rugby
Club pitches” in Table 10.3 of the ES (and referred to again Table 11.7) is an
error; this element of the scheme was removed in the January 2019 update of
the proposals.
Shap Road
388. The northern section of this character area abuts the A6, where walls are
proposed north and south of the bridge over the River Mint: a short 7m section
to the south (0.3m – 0.6m high), finished in patterned concrete, and a longer
section of 127m to the north (0.3m – 0.9m high), finished with natural stone to
the road (in part salvaged from an existing wall to be demolished) and
patterned concrete on the reverse. Two groups of trees will be lost: (1) Group
0002, a prominent run of sycamore, ash and maple, assigned a BS 5837

category of B2; and (2) Group 0003, a smaller clutch of ash, sycamore and elm,
also assigned a BS 5837 category of B2.
Mintsfeet and the Millennium (Jubilee) Playing Fields
389. Approximately 320m of the embankment proposed to the west of Mintsfeet and
the Millennium Playing Fields, described under Character Area C above, loops
through this Character Area. A number of trees on the boundary with Character
Area C will be affected. These impacts are assessed above.
Impacts
390. Even with mitigation the ES concludes that construction phase of the proposal
will have a large adverse effect on Character Area E.
391. For the Shap Road component, the loss of the existing trees on one of the main
approaches to the town will be very noticeable. The ES also assigns an
adverse impact to the overly-engineered replacement for the existing traditional
wall along this boundary.
392. For the area adjoining the playing fields it notes a loss of tranquillity and a
negative impact from the uncharacteristic form of the defences in this otherwise
flat river flood plain.
393. The ES regards the effects of the residual operational impact in year 1 as
neutral and slightly beneficial in year 15. This reflects the significant early
benefit from removal of the site compound, followed by restoration of the
ground it occupied, and the wider benefits to the Character Area as a whole as
areas of new planting become established. By year 15 the replacement
replanting along Shap Road will have started to re-establish the existing
character and will also be effective in screening the more engineered nature of
the new wall, which will also have mellowed due to weathering.
394. In officers’ opinion, even based upon the assessment in the ES, a prediction of
slightly beneficial for year 15 is moot. But we are prepared to accept that it
would be neutral.
Area F - Rural: pastoral rolling upland foothills
395. Area F encompasses a swathe of largely open land that arcs around the northeast edge of the study area. The ES describes this area as follows:
“The environmental value of this landscape character area has been
classed as moderate. Whilst there are no landscape designations in the
areas, there are many locally distinctive elements and features which are
typical of the wider landscape character and enhance the sense of place.
This landscape would, therefore, be moderately sensitive to change.”
396. The ES concludes that the proposals will have a neutral effect on this area.
Area G - Urban river corridor: 20th Century public service buildings and
car parks
397. Area G is a relatively small Character Area sandwiched between Burneside
Road and the River Kent and abutting the northern boundary of the
conservation area. The ES describes this area as follows:
“The environmental value of this landscape and townscape character
area has been classed as moderate. There are no landscape

designations in the areas. The river corridor and riverside path would be
particularly sensitive to change. Other than the County Hall, there are
few other locally distinctive elements and features which enhance the
sense of place. Overall, this area therefore, would be moderately
sensitive to change.”
Proposals
398. The extent of defences in this area is limited and appears on the General
Arrangement Plan for Reach E. An embankment is proposed along the west
bank of the River Kent, to the rear of the County Council offices on Windermere
Road. The embankment will be 102m in length, ranging in height from 0.3m –
0.9m. It will tie into existing high ground to the north and an existing building to
the south.
399. There are a significant number of established trees in this area, but none are
shown for removal.
400. There is a reference in Table 10.3 of the ES to:
“Large construction stockpile area and high level of construction activity
around the existing car park to the east of the police and fire stations;
within the private greenspace south of Dockray Hall Road and along the
riverside path.”
However, the “Erratum to the Environmental Statement” issued on 12th March
2019 has subsequently confirmed that the car park will only be used as a
temporary compound during the fairly localised works in this location.
Impacts
401. The ES assesses the mitigated construction impacts leading to a moderate
adverse significance of effect, resulting from: (1) damage to the private green
space south of Dockray Hall Road; (2) loss of amenity from closure of the
riverside path; (3) loss of tranquillity from construction activities even when the
riverside path is open.
Area H - Urban town centre: Victorian railway and goods yards
402. Character Area H is situated to the east of the River Kent, wrapping around and
partly overlapping Kendal Conservation Area - Character Area 8: Castle Street
and Thorney Hills area. However, the defences lie outside of the conservation
area and so their impact on the character of the town has not been considered
in detail in earlier sections of this report.
403. The ES describes this area as follows:
“The environmental value of this landscape and townscape character
area has been classed as moderate. A small portion of this area is within
the Conservation Area. There are some locally distinctive elements and
features which enhance the sense of place, however, other elements are
of poor quality which is of detriment to the townscape character. This
area would therefore, be moderately sensitive to change.”
Proposals
404. The proposals in this character area appear on the General Arrangement Plan
for Reach E. 109m of embankment are proposed on the eastern bank of the

River Kent adjoining Beezon Fields, ranging in height from 0.3m – 0.9m in
height and tying into existing ground levels at both ends. There’s a note on the
General Arrangement Plan that some sections of this embankment “may be
replaced by a wall due to spatial constraints”. However, for the purposes of
determining this application the defences are as shown on the drawings. Any
future modifications will need to be treated as amendments; non-material or
otherwise.
405. An established group of mixed broadleaf trees, Group 0161, assigned a BS
5837 category of C2, is to be in parts cleared and coppiced to make way for the
embankments.
Impacts
406. The ES foresees no significant impacts beyond the construction phase where it
assesses a moderate adverse significance of effect, mainly due to loss of trees
which it identifies as “one of the key characteristics of this area [albeit that] [t]he
quality of these trees is lower than elsewhere along the river corridor.”
Area Q - Urban river corridor: Victorian terraces & retail (former shoe
factory)
407. The ES describes this area as follows:
“The environmental value of this landscape and townscape character
area has been classed as moderate. The river corridor qualities of this
space mean that it has a degree of sensitivity that is irreplaceable. While
the area is outside of the Conservation Area, there are both TPO trees
present and buildings and features that are of interest, locally distinct and
add value to the townscape. Therefore, this area would be moderately
sensitive to change.”
Proposals
408. The extent of defences in this area is limited and appears on the General
Arrangement Plan for Reach I. A 35m length of the existing footpath on the
west bank of the River Kent, north of Romney Bridge is to be raised by a
maximum of 320mm “using impermeable material and re-surfaced to match
existing. Slopes either side of the footpath to be graded down at 1 in 4 or
slacker to enable access to the river for Environment Agency gravel removal
activities.”
Impacts
409. The ES foresees no significant impacts beyond the construction phase where it
assesses a “Slight Adverse” significance of effect, mainly due to loss of
tranquillity and the felling of an oak tree - 0244, assigned a BS 5837 category
of A1. The recent permission for a predominantly mixed hotel/residential
conversion of the former K Village site does not change this conclusion.
Area R - Urban river corridor: 1930’s residential and industrial riverside
410. The ES describes this area as follows:
“The environmental value of this landscape and townscape character
area has been classed as moderate. The river corridor qualities of this
space mean that it has a degree of sensitivity that is irreplaceable. While

the area lacks formal designations, there are buildings and features that
are of interest, locally distinct and add value to the townscape. Therefore,
this area would be moderately sensitive to change.”
Proposals
411. The proposals in this area appear on General Arrangement Plan for Reach J
and comprise two components: (1) 124m of wall along the west side of Natland
Road, adjoining Ford Park; and (2), what is described as “140m of landscaping
work to be undertaken in residential gardens [of Riverdale Court] to raise
patio/garden levels up above flood defence level. Ground raising required
varies between 300-800mm.”
412. The proposed wall will be between 0.3 – 0.6m in height, topped by 0.5m
railings. The finish of the wall will be patterned concrete to both faces. It will tie
into existing high ground to the north and will connect with the proposed
“landscaping works” to Riverdale Court to the south. Two trees will be lost: a
weeping willow, ref. 0229, with a BS category of A1; and a goat willow, ref.
0235, also with a BS category of A1.
413. The amendments to the application have provided more clarity in respect of the
Riverdale Court landscaping works4; they are now shown as a continuous
“planter flood defence” running through the gardens of Riverdale Court.
Impacts
414. The ES anticipates a “Moderate Adverse” significance of effect during the
construction period, citing loss of tranquillity, particularly in the gardens of
Riverdale Court, loss of trees and a damaging impact from the character of the
concrete wall. However, it acknowledges that the position of the wall, and
relatively low height, function as inherent mitigation. The significance of effects
reduces through “Slight Adverse” to “Neutral” in years 1 and 15 respectively as
replanting, particularly in Ford Park, becomes established.
Area S - Urban river corridor: 20th Century industrial
415. The ES describes this area as follows:
“The environmental value of this landscape and townscape character
area has been classed as moderate. The river corridor qualities of this
space and the TPO group mean that it has a degree of sensitivity that is
irreplaceable. However, the area does not have any other townscape or
landscape designations, the buildings or spaces do not add value and
there are few features that are locally distinct and add value to the
townscape. Therefore, this area would be moderately sensitive to
change.”
Proposals
416. The proposals in this area appear on General Arrangement Plan for Reach J
and relate to both banks of the river.
417. On the west bank, adjoining the sewage works, the defences will tie into
existing ground levels north and south and will comprise a 76m length of
4
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concrete wall, between 0.6m – 0.9m in height, and 64m of embankment
between 0.3m and 0.6m in height.
418. On the east bank a concrete wall with a total length of 140m is proposed
through a narrow amenity area that sits between a series of industrial units and
the edge of the river. The wall will range in height between 0.3m – 0.9m, with
0.5m of railings over the lowest central section of 66m.
419. These sections of defences involve a significant loss of trees: three groups and
seven individual specimens on the west bank; and one group and five individual
specimens on the east bank – albeit with an indication that all bar a section of
the group might be retained if it proves practical to do so once contractors are
on the ground. Landscape Mitigation Plan 13 of 14 identifies opportunities for
replanting on both banks.
Impacts
420. The loss of these trees leads the ES to conclude a “Large Adverse” significance
of effect during the construction period, eventually mitigated to “Neutral” in year
15 of the operational period as replacement planting becomes established.
Area T - Rural river floodplain: pastoral broad valley
421. The ES describes this area as follows:
“The environmental value of this landscape and townscape character
area has been classed as moderate. The areas of Ancient Woodland,
TPO woodland and open river corridor qualities of this space mean that it
has a degree of sensitivity that is irreplaceable. The Scheduled Ancient
Monument also adds a sensitivity as although not immediately
noticeable, it adds a cultural element to the landscape. The area also has
a number of locally distinct qualities that are characteristic of the wider
region and add value to the landscape. Therefore, this area would be
moderately sensitive to change.”
Proposals
422. To the west of the river the defences will comprise raising the height of 64m of
the southern end of Scroggs Lane to bring it above the modelled flood level and
then 533m of embankments wrapping around the eastern side of Helsington
Mills. The embankments will vary in height from 0.3m where they tie into higher
ground at either end, to a maximum height of up to 1.5m where existing ground
levels are lowest. Some existing embankments will be removed prior to works
starting. 7m of 0.9m high concrete wall are proposed to be doweled into the
existing concrete soffit at the northern end of the mill race.
423. Nine individual trees are to be lost along with one small group and sections of
another three – albeit with an indication that an ash and parts of the largest
group will be retained if it proves practical to do so when contractors are on
site.
424. To the east of the river two small sections of the access road to Watercrook
Farm are to be raised by approximately 100mm, and a section of an existing
stone wall is to be taken down and replaced with a double field gate to allow
exceedance flows to pass through the farmland.

Impacts
425. The ES identifies a “Large Adverse” significance of effect during the
construction period, due to loss of tranquillity, the added prominence of the
engineered river embankments and appreciable tree loss. However, Landscape
Mitigation Plan 14 of 14 identifies significant potential for tree planting around
Helsington Mills, leading the significance of effects during the operational
period being mitigated to “Moderate Adverse” in year 1 to “Neutral” in year 15.
Landscape character, townscape and visual impact - conclusions
426. The conclusions in Chapters 10 and 11 of the ES reinforce the concerns
expressed in respect of harm to the significance of Kendal Conservation Area,
discussed in the preceding section of this report.
427. Outside the Conservation Area the ES foresees the potential for appreciable
adverse impacts on landscape character, townscape and various visual
receptors. The impacts during the construction phase will be relatively shortlived and can be mitigated to a significant degree by a Construction
Environment Management Plan. Longer term impacts will be mitigated by new
landscaping, although the ES recognises (Table 10.9) that Townscape
Character Areas B and C, to the north of the town, will experience continuing
slight adverse effects from the impacts of tree loss and the engineered
appearance of the defences.
Biodiversity
428. The proposals are likely to have direct and indirect impacts on a range of
ecological receptors, including the River Kent and tributaries Site of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSI) and River Kent Special Area of Conservation (SAC),
the latter being a European Site covered by the provisions of The Conservation
of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017. The applicants have addressed the
potential ecological impacts in two key pieces of work: (1) Chapter 8 of the ES,
Biodiversity; and (2) a Draft Habitats Regulation Assessment. Both of these
documents cross-refer to a number of detailed studies, including:
Extended Phase 1 Habitat Survey (November 2017 / August 2018)
Preliminary bat roost assessment (November 2018)
Assessment of impacts on foraging and commuting bats (January 2019)
Otter and badger report (September 2018)
Great Crested Newt Report (November 2018)
River Corridor Survey (October 2018)
Tree survey and arboricultural assessment (BS 5837) (Updated January
2019)
429. The assessment in Chapter 8 (revised in the update version of the ES) has
been carried out in accordance with: (1) the Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges, Volume 11; and (2) the relevant guidance issued by the Chartered
Institute of Ecology Environmental Management Guidelines5.
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430. External consultants, The Landscape Partnership, were appointed to provide
an independent assessment of the ecological impacts of this development and
their comments on the EA’s original submission resulted in the further
information submitted in January. The Landscape Partnership’s final report,
dated February 2019 is available to view online.
Legislative and policy context
Birds Directive
431. The European Community Council Directive on the Conservation of Wild Birds
(79/409/EEC), normally known as the Birds Directive, sets out general rules for
the conservation of all naturally occurring wild birds, their nests, eggs and
habitats. It was superseded by the ‘new’ Birds Directive (2009/147/EC) which
generally updated the previous directive.
432. These requirements are interpreted into English law by the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981 (as amended) with regard to protection of birds, and the
Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 with regard to the
registration and regulation of Special Protection Areas.
Habitats Directive
433. The European Community Council Directive on the Conservation of Natural
Habitats of Wild Fauna and Flora (92/43/EEC), normally known as the Habitats
Directive, aims to protect the European Union's biodiversity. It requires member
states to provide strict protection for specified flora and fauna (i.e. European
Protected Species) and the registration and regulation of Special Areas of
Conservation.
434. These requirements are interpreted into English law by the Conservation of
Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 with regard to European Protected
Species and the registration and regulation of Special Areas of Conservation.
Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017
435. The Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 interpret the Birds
Directive and Habitats Directive into English and Welsh law. For clarity, the
following paragraphs consider the case in England only, with Natural England
given as the appropriate nature conservation body.
436. Special Protection Areas and Special Areas of Conservation are defined in the
regulations as ‘European sites’. The Regulations regulate the management of
land within European sites, requiring land managers to have the consent of
Natural England before carrying out management. Byelaws may also be made
to prevent damaging activities and if necessary land can be compulsorily
purchased to achieve satisfactory management.
437. The Regulations define competent authorities as public bodies or statutory
undertakers. Competent authorities are required to make an appropriate
assessment of any plan or project they intend to permit or carry out, if the plan
or project is likely to have a significant effect upon a European site. This
includes a local planning authority when it intends to grant planning permission.
The permission may only be given if the plan or project is ascertained to have
no adverse effect upon the integrity of the European site. If the competent
authority wishes to permit a plan or project despite a negative assessment,

imperative reasons of over-riding public interest must be demonstrated, and
there should be no alternative to the scheme. The permissions process would
involve the Secretary of State and the option of consulting the European
Commission. In practice, there will be very few cases where a plan or project is
permitted despite a negative assessment.
Appropriate Assessment
438. Appropriate Assessment is required in certain instances under the
Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017. Regulation 63 states
that:
1) A competent authority, before deciding to undertake, or give any
consent, permission or other authorisation for, a plan or project whicha. is likely to have a significant effect on a European site or a
European offshore marine site (either alone or in combination
with other plans or projects), and
b. is not directly connected with or necessary to the management of
the site, must make an appropriate assessment of the
implications for that site in view of that site's conservation
objectives.
2) A person applying for any such consent, permission or other
authorisation shall provide such information as the competent authority
may reasonably require for the purposes of the assessment or to
enable them to determine whether an appropriate assessment is
required.
3) The competent authority shall for the purposes of the assessment
consult the appropriate nature conservation body and have regard to
any representations made by that body within such reasonable time as
the authority may specify.
4) They must also, if they consider it appropriate, take the opinion of the
general public, and if they do so, they must take such steps for that
purpose as they consider appropriate.
5) In the light of the conclusions of the assessment, and subject to
regulation 64 (considerations of overriding public interest), the
competent authority shall agree to the plan or project only after having
ascertained that it will not adversely affect the integrity of the European
site or the European offshore marine site (as the case may be).
6) In considering whether a plan or project will adversely affect the
integrity of the site, the authority must have regard to the manner in
which it is proposed to be carried out or to any conditions or
restrictions subject to which they propose that the consent, permission
or other authorisation should be given.
European Protected Species
439. European Protected Species of animals are given protection from deliberate
capture, injury, killing, disturbance or egg taking/capture. Their breeding sites or
resting places are also protected from damage or destruction, which does not
have to be deliberate. A number of species are listed as European Protected

Species, with those most likely to be considered in planning applications being
bats, dormouse, great crested newt and otter. Natural England may give a
licence for actions that are otherwise illegal, subject to them being satisfied on
the three tests of no alternative, over-riding public interest, and maintenance of
the species in favourable condition.
440. European Protected Species of plant are also listed and given protection.
These species are generally very rare and unlikely to be present in proposed
development sites.
Natural Environment and Rural Communities (NERC) Act 2006
441. This Act includes a list of habitats and species of principal importance in
England. Local Authorities are required to consider the needs of these habitats
and species when making decisions, such as on planning applications.
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981
442. The Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 has been amended many times,
including by the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000. It contains provisions
for the notification and regulation of Sites of Special Scientific Interest, and for
protected species.
443. All public bodies are defined as ‘S28G’ bodies, which have a duty to take
reasonable steps to further the conservation and enhancement of those
features which result in a site being a Site of Special Scientific Interest in the
undertaking of their functions. The Act imposes a requirement on local
authorities to notify Natural England when re considering permitting operations
that are likely to harm the flora, fauna, geological or physiographical features of
a SSSI.
444. The Act makes it an offence intentionally to kill, injure, or take any wild bird,
take, damage or destroy the nest of any wild bird, while that nest is in use or
being built, or take or destroy an egg of any wild bird. Special penalties are
available for offences related to birds listed on Schedule 1, for which there are
additional offences of disturbing these birds at their nests, or their dependent
young.
445. The Act makes it an offence intentionally to kill, injure or take any wild animal
listed on Schedule 5, and prohibits interference with places used for shelter or
protection, or intentionally disturbing animals occupying such places. Some
species have lesser protection under this Act, for example white-clawed
crayfish, common frog and toads are only protected from sale. Reptile species,
other than smooth snake and sand lizard, are protected from intentional killing
or injury, but they are not protected from disturbance and their habitat is not
protected. It is also an offence intentionally to pick, uproot or destroy any wild
plant listed in Schedule 8.
Core Strategy
446. The strategic objectives of the Core Strategy include:
“Ensuring that new development safeguards and enhances the natural and
built environment, [and]
“Increas[ing] the resilience of ecosystem services (the processes by which
the environment produces resources utilised by humans) by protecting

against harm to biodiversity and taking opportunities to enhance and create
ecologically-diverse habitats in all locations.”
447. Specifically for Kendal, Policy CS2, (Kendal Strategy) states that “[t]he Council
and its partners aim to:
“Ensure that new development safeguards and enhances the natural
environment and local biodiversity – notably the SSSIs and SACs within
the area, including the River Kent and its tributaries – and opportunities are
taken to create new habitats.”
448. The supporting text to this policy (paragraph 3.50) is explicit that “[t]he Core
Strategy must ensure that new development safeguards and enhances the
natural environment and local biodiversity.”
449. The interests of biodiversity are also seen as central to maintaining and
enhancing the District’s network of green infrastructure, with all of its related
benefits. Policy CS8.1 (Green infrastructure) regards “green infrastructure is an
integral part of creating sustainable communities” and, amongst other things,
states that the Core Strategy will seek to:
“Protect species and habitats and create new habitats and wildlife corridors
where biodiversity conservation and enhancement is affected by
development;
“Conserve and enhance existing trees and woodlands including requiring
the planting of new trees and woodlands on appropriate development sites.
[and]
“Ensure the protection and enhancement of watercourses and wetlands
which are important contributors to the network of blue and green corridors
for wildlife, recreation and the amenity needs of the community.”
450. Policy 8.2 (Protection and enhancement of landscape and settlement
character) states that “[d]evelopment proposals should demonstrate that their
location, scale, design and materials will protect, conserve and, where possible,
enhance […] t]he special qualities and local distinctiveness of the area […]
[d]istinctive settlement character [and] [t]he pattern of distinctive features
[including] rivers, and their function as ecological corridors for wildlife.”
451. Section 9 of the Core Strategy, Quality Environment, considers the role played
by a number of factors and in paragraph 9.10, under the heading “Biodiversity
and geodiversity”, it states that:
“ ..the protection and enhancement of areas designated or otherwise
recognised for their biodiversity and geodiversity importance is paramount.”
It also stresses that:
“Development likely to have an adverse effect on the integrity and
conservation objectives of sites of international importance for nature
conservation is unlikely to meet the requirements of Habitats Directive and
would be unlikely to be considered favourably.”
452. The wording of Policy CS8.4 (Biodiversity and Geodiversity) is critical and is
reproduced in full below:

CS8.4 Biodiversity and geodiversity
All development proposals should:


Protect, enhance and restore the biodiversity and geodiversity
value of land and buildings;



Minimise fragmentation and maximise opportunities for
restoration, enhancement and connection of natural habitats
(including links to habitats outside South Lakeland); and



Incorporate beneficial biodiversity and geodiversity conservation
features, including features that will help wildlife to adapt to
climate change where appropriate.

Proposals should particularly seek to contribute towards the UK priority
habitats and species in South Lakeland, and any additional Cumbria
Biodiversity Action Plan species.
Development proposals that would have a direct or indirect adverse
effect on nationally, subregional, regional and local designated site and
non-protected sites that are considered to have geological and
biodiversity value, will not be permitted unless:


They cannot be located on alternative sites that would cause less
or no harm;



The benefits of the development clearly outweigh the impacts on
the features of the site and the wider network of natural habitats;
and



Prevention, mitigation and compensation measures are provided.

Development proposals where the principal objective is to conserve or
enhance biodiversity or geodiversity will be supported in principle.
Saved’ policies of the South Lakeland Local Plan
453. Local Plan Policy C7 (National Sites) is clear that:
“Proposals for development in or likely to affect Sites of Special Scientific
Interest will be subject to special scrutiny. Where such development may
have a significant adverse effect, directly or indirectly on interests of nature
conservation importance it will not be permitted unless the reasons for the
development clearly outweigh the value of those interests and the national
policy to safeguard the intrinsic nature conservation value of the national
network of such sites.”
454. A number of the trees affected by these proposals are protected by a Tree
Preservation Order (TPO). Local Plan Policy C11 (Tree Preservation Orders) is
clear that where development may cause significant damage or destruction of a
protected tree it will be only be allowed where: (1) no alternative site (for the
development) is available; (2) there is an overriding need for the proposal which
outweighs the need to preserve the tree; and (3) mitigating measures are
available to minimise damage and secure worthwhile replacement planting.
455. Development that might have an impact upon a watercourse is subject to Local
Plan Policy C24 (Watercourses and Coastal Margins) and, in that context, is

deemed unacceptable if it: (1) would have a significant adverse effect on the
nature conservation, landscape or recreation value of watercourses and coastal
margins; or (2) would result in the significant loss of access to watercourses for
future maintenance; or (3) require the extensive culverting of watercourses, or
has a significant adverse impact on the land drainage interests of the adjacent
area.
Other material considerations
NPPF
456. Section 15 of the NPPF, Conserving and enhancing the natural environment,
states (paragraph 170) that planning decisions should contribute to and
enhance the natural and local environment by a number of means, including
“minimising impacts on and providing net gains for biodiversity, including by
establishing coherent ecological networks that are more resilient to current and
future pressures”.
457. Paragraph 175 establishes four principles to be applied when determining
planning applications, two of which are relevant in this case:
“if significant harm to biodiversity resulting from a development cannot be
avoided (through locating on an alternative site with less harmful impacts),
adequately mitigated, or, as a last resort, compensated for, then planning
permission should be refused;
“development on land within or outside a Site of Special Scientific Interest,
and which is likely to have an adverse effect on it (either individually or in
combination with other developments), should not normally be permitted.
The only exception is where the benefits of the development in the location
proposed clearly outweigh both its likely impact on the features of the site
that make it of special scientific interest, and any broader impacts on the
national network of Sites of Special Scientific Interest;”
Development Management Policies Development Plan Document
458. DMDPD Policy DM4 (Green and Blue Infrastructure, Open Space, Trees and
Landscaping) states:
“All development proposals should, unless it can be demonstrated that it
is not possible, result in environmental net gains for biodiversity, green
and blue infrastructure and demonstrate how the use of multifunctional
green and blue infrastructure will deliver wider requirements and
objectives.”
25 Year Environment Plan (2018)
459. This 25 Year Environment Plan sets out government action to help the natural
world regain and retain good health. It aims to deliver cleaner air and water in
our cities and rural landscapes, protect threatened species and provide richer
wildlife habitats. It calls for an approach to agriculture, forestry, land use and
fishing that puts the environment first.
460. On 2nd December 2018 the Government launched a formal consultation on
making biodiversity net gain mandatory for all new developments requiring
planning permission under the Town and Country Planning Act.

Discussion
Impact upon specific ecological receptors
461. Tables 8.18 and 8.19 of the ES consider the significance of construction and
operational effects upon a range of ecological receptors, before and after
mitigation respectively. Effects upon the River Kent SSSI and SAC are
considered under the discussion below in respect of our obligations under the
Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017. The next few sections
briefly summarises the impacts on those ecological receptors where the
significance of effects without mitigation is anything other than neutral.
Habitat, including UK Habitats of Principal Importance
General
462. Habitats of Principal Importance are defined under the Natural Environment
and Rural Communities (NERC) Act 2006. Table 8.11 of the ES identifies those
areas likely to be affected by the current proposals.
463. The ES identifies a moderate adverse significance of effect from activities
during the construction phase. Potential impacts are identified for two Habitats
of Principal Importance: - (1) the Rivers Kent, Mint and associated tributaries;
and (2) areas of semi-natural broadleaved and mixed woodland that border the
rivers – and general tree loss is also identified as an issue.
464. There will be a considerable temporary loss of habitat associated with the use
of construction/storage compounds. The extent of this is detailed in Table 8.20
of the ES. The expectation is that this will all be reinstated on a like-for-like
basis, which would need to be addressed by a condition if Members are minded
to grant planning permission.
465. Permanent habitat loss from the long-term physical impact of the defences is
detailed in Table 8.21, and amounts to a total of 6,198 sq. m. across a range of
nine habitat typologies. Mitigation for this loss is detailed in Table 8.22 and
proposes 27,709 sq. m. of new areas of species rich grassland, ornamental
planting and woodland matrix planting. A further 7,434 sq. m of enhancements
are proposed, described as: (1) open water & marginal habitats; and (2)
wetland (including wetland scrapes and wet grassland). This is shown in detail
on Landscape Mitigation Plans 1 – 14.
466. The bulk of this mitigation will be within large areas of new/enhanced habitat
being created on Jubilee Fields (Landscape Mitigation Plan 3 of 14) and
Beezon Fields (Landscape Mitigation Plan 5 of 14). Although these areas are
already publicly accessible they are currently of low ecological value. The
proposals will enhance public access with a network of new paths within a
mosaic of new habitats, all with significant potential to enhance biodiversity.
Trees
467. Tree loss remains a significant concern amongst those who have made
representations in respect of this application. In addition to specific concerns
such as impact upon the conservation area, notably Gooseholme and Aynam
Road (discussed in other sections of this report), many people comment that
the appreciable loss of trees across the scheme as a whole will reduce
important wildlife habitat.

468. The ES assumes a worse-case scenario in terms of tree loss. However,
through further discussions with the Council’s Arboriculturist the EA submitted
amended proposals in January reducing the maximum number of trees to be
removed down from 779 to 545. This has mainly been achieved through minor
realignment of the defences in critical areas. The EA has also committed to
lower this number further if it proves practicable to do so in discussion with the
contractor ultimately appointed to undertake the works.
469. The application improves significant proposals for replacement tree planting,
enhanced further following discussions with the Council’s Arboriculturist. Table
10.6 of the ES details the proposals for new tree planting. It specifies a total of
3,666 trees in a range of different sizes – including 70 semi-mature specimens
with an initial girth of 20 - 30cm. The overall replacement ratio is 6.7:1.
470. Although the majority of the proposed trees will take many years to reach the
size of those being removed, it is important to acknowledge that an appreciable
number of those being lost have a relatively limited life expectancy and the
generous replacement ratio proposed in this application will ensure a continuity
of tree cover within the town for many years to come, albeit in some different
locations.
471. Scroggs Wood, an ancient woodland managed by the Woodland Trust, is
adjacent to the River Kent and the existing road through the wood is proposed
to be used for access by construction vehicles. The road is currently used for
access to Helsington Mills. The nearest construction work will be a short
distance to the south-east of the wood. Our ecological consultant recommends
that a Construction Environment Management Plan should include mechanisms
for safeguarding the wood during construction, including a prior track condition
survey, traffic management, and post-construction track maintenance works if
necessary.
472. Overall, these proposals represent an appreciable net gain in habitat,
acknowledged by our ecological consultant, which leads the ES to anticipate a
neutral residual impact.
473. The ES assesses the significance of effects from the operational phase of the
development as neutral.
Bats
474. The Extended Phase 1 Habitat Survey included surveys of bat roost potential
within all prominent trees and every bridge and other structure within the survey
area. Based upon the conclusions of this work a further Preliminary bat roost
assessment was undertaken in November 2018. Table 8.15 in the ES
summarises the cumulative results of this work. The “Erratum to the
Environmental Statement” issued on 12th March 2019 updated this table; the
version contained with the January 2019 issue of the ES had not been updated
in light of the “Aerial Tree Inspection and Structure Survey for Bats (SK
Environmental, 2018) or the revised alignment presented in the updated
planning submission. Nevertheless, the erratum concludes that the magnitude
of impact on bats remains unchanged and our ecological consultant’s
assessment clearly refers to this report.
475. There have been no emergence, re-entry, or activity surveys to inform the ES.
Paragraph 8.3.49 states that:

“In the absence of these survey data, a reasonable worst-case scenario
has been assumed. Using professional judgement, the worst-case
scenario is based on the number and type of bat species present as well
as the distribution of suitable habitat for these species in and around the
study area.”
476. Table 8.18 of the ES identifies that, without mitigation, the potential for a large
adverse significance of effect from the construction phase in respect of: (1) loss
of, or disturbance to, bat roosts in trees and certain structures; and (2)
temporary degradation of flight routes and foraging areas along watercourses.
477. Various form of mitigation are proposed, including: (1) “soft felling” of trees with
low roost potential, with further checks of trees of a suitable age/type by a batlicenced ecologist; (2) detailed checks of trees with medium/high potential,
including emergence/re-entry surveys (May – September) where all features
cannot be checked; (3) appropriate working practices, including creation of a
buffer around bat roosts, avoidance of night lighting wherever possible and,
also wherever possible, establishing mitigation planting ahead of tree felling; (4)
mitigation planting; and (5) erection of 20 bat boxes. Indicative locations for bat
boxes are marked with the code B11 on the various Landscape Mitigation
Plans. Factoring in all of these measures Table 8.19 notes that the significance
of construction effects is likely to reduce to slight/moderate adverse. This is the
only significant post-mitigation ecological impact, albeit that the ES stresses the
fact that it is based on precautionary worst-case assumptions.
478. Our ecological consultant concurs that there is likely to be a short to medium
term adverse impact on foraging, but takes the view that the proposed
mitigation is likely to result in a net benefit after 15 years once replacement tree
planting and other habitat enhancements become established. He recommends
a condition requiring a biodiversity monitoring strategy specific to changes in
bat activity.
479. Natural England has confirmed that “an updated site specific bat survey prior to
construction should be undertaken to assess potential disturbance during the
construction phases and a European Protected Species licence from Natural
England may be required. Timing these works outside sensitive roosting
periods should also be implemented.” It has also stated that the local planning
authority should “be guided by advice from their consultant Ecologist [in
determining] if the impacts of the scheme on bat species are significant.”
480. The ES assesses the significance of effects from the operational phase of the
development as neutral.
Birds
481. The potential for effects upon birds during the construction period, without
mitigation, includes: (1) destruction of nests and injury/mortality of bird species,
some of which could be protected and/or notable; (2) indirect disturbance,
especially during the breeding season; and (3) loss of habitat through tree loss.
The ES concludes that the cumulative impact will amount to a slight adverse
significance of effect.
482. By way of mitigation the ES suggests that, where practicable to do so, works
will be timed to take place outside of the bird breeding season (stated as March
August inclusive) and where this is not possible a suitably experienced

environmental professional will undertake a “nest check” to guide the ongoing
development. And in recognition of the fact that replacement tree planting will
take time to mature to a point where it provides equivalent nesting opportunities
it is proposed to install no fewer than 51 nest boxes. Indicative locations for bird
and bat boxes are marked with the code B11 on the various Landscape
Mitigation Plans. With mitigation in place the ES regards the residual
significance of effect from construction to be slight adverse.
483. The ES assesses the significance of effects from the operational phase of the
development as neutral.
Invertebrates – including white-clawed crayfish
484. The primary reason for the designation of the River Kent Special Area of
Conservation (SAC) is its internationally important populations of white-clawed
crayfish. The River Kent Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) is also notified
for this species.
485. Table 8.18 of the ES anticipates that the unmitigated significance of
construction effects on invertebrates could be very large adverse, partly
reflecting the high value applied to these species. Construction activities could
also lead to a direct disturbance of habitat. But the greatest risks come from the
introduction of aggressive non-native species or disease. The EA’s draft Habitat
Regulations Assessment states that crayfish plague has the potential to wipe
out an entire population of white-clawed crayfish in a matter of weeks or even
days.
486. The potential for mitigating these potential impacts is discussed in detail in the
Habitat Regulations Assessment, which concludes that any adverse effect on
the integrity of the SAC (and by extension the SSSI) can be mitigated by a
planning condition that addresses the following:


appropriate biosecurity measures must be incorporated in the Construction
Management Plan;



no in river works may take place between 1st October and 30th June in any
given year



fish and crayfish rescues must be completed prior to any activities that could
result in physical damage to the animals. This must be done by an
appropriately qualified person with the relevant permissions



where activities pose a risk of increased turbidity as a result of disturbing in
channel sediment, appropriate silt prevention measures must be adopted.

487. With a condition to this effect the ES (Table 8.19) concludes that the anticipated
residual effect of the development is neutral. With some adjustments to the
proposed condition (reflected in the recommendation of this report) our
ecological consultant accepts that there will be no adverse impact on
invertebrates.
Amphibians
488. The ES reports that the River Kent and its main tributaries are fast flowing and
wide channelled watercourses and as such have limited potential to directly
support great crested newts and other amphibians. However, the habitats
surrounding the river such as marshy grassland and wet woodland are suitable

to support common amphibians. There are risks during the construction phase
that activities might lead to direct or indirect mortalities and/or a reduction in, or
disturbance to, viable habitat leading the ES to conclude (Table 8.18) that the
unmitigated significance of effect is slight adverse. Table 8.19 offers no direct
proposals for mitigation, although there are proposals contained within the
Great Crested Newt Report (September 2018) which should be included within
a final CEMP.
489. The ES assesses the significance of effects from the operational phase of the
development as neutral.
Otter
490. Evidence of otters was noted during the Phase 1 Habitat Surveys, the River
Corridor Survey and the separate Otter and badger report (September 2018).
Surveys noted the presence of seven locations or potential locations in or close
to the planning application boundary which were used or potentially used by
otters. However, in order to protect the security of the species, the precise
locations of otter holts have not been revealed in the ES.
491. Table 8.18 foresees the potential for a moderate adverse significance of effect
during construction, but a neutral effect once mitigated by working practices
within a CEMP, including: (1) a watching brief; and (2) a “toolbox talk” to ensure
that contractors are aware of key species. There are further references to
control of working hours, controlling the direction of lighting and screening of
the watercourse; additional matters that will need to covered in a final CEMP.
492. The ES assesses the significance of effects from the operational phase of the
development as neutral.
Fish
493. The River Kent and its tributaries are known to provide suitable habitat for fish
including bullhead, Atlantic salmon and brown/sea trout. The SAC designation
lists bullhead as a qualifying feature although not a principal reason for
selection.
494. Table 8.18 of the ES foresees the unmitigated potential for a large adverse
significance of effect from construction and slight adverse from the operational
phase of the development. The construction impacts reduce to neutral with
certain measures being included with a CEMP. This appropriate assessment
reaches a similar conclusion.
Notable plant species
495. For aquatic species, to which the ES assigns very high value, Table 8.18
anticipates a moderate adverse significance of effect from construction and
slight adverse from the operational phase. For terrestrial species the effects
from the corresponding phases of the development are slight adverse and
neutral. The effects on the higher value aquatic species reduces to neutral with
the implementation of mitigation measures in a CEMP.
Habitat Regulations assessment
496. In this case, both the Environment Agency as the proponent of the scheme,
and South Lakeland District Council in its role as local planning authority, are
competent authorities for the purposes of these Regulations – and both are

required to make Habitat Regulations Assessments. However, “Guidance on
competent authority coordination under the Habitats Regulations” issued by the
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (July 2012) makes clear
that the “Government encourages coordination between competent authorities
who need to issue separate consents, permissions or other authorisations
which are interlinked” and to that end acknowledges that “there are advantages
in competent authorities identifying and agreeing that one of them will lead their
joint fulfilment of the appropriate assessment requirements.”
497. In this case officers have accepted that the Environment Agency is best placed
to act as lead competent authority on this issue, not least because: (1) it has
commissioned a series of relevant ecological studies to inform the design of the
scheme; and (2) it has engaged directly with Natural England from the early
stages of this scheme.
498. When this application was registered it was accompanied by Draft 5 of Habitat
Regulations assessment, dated 13 November 2018. The further information
supplied in January 2019 updated this to Draft 7, dated 28 January 2019. The
updated document responded to feedback from Natural England and our
external consultant. Most significantly, it was updated to respond to the removal
of the access ramp into the River Kent that had previously been proposed
south of Stramongate Bridge.
499. Having reviewed this latest draft our external consultant has concluded that,
subject to conditions, “[t]he Council is able to adopt [the] Environment Agency’s
Habitats Regulations Assessment draft for consultation 28th January 2019 for
the purposes of determining the planning application.” The rationale for that
conclusion is set out in The Landscape Partnership’s report dated February
2019, which is available to view online. Natural England has confirmed that it
too has no objection to this application, subject to conditions to secure
appropriate mitigation. At the time of concluding this report we are awaiting a
final version of the HRA.
Biodiversity - conclusions
500. A Habitats Regulations Assessment carried out by Environment Agency as the
lead competent authority has established that the development would have no
adverse effect upon the integrity of any European site, subject to measures to
minimise impacts upon the River Kent Special Area of Conservation. The
assessment has been scrutinised by both Natural England and our own
ecological consultant and amendments have been made. Our consultant
advises that, subject to two conditions, South Lakeland District Council can
adopt the version of the assessment dated 28th January 2019 for the purposes
of determining the planning application.
501. The River Kent and Tributaries SSSI is designated for fewer features than the
SAC and our consultant is of the opinion that it would also be conserved by the
mitigation proposed to protect the SAC. No unacceptable impacts are
predicted to occur on other ecologically designated sites.
502. No negative impacts are expected on any locally-designated sites, although
particular attention is needed towards Scroggs Wood in the CEMP regarding
use of the road through the wood.

503. Our ecological consultant is of the opinion that there would be a short to
medium term adverse impact on bat foraging, but after 15 years of tree growth
and maturity of replacement habitat the impact on bat foraging would gradually
improve to a net benefit after perhaps 30 years. A plan dealing with non-native
invasive species is required so that plants such as Japanese Knotweed and
Himalayan Balsam are not spread during the works.
504. Once the various components of the proposed mitigation have become fully
established there is expected to be an appreciable gain in net biodiversity.
505. A number of conditions are necessary to ensure that the proposed
development is ecologically acceptable and may be permitted.
Traffic impacts
506. Traffic impacts were scoped out of the ES following discussions with the local
highway authority. However, the application is accompanied by: (1) a series of
ten traffic management plans, which provide details of how vehicular access
and networks will be affected by the scheme on a reach-by-reach basis; (2) four
plans providing details of temporary construction accesses and compounds;
and (3) a “Technical Note: Traffic Impact Assessment of Temporary Traffic
Management Measures Proposed on Aynam Road”.
Policy context
507. Core Strategy policy CS10.2 (Transport impact of new development) expects
all development proposals to be judged against a number of criteria. Of
relevance to this proposal are the requirements that:


The expected nature and volume of traffic generated by the proposal [can]
be accommodated by the existing road network without detriment to the
amenity or character of the surrounding area, local air quality or highway
safety; and



If the proposal would have significant transport implications, it is
accompanied by [an] air quality assessment, transport assessment, the
coverage and detail of which reflects the scale of development and the
extent of the transport implications, and also, a travel plan.

Discussion
508. The local highway authority acknowledges that there will be no traffic impacts
associated with the operational phase of this development; movements at that
stage will involve nothing more than routine general maintenance. But it does
comment that “construction traffic impact could be significant.”
509. It is content to deal with this through preparation of, and agreement to, a series
of Transport Assessment / Construction Traffic Management Plans (TA/CTMP),
submitted in respect of different phases of the project, each taking into account
cumulative effects from other phases. “Phases” in this context means
component parts of Phase 1 that are likely to be constructed as discrete
elements. The EA has indicated that these phases might reflect the different
reaches identified on the drawings submitted in support of this application,
although that may change in discussion with the contractor(s). A condition is
being recommended to ensure that this phasing is agreed before any other
development proceeds.

510. The “Technical Note: Traffic Impact Assessment of Temporary Traffic
Management Measures Proposed on Aynam Road” submitted as part of this
application is an example of how such a TA/CTMP might look for what is
generally regarded as the element of the development likely to have the most
impact. The local highway authority’s response includes recommendations for
measures that might be included within the TA/CTMPs for certain elements, i.e.
“advance warning signs remote from Kendal (e.g. on the M6 and on A591)
advising traffic to avoid Kendal town centre.” It is also notes “[w]e are
particularly concerned about the proposal for construction traffic to access
Reach G via Dowkers Lane as detailed on Traffic Management Annotated Plan
10. This is a very narrow residential street with blockwork surfacing and may
not be suitable for construction traffic depending on the type of traffic proposed
which is not detailed.”
511. The local highway authority has recommended five conditions, included (with
some modifications) within the recommendation of this report.
Amenity
512. Various letters and consultation responses have drawn attention to a range of
other amenity issues, which have been touched on elsewhere in this report, but
require a little more discussion. The relevant policy references are provided at
the beginning of the section of this report dealing with Landscape character,
townscape and visual impact.
Public safety
513. DMDPD policy DM2 (Achieving Sustainable High Quality Design) states that
Development proposals should create and maintain safe and secure
environments through designing out crime and designing in community
safety by:


ensuring public and communal spaces, buildings, streets and
paths are directly overlooked through natural surveillance; and



ensuring there is clear and obvious demarcation between public
and private spaces utilising appropriate physical boundary
treatments or landscaping elements and ensuring buildings
directly address streets and routes by avoiding presentation of
blank frontages or gables.

514. The consultation response to this application from Cumbria Constabulary’s
Community Safety Unit is generally positive, stating that “The project offers an
excellent opportunity to thin out or remove overgrown plant elements at various
locations, which presently obscure views and create hiding places directly
adjacent to footpaths and rights of way.” It identifies a number of specific
concerns, but, as far as is practicable, these can be addressed through the
further detailed landscaping plans.
515. Comments from others are less sanguine; there are numerous references to
the new walls rendering existing open spaces less visible, creating the perfect
environment for anti-social behaviour, alcohol abuse, drug abuse and petty
crime. In this regard, there are specific references to the common land on New
Road and to Miller Park. There is also a concern that walls will be extensively
vandalised with graffiti.

516. The open spaces referred to will experience a mixed change in fortunes.
Access will be channelled through a more limited number of openings formed
by floodgates, and open road frontages will be enclosed, reducing passive
surveillance. And, undoubtedly, this will provide some opportunities for those
intent on no good. But these open areas are not small, claustrophobic spaces;
and they will still be overlooked – even across the tops of the proposed walls
where they are low enough. And the walls will also bring certain benefits. As
mentioned elsewhere, they will help mitigate disturbance from road noise. The
experience of using the proposed new footpath through Miller Park for example
should be enhanced by the extra physical separation from Aynam Road. Some
graffiti on walls finished in smooth concrete is probably inevitable, although
much less likely on the rough, textured finish of stone that will predominate
through the conservation area.
517. It would be disingenuous to suggest that the proposals will not create the
potential for problems from anti-social behaviour, but there are benefits to be
had as well. And the generally positive response from Cumbria Constabulary is
noted. If the application is approved officers will encourage further input from
the Community Safety Unit into the detail of the landscaping.
Residential amenity
518. A number of those commenting on this application have referred to a loss of
residential amenity. This generally relates to a change in outlook, resulting
from: (1) hard engineering replacing trees and vegetation on certain riverside
boundaries, as with properties along Gilthwaiterigg Lane and Burneside Road
for example: (2) the close proximity of walls to windows, as with the proposed
wall running along the riverside of a number of ground floor properties in
Waterside; and (3) certain bespoke solutions to the defences, such as the
raised planter through the gardens in Riverdale Court.
519. DMDPD policy DM1 (General Requirements for all Development) expects “the
delivery of acceptable levels of amenity, privacy and overshadowing for
existing, neighbouring and future users and occupants through [amongst other
things]:


provision of adequate spatial separation distances between existing
and proposed properties and buildings; and



retention and/or provision of adequate public, private and shared
spaces and landscaping”

520. This application has concentrated a whole series of measures into a single
proposal. In isolation many of these measures may not require planning
permission and could be undertaken by the Environment Agency in pursuit of
the powers that it is able to exercise within the buffer zones either side of main
rivers. Owning a property abutting a main river comes with certain limitations.
Having said that, the various impacts in this case have all been considered
from a planning perspective and whilst the outlook from certain properties will
be adversely affected, particularly from Waterside, none will be impacted to the
extent that their residential amenity would be reduced to an unacceptable level.

Tourism
521. A number of representations have also drawn attention to the potential for
tourism within the town to suffer as a consequence of a loss of amenity along
the riverside. That loss is acknowledged in the discussion relating to heritage
assets above; officers agree that the conservation area in general, and two of
the character zones abutting the river in particular, will experience harm to their
significance. But there is no evidence to suggest that this will translate into a
negative impact for the tourist economy; there is nothing to suggest that it will
deter visitors who might otherwise have come to the town, or shorten the visits
of those who still do. The only evidence of an impact upon the economy is the
beneficial one that arises from reducing flood risk.
Wider amenity benefits
522. It is important to emphasise the wider amenity benefits of this project. The fact
that it will create a net gain in the area and quality of habitats has already been
acknowledged. However, the EA has also stressed that the proposal will also
deliver 3km of new/improved footpaths, as detailed below:
Mint Bridge to gravel trap footpath widening and
improvement including resurfacing

650m

Elevated new ‘Footpath’ on embankment around
Mintsfeet

800m

Informal footpaths improved through Jubilee
Fields/Mintsfeet. Essentially formalising desire
lines. Minimal intervention but still maintaining
these lines through management, strimming etc

720m

Current footpath between Social club at Beezon
Fields to Mintsfeet Industrial Estate improved.
Similar to above

550m

New Riverside path between Miller Bridge and
Jennings yard footbridge set between river and
wall on Aynam Road.

280m

Total

3km

523. There is the opportunity for some of these to be incorporated into more formal
pedestrian/routes, but this will involve further discussions with the local highway
authority.
Loss of playing fields
524. Sport England first objected to this application in a letter dated 13 December
2018. It wrote again on 13 February 2019, confirming that most of its earlier
concerns had been addressed, but still (effectively) objecting to what it regards
as the loss of a playing field on the western edge of Jubilee Fields – an area
which the EA’s proposals will see left on the “wet side” of the defences and
incorporated into its extensive proposals for habitat creation. Although this land
is not currently in use as a playing field, Sport England states that “Google

Earth shows it set out with 2 pitches between 2009 and 2011, but it does not
look to have been marked out since then.” The current satellite imagery on
Google Maps still shows two sets of goalposts, although, on the ground, the
area is currently rank grassland.
Policy context
Land Allocations Development Plan Document
525. The Land Allocations DPD gives the land in question two designations: (1)
Amenity Open Space (no public access), covered by policy LA1.10 (Existing
green infrastructure); and (2) Outdoor sports facilities, covered by policy LA1.11
(Existing outdoor formal sports facilities).
526. Policy LA1.10 expects “[t]he public open spaces and amenity spaces identified
on the policies map [to] be safeguarded from development and, where possible,
managed to enhance their visual, cultural, historic, environmental, informal
recreation and biodiversity significance both in themselves and as part of green
infrastructure networks”
527. The relevant part of policy LA1.11 states that “[t]he outdoor formal sports
facilities identified on the policies map will be safeguarded from development
unless a suitable replacement facility is provided in an accessible location
within the same area of need or demand […]”
Other material considerations
NPPF
528. Paragraph 97 of the NPPF provides more up-to-date policy on the loss of
playing fields. It states:
“Existing open space, sports and recreational buildings and land,
including playing fields, should not be built on [or, by extension, lost to
another use] unless:
a. an assessment has been undertaken which has clearly shown the
open space, buildings or land to be surplus to requirements; or
b. the loss resulting from the proposed development would be
replaced by equivalent or better provision in terms of quantity and
quality in a suitable location; or
c. the development is for alternative sports and recreational
provision, the benefits of which clearly outweigh the loss of the
current or former use.”
Discussion
529. On the face of it the two DPD policies are contradictory in this case: LA1.11
seeking to protect the land as an “outdoor formal sports” facility (if that is what it
is) and LA1.10 looking to, amongst other things, enhance biodiversity
significance, which is what the current application is proposing – but in a
manner that would compromise future use of the land for formal sports use.
However, the thrust of policy LA1.11, if relevant in this case, is seen as being
more significant by the Council’s Development Plan Manager and, obviously,
by Sport England. The wording of the NPPF also adds appreciable weight to
the presumption against the loss of playing fields.

530. The designations in the DPD are informed by the South Lakeland District
Council: Open Space, Sport & Recreation Assessment (February 2008). Unlike
the adjoining Jubilee Fields and Millennium Playing Fields, there is no direct
reference to the field in question in the Assessment, which suggests the
consultants did not believe it constituted a playing field at the time.
531. The EA has engaged directly with the Football Association as Sport England
has recommended. And in an email dated 13 February the Chairman of the
Westmorland County Football Association Limited has confirmed that:
“The land to the west of the Kendal Millennium Playing Fields was used
as temporary football pitches whilst the Jubilee Fields were levelled and
drained between 2009 – 2011. […]. The temporary pitches were of very
poor standard and continued use was not necessary once the Jubilee
Fields came back on line. The existing pitches meet current
requirements.”
The email also goes on to express the opinion that:
“[…] the current proposals would benefit the existing pitches and should
improve their playability in the long term.”
532. The Council’s Development Plan Manager has confirmed that the survey work
for the Land Allocations DPD was undertaken in 2010/2011 and may have
mistakenly allocated this temporary pitch at that time. Discussions are ongoing,
but, as things stand, Sport England maintains its objection.
533. Sport England emphasises that SLDC has no playing pitch strategy “to help
clarify if there is a need for this site to be retained and available for playing
pitches”, which is fair comment. Nevertheless, officers take the view that, given
the neglected state of the land, together with the local FA’s confirmation that:
(1) the pitches were only ever used as a temporary expedient; and (2) the EA’s
flood defences would benefit the existing pitches, there is good evidence (albeit
not a formal assessment) to suggest that this land is surplus to requirements
and therefore consistent with the policy in paragraph 97 of the NPPF. Put
another way, if this application was refused on the basis that it represented the
loss of a playing field contrary to Land Allocations DPD policy LA1.11 (and a
different interpretation of NPPF paragraph 97) officers would struggle to come
up with convincing arguments to defend that position.
534. If Members are minded to accept officers’ conclusions on this point, they also
need to be aware of the provisions of The Town and Country Planning
(Consultation) (England) Direction 2009. This states that if we are minded to
grant planning permission in the face of an outstanding objection from Sport
England then, in certain circumstances, we are obliged to notify the Secretary
of State before granting planning permission. Those circumstances are where
the land (or any part of the land) which is subject of the application –
a) is land of a local authority; or
b) is currently used by an educational institution as a playing field; or
c) has at any time in the five years before the application is received been
used by an educational institution as a playing field

535. In this case the land is owned by United Utilities and so only c) could possibly
be true. However, in the absence of any evidence to suggest that the land in
question has been used as a playing field in the last five years (even Sport
England’s submissions suggest that the temporary use terminated in 2011), let
alone by an educational institution, officers see no reason to notify the
Secretary of State if Members are minded to grant planning permission.
536. The EA’s intention to enhance and manage this area as part of its proposals to
establish a net gain in biodiversity for the project as a whole is judged to be
consistent with Land Allocations DPD policy LA1.10.
Financial benefits to Local Authorities from the Development
537. Section 70(2) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended)
provides that a local planning authority must have regard to a local finance
consideration as far as it is material. Section 70(4) of the 1990 Act (as
amended) defines a local finance consideration as a grant or other financial
assistance that has been, that will or that could be provided to a relevant
authority by a Minister of the Crown. The government’s Planning Practice
Guidance gives the examples of sums received through New Homes Bonus
payments, or the Community Infrastructure Levy.
538. The Planning Practice Guidance states that whether or not a ‘local finance
consideration’ is material to a particular decision will depend on whether it could
help to make the development acceptable in planning terms.
539. Phase 1 of the Kendal Flood Risk Management Scheme includes protection for
a large number of employment and industrial sites to the north of the town. A
project that specifically targeted key business and employment sites could not
be delivered using EA Flood Defence Grant in Aid (FDGIA) alone, which is why
in this case SLDC, working in partnership with the EA, successfully applied for
£5.34m from the European Regional Development Funding (ERDF) as a
contribution towards the overall £16m cost of the first phase. The ERDF grant
would qualify as local finance consideration.
Conclusion
540. At a strategic level, the proposed flood risk management scheme is of key
importance to Kendal as South Lakeland’s main Principal Service Centre, to
help meet the increasing challenge of major weather events associated with
climate change. The scheme will have significant benefits both to local
residents who are at risk of flooding and also to the wider local economy in
terms of added protection to industrial and employment areas to the north of
Kendal.
541. The scheme will not, and was never intended to, protect the town from another
Storm Desmond, which was classified as a 1 in 200 year event (0.5% AEP).
Nevertheless, the modelled benefits if all three phases are complete are still
considerable: 1,437 homes and 1,151 local businesses will be directly removed
from flood risk up to a 1 in 100 year event (0.1% AEP). The benefits from
Phase 1 alone are more modest; 227 homes, 71 businesses and 85
“unclassified receptors” (80 of which the EA has confirmed separately to be
“community facilities”) will be removed from the direct risk of flooding in events
up to a 1 in 20 year return period (5% AEP), reduced from the current risk
which is rated as a 1 in 5 year return period (20% AEP). The EA’s Planning

Statement tells us that total direct and indirect impacts will safeguard
businesses that employ 6,105 people and are worth an estimated £140m GVA
per annum to the economy (equivalent to 40% of Kendal’s Total GVA per
annum).
542. A limited number of properties will see their risk increase were Phase 1 to be
completed in isolation although this would be temporary, assuming the later two
phases of the scheme can be delivered, and would only occur in events which
exceed the best design standard of protection for Phase 1, which, by definition,
are rarer. The EA has made it clear that it will be working with the owners of
these properties to reduce the risk.
543. There is no certainty that all three phases of the scheme will ever be
completed. Other matters aside, both additional phases would need planning
permission in their own right (including decisions that will be made by the
National Park Authority) and both would be subject to further scrutiny under the
EIA and Habitat Regulations. In those circumstances, officers consider that
limited, if any, weight should be given to the benefits of the Kendal Flood Risk
Management Scheme as a whole. In determining this application significant
weight should only apply to those benefits that would be certain; those directly
associated with the current proposals for Phase 1.
544. Having said that, the benefits from Phase 1 in isolation are still considerable.
Reducing the flood risk to 227 homes and 71 businesses (together with the
stated indirect benefits) from events with a 20% AEP to a 5% AEP would meet
many of the strategic objectives established in Core Strategy policies CS1.1
(Sustainable Development Principles), CS1.2 (The Development Strategy),
CS2 (Kendal Strategy) and CS8.8 (Development and flood risk). In officers’
opinion these benefits should attract significant weight in the final planning
balance.
545. The potential impacts of the scheme upon air quality have been assessed by
the Council’s Public Protection Team and, subject to the mitigation measures in
the ES being included within a Construction Environment Management Plan,
they have concluded that there will be no significant impacts upon either the
Kendal Air Quality Management Area or the wider area. As such the proposal is
judged compliant with: (1) the relevant parts of Core Strategy policies CS9.1
(Social and community infrastructure) and CS10.2 (Transport impact of new
development); (2) Policy DM7 (Addressing Pollution, Contamination Impact,
and Water Quality) of the DMDPD; and (3) relevant guidance in the NPPF.
546. The Council’s Public Protection Team has also considered the potential impact
of noise and, again, subject to conditions relating to mitigation, has raised no
objection. As such the proposal is judged compliant with: (1) the strategic
objectives of the Core Strategy; (2) Policy DM7 (Addressing Pollution,
Contamination Impact, and Water Quality) of the DMDPD; and (3) relevant
guidance in the NPPF.
547. A Habitats Regulations Assessment carried out by Environment Agency as the
lead competent authority has established that the development would have no
adverse effect upon the integrity of any European site, subject to measures to
minimise impacts upon the River Kent Special Area of Conservation. The
assessment has been scrutinised by both Natural England and our own

ecological consultant and amendments have been made. Our consultant
advises that, subject to conditions, if Members are minded to approve this
planning application then the local planning authority can adopt a suitably
updated version of the assessment dated 28th January 2019 for the purposes of
meeting the Council’s obligations under Regulation 63 of the Conservation of
Habitats and Species Regulations 2017. A final version of the HRA is expected
before the committee meeting.
548. The River Kent and Tributaries SSSI is designated for fewer features than the
SAC and our ecological consultant is of the opinion that it would also be
conserved by the mitigation proposed to protect the SAC. No unacceptable
impacts are predicted to occur on other ecologically designated sites.
549. No negative impacts are expected on any locally-designated sites, although a
CEMP will need to pay particular attention to Scroggs Wood regarding use of
the road through the wood.
550. Our ecological consultant is of the opinion that there would be a short to
medium term adverse impact on bat foraging, but after 15 years of tree growth
and maturity of replacement habitat the impact on bat foraging would gradually
improve to a net benefit after perhaps 30 years.
551. A plan dealing with non-native invasive species is required so that plants such
as Japanese Knotweed and Himalayan Balsam are not spread during the
works.
552. With the imposition of a number of conditions the proposals are judged
compliant with: (1) Core Strategy policy CS8.4 (Biodiversity and geodiversity),
together with those aspects of policies Policy CS2, (Kendal Strategy), Policy
CS8.1 (Green infrastructure) and Policy 8.2 (Protection and enhancement of
landscape and settlement character) dealing with biodiversity; (2) saved policy
C7 (National Sites) of the South Lakeland Local Plan; and (3) Section 15 of the
NPPF, Conserving and enhancing the natural environment.
553. The local highway authority raises no objection to the proposals subject to
conditions. It is content to see the development proceed in phases, with
Transport Assessment / Construction Traffic Management Plans (TA/CTMP),
submitted on a phase-by-phase basis, each taking into account cumulative
effects from other phases. With the imposition of relevant conditions the
proposals are judged compliant with Core Strategy policy CS10.2 (Transport
impact of new development).
554. Concerns about the potential for the proposals to encourage anti-social
behaviour have been considered. It would be disingenuous to suggest that the
proposals do not have the potential to create problems, but there are potential
benefits to be acknowledged as well. And the generally positive response from
Cumbria Constabulary is noted. If the application is approved officers will
encourage further input from the Community Safety Unit into the detail of the
landscaping.
555. As far as is practicable with a scheme of this nature, the proposals are judged
compliant with emerging DMDPD policy DM2 (Achieving Sustainable High
Quality Design).

556. The outlook from some residential properties will be changed. These impacts
have been considered in detail, but none lead officers to conclude that
residential amenity will be harmed to the extent that it would be at odds with the
expectations of emerging DMDPD policy DM1 (General Requirements for all
Development).
557. Despite comments to the contrary, there is no evidence that the proposals will
harm the town’s tourist economy. The only evidence of an impact upon the
economy is a beneficial one that arises from reducing flood risk. The scheme
brings other benefits as well. The landscape mitigation proposed for Jubilee
Fields and Beezon Fields in particular will deliver over 5 hectares of new,
biodiverse habitat and there will be 3km of new/improved footpaths along and
around the entire length of the defences.
558. Sport England is maintaining an objection on the basis that the application
involves the loss of land formerly used as a playing field, to the west of the
permanently established playing pitches at Jubilee Fields. Nevertheless,
officers take the view that, given the neglected state of the land, together with
the local FA’s confirmation that: (1) the pitches were only ever used as a
temporary expedient; and (2) the EA’s flood defences would benefit the existing
pitches, there is good evidence (albeit not a formal assessment) to suggest that
this land is surplus to requirements and therefore consistent with the policy in
paragraph 97 of the NPPF.
559. The artificial appearance of the walls and embankments has a negative impact
on many of the townscape and character areas examined by the ES, although
for the outlying areas these can, for the most part, be successfully mitigated in
the longer term by the many opportunities for new planting. However, there will
be a residual slight adverse impact in some areas to the north of the town,
where the proposals will fail to conserve special qualities and local
distinctiveness, contrary to Core Strategy Policy CS8.2 (Protection and
enhancement of landscape and settlement character).
560. The impacts upon heritage assets are more significant and are harder to
mitigate. Historic England has confirmed in the recommendation to its latest
consultation response that it has:
“ … no formal objection to the principle to the flood mitigation scheme but
we continue to have concerns that the design details would cause harm
to the significance of Kendal Conservation Area. Further visual
information is required to enable this application to be determined in
statutory and policy terms.”
561. Officers’ do not share Historic England’s concerns that further visual
information is required. For the reasons explained earlier in this report we
consider that the available visual information together with the detailed
analyses in the ES and its supporting documentation present a sound basis
upon which to undertake the balancing exercise required by the NPPF and
fulfil the legal tests imposed by the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation
Areas) Act 1990.
562. Having considered: (1) the application drawings; (2) the assessment in the
Environment Agency’s ES, and the various supporting statements that it refers
to; (3) the advice we have received from our heritage consultant; and (4) the

views expressed by Historic England, officers conclude that the proposals will
cause harm to the significance of: (1) Kendal Conservation Area (including an
adverse impact upon landscape and townscape character), particularly within
Character Areas 3 and 9 identified within the Kendal Conservation Area
Appraisal; (2) the grade II listed Parish Hall, through harm to its setting; and (3)
two scheduled monuments, Miller Bridge and Nether Bridge, again through
harm to setting and, in the case of the latter, harm to the fabric of the structure
itself.
563. The identified harms would be contrary to the objectives of: (1) Core Strategy
policies CS8.2 (Protection and enhancement of landscape and settlement
character) and CS8.6 (Historic environment); and (2) saved policies C15 (Listed
Buildings and their Settings) and C16 (Control of Development Affecting
Conservation Areas).
564. The harm to Kendal Conservation Area would clearly not preserve its character
and appearance, contrary to the statutory duty imposed by section 72 of the
Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990. And the harm to
the setting of the Parish Hall would be contrary to the statutory duty imposed by
section 66. This does not automatically mean that planning permission should
be refused, but it is important to remember that paragraph 193 of the NPPF
requires ‘great weight’ to be given to the conservation of designated heritage
assets, regardless of the magnitude of any harm.
565. It is the opinion of officers, and of the heritage consultant employed to offer
independent advice, that the harms in this case are each less than substantial
in the terms established by the NPPF and by the advice contained within the
Planning Practice Guidance, set out in paragraph 176 above. But that remains
a judgment and Members are entitled to come to a different conclusion if that is
their interpretation of the evidence. If they concur that the harms are less than
substantial then, still bearing in mind the ‘great weight’ to be given to the
conservation of designated heritage assets, paragraph 196 of the NPPF is
clear that, in deciding whether to grant planning permission, the level of harm
must be outweighed by the public benefits of the proposal. If Members take the
view that the harm to the heritage assets identified above is in fact substantial
then paragraph 195 of the NPPF would require the level of harm to be
outweighed by commensurately substantial public benefits.
The planning balance
566. A decision in this case is finely balanced. Having carefully considered the
construction and operational impacts of the proposals across a broad range of
receptors, it is apparent that even with all of the proposed mitigation in place
there will be a residual adverse impact on landscape and townscape character
to the north of the town and harm, albeit less than substantial, to the
significance of a number of heritage assets: specifically: (1) Kendal
Conservation Area (including an adverse impact upon landscape and
townscape character); (2) the setting of one listed building; and (3) the setting
of two (and fabric of one) scheduled monuments. Nevertheless, in officers’
judgement, the strategic importance of reducing flood risk, even by the levels
associated with Phase 1 in isolation, represents a significant public benefit that
outweighs the harm in this case.

Recommendation
567. The application is recommended for approval subject to the following:
a. Acknowledging the Environment Agency as the lead competent
authority in undertaking the Habitat Regulations Assessment
necessary to meet the requirements of Regulation 63 of the
Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017.
b. Adopting a final updated version of the Environment Agency’s Draft
Habitats Regulations Assessment dated 28th January 2019
(incorporating the mitigation recommended by Natural England and our
ecological consultant) for the purposes of meeting the Council’s
obligations under Regulation 63 of the Conservation of Habitats and
Species Regulations 2017.
c. The following conditions:
1. The development hereby permitted shall be commenced before the
expiration of THREE YEARS from the date hereof.
Reason: To comply with the requirements of Section 91 of the Town and
Country Planning Act 1990 as amended by Section 51 of the Planning and
Compulsory Purchase Act 2004.
Approved plans
2. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with
the following approved plans:
Red line boundary Plans


Red line boundary Sheet 1 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-PL-0001



Red line boundary Sheet 2 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-PL-0002



Red line boundary Sheet 3 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-PL-0003



Red line boundary Sheet 4 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-PL-0004

Construction Access and Site Compounds


Construction Access and Site Compounds 1 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ013KD-DR-PL-0005



Construction Access and Site Compounds 2 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ013KD-DR-PL-0006



Construction Access and Site Compounds 3 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ013KD-DR-PL-0007



Construction Access and Site Compounds 4 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ013KD-DR-PL-0008

General Arrangement Plans


General Arrangement Reach Overview ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KDDR-C-0101.P05



General Arrangement Reach A ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C0102.P05



General Arrangement Reach B ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C0103.P05



General Arrangement Reach C1 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C0104.P06



General Arrangement Reach C2 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C0105.P06



General Arrangement Reach D ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C0106.P05



General Arrangement Reach E ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C0107.P05



General Arrangement Reach F1 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C0108.P06



General Arrangement Reach F2 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C0109.P05



General Arrangement Reach G1 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C0110.P06



General Arrangement Reach G2 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C0111.P06



General Arrangement Reach H ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C0112.P06



General Arrangement Reach I ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C0113.P05



General Arrangement Reach J ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C0114.P05



General Arrangement Reach K ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C0115.P05



General Arrangement Reach L ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C0116.P05

Cross Sections


Section Embankment A&B ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C0201.P03



Section Embankment C&D ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C0202.P03



Section Floodgate Dble&Sgle ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C0203.P02



Section Floodgate 4m Dble ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C0204.P02



Section Floodwall A1 A2 A3 A5 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C0205.P02



Section Floodwall B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DRC-0206.P02



Section Floodwall C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DRC-0207.P02



Section Floodwall D1 D3 D4 D5 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C0208.P02



Section Floodwall E3 H3 H4 H5 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C0209.P02



Section Floodwall I3 I4 I5 J3 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C0210.P03



Section Floodwall J4 J5 K6 L6 R7 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DRC-0211.P03



Landscaping Reach J ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C-0212.P01

Landscape Masterplan


Landscape Masterplan Reach Overview ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ013KD-DR-L-0301.P05



Landscape Masterplan Reach A ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-L0302.P05



Landscape Masterplan Reach B ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-L0303.P06



Landscape Masterplan Reach C ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-L0304.P06



Landscape Masterplan Reach D ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-L0305.P05



Landscape Masterplan Reach E ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-L0306.P05



Landscape Masterplan Reach F1 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-L0307.P07



Landscape Masterplan Reach F2 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-L0308.P05



Landscape Masterplan Reach G1 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DRL-0309.P07



Landscape Masterplan Reach G2 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DRL-0310.P04



Landscape Masterplan Reach H ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-L0311.P06



Landscape Masterplan Reach I ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-L0312.P05



Landscape Masterplan Reach J ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-L0313.P05



Landscape Masterplan Reach K ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-L0314.P06



Landscape Masterplan Reach L ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-L0315.P05

Tree removal and retention


Tree removal and retention Plan A ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DREN-1001.P04



Tree removal and retention Plan B ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DREN-1002.P03



Tree removal and retention Plan C ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DREN-1003.P04



Tree removal and retention Plan D ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DREN-1004.P04



Tree removal and retention Plan E ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DREN-1005.P03



Tree removal and retention Plan F ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DREN-1006.P03



Tree removal and retention Plan G ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DREN-1007.P03



Tree removal and retention Plan H ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DREN-1008.P04



Tree removal and retention Plan I ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DREN-1009.P03



Tree removal and retention Plan J ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DREN-1010.P03



Tree removal and retention Plan K ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DREN-1011.P03



Tree removal and retention Plan L ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DREN-1012.P03



Tree removal and retention Plan M ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DREN-1013.P03



Tree removal and retention Plan N ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DREN-1014.P03



Tree removal and retention Plan O ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DREN-1015.P04



Tree removal and retention Plan P ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DREN-1016.P03

Elevations


Elevation plan 1 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C-1201.P02



Elevation plan 2 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C-1202.P02



Elevation plan 3 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C-1203.P02



Elevation plan 4 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C-1204.P02



Elevation plan 5 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C-1205.P02



Elevation plan 6 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C-1206.P02



Elevation plan 7 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C-1207.P02



Elevation plan 8 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C-1208.P02



Elevation plan 9 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C-1209.P02



Elevation plan 10 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C-1210.P02



Elevation plan 11 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C-1211.P02



Elevation plan 12 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C-1212.P02



Elevation plan 13 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C-1213.P02



Elevation plan 14 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C-1214.P02



Elevation plan 15 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C-1215.P02



Elevation plan 16 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C-1216.P02



Elevation plan 17 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C-1217.P02



Elevation plan 18 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C-1218.P02



Elevation plan 19 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C-1219.P02



Elevation plan 20 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C-1220.P02



Elevation plan 21 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C-1221.P02



Elevation plan 22 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C-1222.P02



Elevation plan 23 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C-1223.P02



Elevation plan 24 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C-1224.P02



Elevation plan 25 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3KD-DR-C-1225.P02

Stock Beck Pumping Station proposals


General Arrangement ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3E0-DR-C-0105.P03



Details of Structures 01 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3E0-DR-C-0201.P03



Details of Structures 02 ENV0000489C-CAA-IZ01-3E0-DR-C-0202.P02

Reason: For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of proper planning.
Phasing
3. No development shall commence until a construction phasing plan has
been submitted to, and approved in writing by, the local planning authority.
The purpose of the phasing plan is to establish discrete geographical areas
in which, once pre-commencement conditions pertaining to that area have
been discharged, development can proceed ahead of other areas where
compliance with pre-commencement conditions might remain outstanding.
The phasing plan is not intended to dictate the order in which different

elements of the scheme can progress, nor to prevent different elements
proceeding simultaneously.
Thereafter, the development shall proceed in accordance with the agreed
construction phasing plan.
Reason: To ensure that the construction proceeds in a manner that
minimises disruption to local amenity.
Public art and interpretation strategy
4. No development shall commence until a public art and interpretation
strategy for the entire development has been submitted to, and approved
in writing by, the local planning authority. The principles agreed in the
strategy will then need to be reflected in the further details required by
subsequent conditions, where relevant and specified.
Reason: To ensure the development achieves a high quality design in
accordance with Policy CS8.10 of the South Lakeland Core Strategy, and
saved Policy S2 of the South Lakeland Local Plan.
Materials and finishes
5. No cladding of any wall type incorporating stone facing as shown on the
approved plans shall commence until a sample panel detailing: (1) the type
of stone to be used (which, for the avoidance of doubt, shall be locallysourced natural stone for both cladding and coping); and (2) the proposed
bedding, coursing, sizing, style and pointing of the stone; has been
constructed and approved in writing by the local planning authority.
Thereafter, construction of all stone-faced wall types shall be completed in
accordance with the approved sample panel.
Reason: To ensure the development achieves a high quality design in
accordance with Policy CS8.10 of the South Lakeland Core Strategy, and
saved Policy S2 of the South Lakeland Local Plan.
6. No work shall commence on the erection of the stone faced flood defence
wall on the eastern bank of the River Kent immediately downstream of
Miller Bridge until further details of the interface between the wall and the
existing railings and stone pier have been submitted to, and approved in
writing by, the local planning authority. Thereafter, the work to this section
shall be completed in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To ensure the development achieves a high quality design in
accordance with Policy CS8.10 of the South Lakeland Core Strategy, and
saved Policy S2 of the South Lakeland Local Plan.
7. No wall type incorporating a printed or patterned concrete finish shall be so
finished until a sample panel has been prepared and approved in writing by
the local planning authority. The print or pattern should adhere to the
principles established in the public art and interpretation strategy referred
to in condition 4 above. Thereafter, construction of all wall types
incorporating a printed or patterned concrete finish shall be completed in
accordance with the approved sample panel.

Reason: To ensure the development achieves a high quality design in
accordance with Policy CS8.10 of the South Lakeland Core Strategy, and
saved Policy S2 of the South Lakeland Local Plan.
8. No work on any wall type incorporating glass panels shall commence until
a specification for the panels has been submitted to, and approved in
writing by, the local planning authority. The specification shall comprise: (1)
confirmation of the use of self-cleaning glass; (2) details of the materials
proposed for the construction of the frames; and (3) principles established
in the public art and interpretation strategy referred to in condition 4 above.
Reason: To ensure the development achieves a high quality design in
accordance with Policy CS8.10 of the South Lakeland Core Strategy, and
saved Policy S2 of the South Lakeland Local Plan.
9. No work shall commence on the installation of the wall type incorporating
glass panels on the western bank of the River Kent on the sloping ground
immediately downstream of the retained stone pier at Miller Bridge until
further details of the proposed elevational treatment of the panels has been
submitted to, and approved in writing by, the local planning authority.
Thereafter, the work to this section shall be completed in accordance with
the approved details.
Reason: To ensure the development achieves a high quality design in
accordance with Policy CS8.10 of the South Lakeland Core Strategy, and
saved Policy S2 of the South Lakeland Local Plan.
10. No work shall commence on the installation of handrails until details have
been submitted to, and approved in writing by, the local planning authority.
The style and method of fixing of handrails should adhere to the principles
established in the public art and interpretation strategy referred to in
condition 4 above.
Reason: To ensure the development achieves a high quality design in
accordance with Policy CS8.10 of the South Lakeland Core Strategy, and
saved Policy S2 of the South Lakeland Local Plan.
11. No individual floodgate shall be first installed until details of its design have
been submitted to, and approved in writing by, the local planning authority.
The detailed design of each floodgate should adhere to the principles
established in the public art and interpretation strategy referred to in
condition 4 above.
Reason: To ensure the development achieves a high quality design in
accordance with Policy CS8.10 of the South Lakeland Core Strategy, and
saved Policy S2 of the South Lakeland Local Plan.
12. No work on the control kiosk serving the Stock Beck Pumping Station shall
commence until full elevational details at a scale of 1:100, plus details of
the proposed natural walling and roofing materials, have been submitted
to, and approved in writing by, the local planning authority. Thereafter, the
control kiosk shall be completed in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To ensure the development achieves a high quality design in
accordance with Policy CS8.10 of the South Lakeland Core Strategy, and
saved Policy S2 of the South Lakeland Local Plan.

13. For the avoidance of doubt, and notwithstanding any indications to the
contrary on the approved plans, any existing walls to be repaired and/or
taken down and rebuilt shall be repaired/rebuilt in material salvaged from
the existing wall, and/or from new matching material, details of which shall
first have been submitted to, and approved in writing by, the local planning
authority.
Reason: To ensure that existing stone walls are retained in order to
preserve the character of the area.
Landscaping
14. No individual phase of development, as agreed in compliance with
condition 3 above, shall commence until a detailed landscaping scheme for
that phase has been submitted to, and approved in writing by the local
planning authority. The landscaping scheme shall accord with: (1) the
principles shown on the approved Landscape Mitigation Plan(s); (2) the
numbers and disposition of trees shown in Table 10.6 of the associated
Environmental Statement; and (3) the principles established in the public
art and interpretation strategy referred to in condition 4 above. The details
of the landscaping scheme shall comprise: (i) planting plans; (ii) written
specifications and schedules of proposed plants noting species, planting
sizes and proposed numbers/densities; (iii) the extent and depth of wetland
scrapes and water features (where relevant); (iv) samples of surfacing
materials for paths, tracks and other public amenity area; (v) furniture; (vi)
an implementation timetable; and (vii) a schedule of landscape
maintenance proposals for a period of not less than 10 years from the date
of completion of the scheme for that individual phase. Thereafter, the
approved landscaping scheme shall be implemented and maintained in
accordance with the agreed details and timetable.
Reason: To ensure that adverse visuals effects are mitigated as quickly
and effectively as possible.
15. Except where covered by the phased landscaping details approved in
accordance with condition 14 above, within one month of the completion of
the development approved by this permission the various
compound/storage/stockpile areas shown on the approved “Kendal FRMS
Temporary Construction Access and Compounds” drawings shall be
reinstated in accordance with a specification that shall first have been
submitted to, and approved in writing by, the local planning authority.
Reason: To ensure that adverse visuals effects are mitigated as quickly
and effectively as possible.
Tree removal and protection
16. No development shall commence until a method statement detailing how
the authorised removal of trees will be managed during the course of the
construction process has been submitted to, and approved in writing by,
the local planning authority. The method statement will set out the
timescales for removal of trees within each of the phases agreed in
compliance with condition 3 above, prioritising the retention of trees for as
long as is practicably possible having regard to the requirements of other
conditions imposed on this consent and other legislative responsibilities,

i.e. those imposed by the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981. Thereafter,
tree removal shall proceed in accordance with the agreed method
statement.
Reason: To ensure that the authorised removal of trees proceeds in a
manner than minimises the loss of amenity.
17. No individual phase of development, as agreed in compliance with
condition 3 above, shall commence until those individual trees and groups
of trees shown to be retained on the relevant Tree Removal and Retention
Plans have been protected in accordance with details that shall first have
been submitted to, and approved in writing by, the local planning authority.
Thereafter, the implemented protection measures shall be maintained for
the duration of construction works within that phase of the development.
Reason: To ensure that those trees shown for retention are adequately
protected before development commences.
Archaeological recording
18. No individual phase of development, as agreed in compliance with
condition 3 above, shall commence until implementation of a programme of
archaeological work in accordance with a written scheme of investigation
that shall first have been submitted to, and approved in writing by, the local
planning authority. For the avoidance of doubt, “development” in this
context shall not include any clearance of vegetation, felling of trees, or
undertaking of any groundworks necessary to inform the required written
scheme of investigation.
Reasons: (i) to afford reasonable opportunity for an examination to be
made to determine the existence of any remains of archaeological interest
within the site and for the preservation, examination or recording of such
remains; (ii) to ensure that permanent records are made of the heritage
assets of architectural and historic interest prior to their alteration as part of
the proposed development.
19. If the works require the “riverside steps and stone flag plinth” marked on
approved plan “General Arrangement Reach G1 ENV0000489C-CAAIZ01-3KD-DR-C-0110.P06” to be removed and reinstated then this shall be
undertaken in accordance with a specification that shall first have been
submitted to, and approved in writing by, the local planning authority.
Reason: To ensure the retention of this historically significant feature.
Traffic
20. No individual phase of development, as agreed in compliance with
condition 3 above, shall commence until a Transport Assessment /
Construction Traffic Management Plan (TA/CTMP) for that phase has been
submitted to, and approved in writing by, the local planning authority. The
TA/CTMP shall include details of:


the numbers and types of vehicles associated with construction;



construction vehicle routing;



the pre-construction road condition established by a detailed survey for
accommodation works within the highways boundary;



arrangements for the parking of vehicles of site operatives and visitors;



arrangements for loading and unloading of plant and materials;



storage arrangements for plant and materials used in constructing the
development;



measures to control noise and vibration from plant, equipment and
development processes;



measures for cleaning of site entrances and the adjacent public
highway;



proposed wheel washing facilities;



the arrangements for the sheeting of all HGVs taking spoil to/from the
site to prevent spillage or deposit of any materials on the highway;



the management of junctions to and crossings of the public highway
and other public rights of way/footway;



surface water management details during the construction phase

Construction lighting should be designed to negate light spillage from site
boundaries and mitigate glare.
Thereafter, development of each phase shall proceed in accordance with
the relevant TA/CTMP.
TA/CTMPs for development beyond the first phase shall address the
cumulative effects of earlier phases.
Reason: In the interests of ensuring highway safety and efficiency, and to
ensure that the highway network has sufficient capacity to safely
accommodate the increased levels of construction traffic. To keep the
impact of construction traffic on the amenity of local residents and other
road users to acceptable levels.
Surface water
21. Every phase of development, as agreed in compliance with condition 3
above, in which linear defences coincide with areas at risk of surface water
flooding (identified on figures 4-1, 4-2 and 4-3 within the Flood Risk
Assessment (Kendal flood risk management scheme - Phase 1 Kendal
Linear Defences) January 2019) shall incorporate measures to allow the
disposal of surface water into the river in conditions when the level of the
river would not otherwise prevent it. The details of such measures shall
first have been submitted to, and approved in writing by, the local planning
authority.
Reason: To safeguard against flooding from surface water to neighbouring
sites.
22. Any surface water drainage outfalls encountered during construction shall
be logged and the logbook shall be shared with the Local Planning

Authority on a weekly basis. The logbook shall note the location of the
outfall with an assessment of the drainage area that they serve. On site, a
drainage engineer shall consider the likelihood of increased flood risk to
people and property due to the proposal and appropriate mitigation shall
be taken if required. Any mitigation and reasoning should be recorded in
the logbook and approved in writing by, the local planning authority prior to
the completion of the development.
Reason: To safeguard against flooding from surface water elsewhere.
Air quality
23. No individual phase of development, as agreed in compliance with
condition 3 above, shall commence until mitigation measures to control
dust during the course of construction works (as recommended in Table
7.24 of the Environmental Statement submitted in support of this
application) has been submitted to, and approved in writing by, the local
planning authority. Thereafter, the agreed mitigation measures shall be
retained for the duration of construction works in the relevant phase.
Reason: To keep disruption to local amenity to a minimum.
Working hours
24. No building work or associated deliveries shall occur on Bank Holidays or
otherwise outside the hours of 0800 – 1800 Monday to Saturday without
the prior written agreement of the local planning authority.
Reason: To safeguard amenity.
Contamination
25. No individual phase of development, as agreed in compliance with
condition 3 above, shall commence until a Phase One Assessment and
conceptual model of the various potential contaminated land sites within
and adjacent to the development corridor, including potential for migration
of pollutants into the areas of proposed works has been submitted to, and
approved in writing by, the local planning authority.
If any contamination is encountered during the project (not addressed in
previous assessments), work must be halted on that part of the site, and a
further assessment specifying the measures to be taken to make the site
suitable (including any remediation proposed) shall be submitted to, and
approved in writing by, the local planning authority. Work shall then
proceed in accordance with the further assessment.
Within three months of completion of the scheme a validation report and
statement from a competent person detailing contamination assessment,
including any found during development, and any remediation undertaken,
shall be submitted to, and approved in writing by, the local planning
authority. The validation report should cross-refer to the Phase One
Assessment and any further assessments.
Reason: To remove any risk or concerns regarding human health (also to
ensure that site workers are not exposed to the unacceptable risks) and
the environment.

Biodiversity
26. No individual phase of development, (including demolition, ground works,
vegetation clearance) as agreed in compliance with condition 3 above,
shall commence until a Construction Environmental Management Plan
covering biodiversity issues (CEMP: Biodiversity) has been submitted to
and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The CEMP:
Biodiversity shall include the following:
a) Risk assessment of potentially damaging construction activities.
b) Identification of “biodiversity protection zones”.
c) Practical measures (both physical measures and sensitive working
practices) to avoid or reduce impacts during construction (may be
provided as a set of method statements).
d) The location and timing of sensitive works to avoid harm to biodiversity
features (including a commitment to no in river works between 1st
October and 30th June in any given year in order to protect whiteclawed crayfish).
e) Details of how rescues of fish and white-clawed crayfish shall be
undertaken by appropriately qualified persons (with the relevant
permissions) prior to any activities that could result in physical harm to
these animals.
f) The times during construction when specialist ecologists need to be
present on site to oversee works.
g) Responsible persons and lines of communication.
h) The role and responsibilities on site of an ecological clerk of works
(ECoW) or similarly competent person.
i) Use of protective fences, exclusion barriers and warning signs.
j) The numbers and locations of bird and bat boxes, along with a
timetable for installation.
Thereafter, development of each phase shall proceed in accordance with
the approved CEMP: Biodiversity.
Reason: To safeguard biodiversity interest on the site.
27. Prior to the commencement of development, a biosecurity protocol shall be
submitted to and approved by the local planning authority detailing
measures to minimize or remove the risk of introducing non-native species
into a particular area during the construction, operational or
decommissioning phases of a project. The measures shall be carried out
strictly in accordance with the approved scheme.
Reason: To safeguard biodiversity interest on the site.

28. No individual phase of development, as agreed in compliance with
condition 3 above, shall commence (including demolition, ground works
and vegetation clearance) until a biodiversity monitoring strategy has been
submitted to, and approved in writing by, the local planning authority. The
purpose of the strategy shall be to identify changes in bat activity. The
content of the Strategy shall include the following:
a) Aims and objectives of monitoring to match the stated purpose.
b) Identification of adequate baseline conditions prior to the start of
development.
c) Appropriate success criteria, thresholds, triggers and targets against
which the effectiveness of the various conservation measures being
monitored can be judged.
A report describing the results of monitoring shall be submitted to the local
planning authority at intervals identified in the strategy. The report shall
also set out (where the results from monitoring show that conservation
aims and objectives are not being met) how contingencies and/or remedial
action will be identified, agreed with the local planning authority, and then
implemented so that the development still delivers the fully functioning
biodiversity objectives of the originally approved scheme. The monitoring
strategy will be implemented in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To safeguard biodiversity interest on the site.

